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ABSTRACT
In the Province of New Brunswick global education concepts such as intercultural 
understanding are influencing the content of elementary school programs. At the start of 
this research, however, art as a subject area at the elementary level did not have a global 
perspective and had not developed strategies for increasing children’s intercultural 
understanding. Although the analysis of visual images has been identified as an 
appropriate means of increasing intercultural understanding, strategies in art criticism 
have not been developed and implemented in art at the elementary level in New 
Brunswick. To address the problem of art curriculum development and reform, action 
research, based on the theories of Elliott, Carr and Kemmis, was adopted for this 
study. This action research took place in three cycles and involved (1) the collection of 
New Brunswick children’s cultural images for a Visual Resource, (2) three 
Professional Development Sessions designed to provide four teachers with models of 
image analysis and instruction, and training in visual awareness, and (3) testing out the 
teachers’ instructional strategies in art criticism in four classroom settings. Data 
collected from teacher and student response forms, interviews, audio-tapes of the 
Professional Development Sessions and observation field notes was analysed and 
evaluated to determine the effectiveness of the art criticism method and children’s 
cultural images as a Visual Resource for increasing intercultural understanding. Key 
findings of this action research were that the Visual Resource was effective as a 
stimulus and art criticism as a method of analysis did encourage meaningful discussions 
about children’s cultural images. The four elementary teachers who participated in the 
study, however, required preliminary training in visual awareness and global education 
concepts such as intercultural understanding. Action research proved to be an effective 
means of addressing art curriculum development and reform.
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INTRODUCTION
New Brunswick is a province in Canada, which has a culturally diverse population. 
Over its two hundred year history the three largest groups; Anglo-Canadian, 
Francophone and Aboriginal have remained largely separate from each other, both 
geographically and socially. According to the Statistics Canada Census of 1995 the total 
population of new Brunswick is 760,058. The Anglo-Canadians, who tend to populate 
the southern regions, make up approximately two-thirds whüe the Francophone 
population, living mainly in the north, represents one-third. The Aboriginal population 
which is found mostly on Reserves located throughout the province, make up less than 
one-tenth of the total population. In addition to this cultural mix, there is a small 
population of Immigrants and Refugees from central America ^ d  Eastern European 
countries who have settled in the urban areas of the province over the last ten years.
Throughout the province’s history the Anglo-Canadians, descendants of English, 
Scottish, and Irish immigrants, have dominated the school systems. The Francophone 
population has had to struggle against the dominant Anglo-Canadians to preserve its 
language rights, and finally succeeded in doing so by creating a separate education 
system. This became a reality after Canada adopted a Multicultural policy in 1971 which 
officially recognised the rights of Francophone Canadians to protect their language 
within the context of the education systems (Gauld, 1992).
Until recently, the Aboriginal population comprised of Maliseet, and Passamoquody 
tribes, had received little recognition from the New Brunswick government in terms of 
cultural or educational needs. This was the case in New Brunswick because the official 
policy adopted at the time of settlement was assimilation of all minority groups living in
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the province. As a result of this policy many of the Aboriginal people lost their 
languages and customs. Although this has been revised as a result of growing public 
interest and concern for Aboriginal rights, much remains to be done to educate 
Aboriginal students about their languages and culture.
Since 1980 the government has offered newly arrived Immigrants and Refugees 
financial assistance and specialised language training. Their arrival, however, has 
brought into question cultural and educational issues for the existing school systems, 
especially in the urban areas of the province such as Fredericton, St. John and 
Moncton.
In 1988 the Canadian Multicultural policy was revised to recognise the cultural needs of 
the other minority groups existing within the various bilingual provinces of Canada. 
Under this policy minorities would receive more consideration in political, economic, 
and educational matters.
To address a greater emphasis on bilingualism, many Anglo-Canadian dominated 
schools in New Brunswick implemented French immersion programs to enable English 
speaking students to take their schooling in French, thus promoting fluency in a second 
language. The Department of Education saw that this strategy might also help to break 
down the language and cultural barriers between the two dominant cultures as well as 
offer the Aboriginals, Immigrants and Refugees an equal opportunity to learn French.
The revisions to the Multicultural policy also led to the development of Multicultural 
centres across Canada in the 1980s. New Brunswick was one of the first provinces to 
establish a centre in response to the cultural needs of newly arrived Immigrants and 
Refugees (Moore, 1993).
Globalisation
Coupled with the move to officially recognise the rights of all minorities, the
government of Canada began to promote the concept of globalisation. For Canada,
globalisation not only meant the recognition of its own pluralistic society, but that of
societies worldwide (Berry, 1993). Global education was defined in the position
statement of the National Council for Social Studies in 1981 as:
the cultivation of a perspective of the world which emphasizes interconnections 
among cultures with the purposes of developing knowledge, skills and attitudes 
needed to live effectively in a world characterized by ethnic diversity, cultural 
pluralism and increasing interdependence.(p.l)
Global education curriculum reform has been implemented as a means of increasing
intercultural understanding, which is defined as the mutual awareness and acceptance of
people with diverse cultural/ethnic backgrounds (Hanvey, 1976).
Global education has been widely accepted in Canada for political, economic and 
educational reasons because many provinces are becoming more culturally diverse. 
Global incentives are also mirrored in the Canadian Multicultural policy of 1988 which 
states that its fundamental purpose is to increase intergroup harmony, acceptance and 
tolerance (Berry, 1993).
Although the global education movement in New Brunswick strives to increase the 
understanding and acceptance of what cultural diversity means on a provincial, national 
and global level, to date it is mainly responsible for the development and distribution of 
teaching resources for social studies teachers. The movement, therefore, has not 
succeeded in infusing key global education concepts into other subject areas. This is 
considered a critical issue, for it has been noted that in order to bring about a greater 
level of intercultural awareness and acceptance in the school system, global education
concepts need to be infused into all subject areas, not just subjects such as social studies 
that already deal with social issues (Sterling, 1992).
Given the pressures on the New Brunswick education system and Multicultural and 
Global Education Centres to increase cultural content and promote intercultural 
understanding in the province’s schools, extensive research is needed to identify 
effective and appropriate methods of infusing this content into all subject areas.
Intercultural Understanding and Art
Researchers in art education have noted that art, defined as a form of interpersonal 
communication, can be an especially effective means of developing knowledge and 
understanding of other people’s experiences and cultural perspectives (Allen, 1994; 
Chalmers, 1987; Gordon, 1972; Mason, 1988; Nadaner, 1984; Schütz, 1970). 
Applying methods of image analysis in art classes could encourage New Brunswick 
children to express their thoughts about their cultural heritage, and therefore, increase 
their understanding of their own cultural uniqueness as well as their appreciation of 
other cultural groups living within the province. It has been noted that children at the 
upper elementary level (age 10) are considered the most receptive to the concept of 
cultural differences, so therefore, would be the appropriate level to investigate (Brittain, 
1990).
At the time this research began, however, there were a number of factors affecting the 
probability of cultural issues being taught in art programs at the elementary level in New 
Brunswick:
a) The existing elementary art guide did not contain any references to global 
issues such as increasing the understanding children have of different cultures.
b) The Global Education Centre did not emphasise the development of art 
education materials or offer inservice sessions for art teachers.
c) A finding of my previous M. A. research revealed that most elementary 
teachers in Canada did not have training in elementary art education theory or 
methods, and therefore, felt inadequate in their abilities to teach art 
(Blatherwick, 1985). Any introduction of new content and methods of 
analysing images, therefore, was likely to intimidate them even further.
d) Even for teachers with some knowledge and background in art education the 
implementation of new strategies of instruction and new content dealing with 
cultural issues was likely to require specialised training and/ or inservicing 
(Mason, 1988).
e) Most of the teachers in the province came from the Anglo-Canadian 
population and were likely to have cultural biases which would affect their 
receptivity to introducing the concept of intercultural understanding into any 
subject area.
Problem Area
Infusing the concept of global education into the school systems of a province like New 
Brunswick which has separate schools created for the dominant language groups, and 
ethnic communities that are geographically isolated from each other, might prove to be 
problematic. In terms of addressing difficulties in promoting global education it has 
been noted that, once students gain an understanding of their local cultures, they can 
more easily appreciate world cultures (Chalmers, 1987). Teachers, therefore, need to 
stress why it is important to learn about their own cultures and the experiences and lives 
of other cultural groups living in the province. Ultimately, through a greater cultural 
understanding of themselves and others, it is hoped that students
will become more tolerant and accepting of individual differences on a local and 
provincial as well as global level (Chalmers, 1987).
Issues in Art Education in New Brunswick
At the time the research began, as an art educator I had been involved with art 
curriculum reform in this province for over fifteen years. Although there were 
curriculum materials at all grade levels, art remained a marginalised subject area that 
was only compulsory at the elementary level. No training was required to teach the 
subject and, as a consequence, it was often not taught, or if it was, it took the form of 
formula craft activities. The content, th^efbre, of most art lessons, especially at the 
elementary level, rarely addressed issues of cultural importance. Because art was, and 
still is, perceived as something ‘extra or fun’, teachers do not see it as a potentially 
valuable means of exploring individual or cultural attitudes. One of my research 
interests, therefore, has been to increase teachers’ overall awareness and understanding 
of art as a vital form of communication.
Another area of research, that has seemed critical to me, was determining how 
children’s knowledge, understanding and acceptance of individual and cultural 
differences could be increased through their involvement in art. As an art instructor in 
New Brunswick schools, I had always felt that it is important to create opportunities for 
students to interact with and share their personal stories through images in order to 
combat the formation of cultural stereotypes and prejudice. An assumption underlying 
this research, arising both from my teaching experience and art education literature, is 
that the analysis of images and image making could be valuable means of exploring 
global concepts such as intercultural understanding. Ultimately, my contact with
teachers and appreciation of their role in developing and evaluating teaching strategies 
lead me to consider action research as a means of involving them in curriculum change.
Working Hypothesis
The working hypothesis adopted for this action research was that elementary teachers’ 
and students’ intercultural understanding can be increased through critical analysis of 
children’s cultural images. Three key concepts pertaining to intercultural understanding 
in this study are cultural understanding, visual awareness and professional 
development.
Outline of the Chapters
The research in this dissertation is reported in the following manner. Chapter One is a 
review of the literature which examines, firstly, the meaning of culture, intercultural 
understanding, and intercultural teaching, and, secondly, considers the definition of art 
as communication, visual understanding and image analysis. Chapter Two identifies 
action research as an appropriate method of inquiry for this study and discusses the 
design of research, and Chapter Three which reports on Cycle One of the action 
research, describes and analyses the collection of ninety-two cultural images from New 
Brunswick children. Chapter Four, which reports on Cycle Two, explains the process 
of developing and conducting the inservice sessions for elementary teachers and the 
plan for the subsequent process of testing out the image analysis strategies in the 
classroom. Chapter Five which reports and reflects on Cycle Three, describes and 
analyses the data derived from observations, response forms, and the interviews 
conducted with the four teachers and their students during and after the strategies were 
tested. Discussion of method or data collection, description of actions/procedures and
reflections/conclusions are contained in the reports of each cycle. The last chapter, 
Chapter Six, discusses the implications and outcomes of this action research for the 
four teachers and their students, and suggests topics for further research in elementary 
art curriculum reform.
CHAPTER 1 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The review of literature provides definitions of and rationale for the inclusion of cultural 
and intercultural understanding and visual awareness as part of global education 
initiatives in New Brunswick schools. It also describes and analyses teacher education 
programs that emphasise intercultural issues, and seeks evidence that supports the 
argument that visual images, used as the focus of discussion and analysis in a 
classroom setting, can be an effective means of increasing the intercultural 
understanding of upper elementary children in New Brunswick. The concepts of visual 
awareness, literacy and art criticism are defined and discussed in relation to the use of 
images as visual resources for teaching about such global concepts as intercultural 
understanding.
Cultural and Intercultural Understanding
In order to identify definitions and interpretations of cultural and intercultural 
understanding, educationally relevant literature found in sociology, psychology, 
anthropology and art education was examined. The research of James Banks in 
America, and David Milner in England, was found to be central in the discussion of 
concepts related to cultural and intercultural understanding. Cultural and intercultural 
understanding are defined and described in relationship to (a) the development of 
children’s attitudes, and (b) the role that visual images can play in communicating these 
concepts. A discussion of these concepts and an examination of how they relate to the 
educational process provide a basis for further investigations into instructional strategies 
that utilise images to increase intercultural understanding.
Definitions of Culture
Within the areas of sociology, psychology, anthropology and art education the concept
of culture has been examined extensively over the last fifty years. Various definitions
have been formulated but one of the most comprehensive and influential was provided
by the anthropologists Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952) who have defined culture as:
patterns explicit and implicit, of and for behaviour acquired and transmitted by 
symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of human groups, including 
their embodiments in artifacts; the essential core of culture consists of traditional 
(i.e., historically derived and selected) ideas and their attached values; cultural 
systems on the one hand may be considered as products of action, on the other 
as conditioning elements of further action, (p. 181)
Within the area of cultural anthropology culture is considered part of survival. The 
American educationalist, James Banks (1975) also stressed that culture refers to the 
behaviour patterns, values, beliefs, symbols, and other people-made elements 
structured to solve problems of survival.
In terms of a cultural perspective in art education, McFee (1961) has provided the
following definition, which relates to anthropology:
Culture is the pattern of interaction within a group of people. The pattern is 
determined by the people’s shared values, beliefs, and opinions on acceptable 
behaviour. Within the pattern people have roles to play and work to do. The 
culture in part determines how the children are trained and how beliefs and 
values are maintained from generation to generation. Culture includes education, 
religion, science, art, folklore, and social organization, (p. 17)
She has also pointed out that “differences in values and beliefs are expressed through 
language and art forms. Without verbal and visual means of sharing these ideas, 
cultures could not evolve” (p. 18).
In these anthropological definitions, culture does not refer to the notion of ‘high culture’ 
or fine arts; nor does it mean the same thing as civilisation. The term civilised and
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primitive are considered value judgements (Banks, 1975, p. 166). Culture also does not 
have the same meaning as society. Within cross-cultural psychology, society is defined 
as ‘an organised collectivity of interacting people whose activities become centred 
around a set of common goals, and who tend to share common beliefs, attitudes and 
modes of action’ (Krech, Crutchfield, & Ballachey, 1962, p.308). Society, according 
to their definition, is composed of groups of people, whereas culture refers to the way 
of life that each group has in common. Culture is not dependent on the thoughts and 
actions of any one individual but reflects instead the dynamic nature of the group. It is 
constantly in a process of being maintained and renewed with each human transaction, 
and as with language, it can be analysed and recognised on many different levels 
(Yates, 1986).
To ensure the survival of a culture from one generation to the next, the individuals 
within a certain culture must learn the cultural mechanisms that perpetuate its 
characteristics and behaviour. The process of passing on cultural information is called 
cultural transmission (Avalli-Sforza and Feldmen, 1981). According to Berry, 
Poortinga, Segall, and Dasen ( 1992) cultural transmission takes three forms: vertical, 
horizontal, and oblique. In vertical transmission parents transmit cultural values such as 
skills, beliefs, and motives. In a sense they are both the biological as well as the cultural 
parents. Horizontal transmission refers to the cultural information that is passed on by 
an individual’s peers from childhood to adulthood. In oblique transmission one learns 
from other adults and institutions within the cultural environment.
If cultural transmission takes place entirely within one’s own culture it is called 
enculturation or socialisation (Beiry etal, 1992, p. 17). Enculturation is said to lead to 
competency in one’s own culture (Herskovits, 1948). Socialisation is also a key 
concept in this regard. It refo’s to the process of deliberately shaping the individual
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through the process of teaching. According to Berry et al (1992):
The net result of both enculturation and socialization is the development of 
behavioural similarities with cultures and behavioral differences between 
cultures. They are thus the cnicial cultural mechanisms that produce the 
distribution of similarities and differences in psychological characteristics at the 
individual level, (p.9)
Exact or total transmission does not allow for any novelty or change, which therefore,
limits the individual’s ability to adapt easily when faced with new situations or
culturally different environments. Banks (1975) has pointed out that ‘individuals who
know, participate in, and see the world from only their unique cultural and ethnic
perspectives are denied important parts of the human experience and are culturally and
ethnically encapsulated’ (p.33). In order, therefore, for individuals within a culture to
grow and develop they miist be exposed to new situations and cultural experiences.
On the other hand, Boyd and Richardson (1985) have pointed out that failure of a 
culture to transmit its cultural information from one member to the next does not permit 
co-ordinated action between generations and, as a consequence, the culture dies out. 
There must be transmission, therefore, to ensure cultural survival but it must be mixed 
with the adoption of new information and perspectives in order to continue the growth 
process.
As a continuously changing and forming phenomenon, a culture’s survival, methods of 
growth, and means of relating to other cultures are key considerations in an educational 
sense; for it is through the examination of culture and how it functions that students can 
begin to understand and appreciate the nature of their culture as well as the culture of 
others.
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Educational Implications
Exposure to other cultures, therefore, can present positive learning opportunities for 
students and educators. Researchers have suggested that cultural diversity ultimately 
presents enriching prospects to the educational system, rather than problems (Shapson, 
1982). However, according to Shapson the realisation of this enrichment is, of course, 
dependent on appropriate curriculum and teaching approaches which have not yet been 
implemented on a widespread scale in many school systems.
Banks (1975) has suggested that in order for educators as well as students to fully 
understand how cultures interrelate it is necessary to first understand the phenomena of 
culture and then to examine the anthropological concepts of how cultures inter-relate 
which include cultural assimilation, acculturation, and ethnocentiism. He then 
suggested turning to sociology for the explanation of individual behaviour within a 
certain cultural group, for it is the individual who determines whether or not the 
relationships between cultural groups will have positive outcomes or not His research 
has addressed how individuals acquire attitudes, prejudices, and ethnocentric values 
and emphasised the need to examine these concepts in an educational context
Cultural diversity refers to the mix of dominant and minority cultures existing within a 
given society. The minority cultures often adopt certain traits of the dominant cultures in 
order to survive. For instance, several minority groups in North America have had to 
acquire Anglo-Canadian speech, behaviour, and values, not only to survive but also to 
necessitate upward mobility (Banks, 1975, p.53).
Cultural assimilation takes place when an individual from a minority culture totally 
adopts the values, lifestyles, and language of the dominant culture. In many cases this
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is done voluntarily in order for an individual to fit in and succeed in the dominant 
culture. Assimilation, however, raises serious issues for the minority culture in terms of 
the degree to which individual and social identity is lost. In its extreme form, forced 
assimilation by the dominant culture can lead to cultural genocide through the deliberate 
destruction of the minority group’s language, lifestyles, and values.
One of the greatest challenges for educators in addressing negative aspects of cultural 
domination is how to combat the growth and development of ethnocentrism which is 
considered the root of prejudice and racist attitudes (Milner, 1983). Milner has defined 
ethnocentrism as a strong tendency to use one’s own cultural group’s standards as the 
only standard when judging another culture, and to place one’s culture at the top of a 
hierarchy and rank all others as lower. Davey (1983) has commented that ethnocentrism 
tends to be self-perpetuating because it discourages interaction between the members of 
different cultural groups. The less contact there is between groups, the fewer the 
opportunities for mutual understanding and the more probable it is that images will 
develop which simultaneously boost the in-group’s self-esteem and reduce the desire 
for social exchanges (p. 50). For this reason the promotion of intercultural contact and 
interaction has been identified as one of the most effective means of reducing 
ethnocentrism within a school system (Banks, 1975; Nadaner, 1984; Chalmers, 1984). 
According to Banks, negative aspects of culture, such as assimilation, ethnocentrism 
and prejudice can be effectively addressed from an educational perspective. Research 
has revealed, however, that in order for this to take place, training is needed to properly 
equip teachers to handle culturally sensitive content (Banks, 1988).
Banks (1975) has stated that because of the dominant culture’s negative attitudes, 
minority cultures tend to develop low self-concepts and to value the dominant culture 
over their own. Even though this is the case, minority cultures in the United States and
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Canada have been developing ethnocentric tendencies in recent years. This has taken the 
form of demands for cultural and political separation, which in several cases has led to 
conflict In order to prevent the rise of ethnocentrism in any culture, it is important, 
therefore, for teachers and students to consider how much separation of cultures, within 
a society, can be experienced for it still to function as a whole. Banks had raised the 
questions: “What are the common goals within a culturally mixed society and who 
should determine these goals?” (p.60).
According to Banks, schools can play a central role in increasing intercultural 
understanding, because they are responsible, to a large extent, for reinforcing cultural 
attitudes and passing on the values and beliefs of the dominant culture. Therefore, the 
educational system has the potential to effectively promote intercultural understanding if 
it perceives it to be a fundamental educational goal.
Prejudiced and ethnocentric attitudes and behaviours, however, act as barriers that can 
prevent intercultural understanding from taking place. Educators must first address 
cultural attitudes that can prevent students from being receptive to intercultural 
programs. As Banks has pointed out, teachers need to (a) understand how children 
develop cultural attitudes, (b) discuss the meaning of culture in all its aspects, and then 
(c) learn strategies which effectively alter or modify negative or prejudiced attitudes of 
the students they teach (Banks, 1988).
Development of Cultural Attitudes
In order for teachers to understand their students’ cultural attitudes it is necessary for 
them to examine how they have been socialized. As Milner has stated “attitudes are 
made, not bom” (1983, p. 52). The child begins to form social attitudes from an early
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age, based on a relatively restricted world. This world is made up of the home, the
school and the mass media. The practices of the immediate group and the wider culture
are conveyed to children, either intentionally or by accident, with or without their
realisation. According to Milner:
Learning the business of living in a culture is not only a question of learning 
sldlls but also learning meanings. Children begin to absorb and, to some extent, 
to construct for themselves a description of the world as it is, and not only the 
physical world of objects but all the events that impinge on their consciousness, 
from the passage of time to the love of their parents, (p.53)
Without ordering these objects and events their world would be chaos. This ordering
process begins with the explanations that parents offer. As time goes on, this ordering
or structuring of the child’s world is reinforced by older siblings, friends and teachers.
Because these people help to construct the child’s reality they are known as the
‘significant others.’
A child’s experiences are filtered through the biases and preferences of its significant 
others’ conception of reality. Reality for the child is made up of experiences of 
perceiving, discriminating, evaluating and reacting to the people, objects, and events in 
their world. These experiences are greatly influenced by the attitudes, values, and 
beliefs that the child has acquired primarily from their parents.
According to Milner (1983) children learn about their reality by the processes of direct 
and indirect tuition, and role-leaming. In direct tuition the parents state their point of 
view about what they feel is right or wrong. The child does not necessarily agree, but 
the parents’ influence over the child is extremely persuasive. Indirect tuition refers to 
the ability of the child to imitate adult behaviour and attitudes. Cultural attitudes, 
therefore, can be passed on unintentionally through indirect tuition.
There are two processes by which this takes place which are identification and 
modelling.
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Identification refers to the child’s ability to spontaneously imitate a significant other’s
complex patterns of behaviour because the child identifies with the adult’s feelings and
responds as if they were its own. In modelling, the child deliberately shapes its
behaviour to match that of a parent or another significant person. Often complex factual
statements and attitudes are imitated or modelled before any comprehension of the
concepts has taken place. Bandura and his associates ( 1963) noted that:
The observation of aggressive models, either in real life or in fantasy 
production, increases tiie probability that the observers will behave in an 
aggressive manner if the model is rewarded, or at least does not receive 
punishment for aggressive behaviour. (p.60)
Modelling is a powerful learning instrument that educators need to acknowledge in
order to understand the role that they play in the transmission of biased or negative
attitudes.
Individual Identity and Social Identity
Role-leaming overlaps with both direct and indirect tuition. According to Müner, in the 
early years the child’s behaviour is largely shaped by the parents’ conception of correct 
role bdiaviour (1983). Milner has pointed out that role-leaming illustrates two critical 
aspects of the socialisation process which are (a) children’s acquisition of an 
understanding of the world around them, and (b) their acquisition of an identity. As 
they attain a perspective on the social world, which they view from a particular role 
within it, so they develop a notion of themselves as enacting that role. This notion 
becomes a part of their individual identity. Thus a child’s view of the world and 
perception of themselves are linked through the roles they play (p.62). Individual 
identity begins to develop out of the many roles that are played out in the various 
situations or realities that the child experiences in everyday life. Individual
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identity is ultimately constructed from the small number of attributes which reoccur in 
the different situations or realities that he or she encounters.
Social Identity
As the individual identity forms so does the social identity. From an early age children 
start the process of categorising objects and people in their environment What is 
significant are the patterns that are established at this time and the assumptions that go 
along with this process (Davey, 1983; Tajfel, 1981). Through a framework of these 
reactions and assumptions children become oriented to their own cultural group and that 
of others. A fundamental need of the individual is to establish a social identity. 
Therefore, it is through the interactions and the assessments of others that children 
come to know themselves. In a cultural sense they learn their place in society and the 
position of their particular ethnic or cultural group (Tajfel, 1978; Berger; 1966).
As they develop a social and cultural identity they begin to form biases and acquire 
behaviours appropriate to adopt toward other cultural groups. Children start labelling or 
categorising these groups partly in an effort to reduce the complexity of their world. 
Milner (1983) has stated that, in a multi-racial society, white majority children show 
evidence of being aware of simple racial differences from a very young age, possibly as 
young as age three. In the next couple of years they begin to express feelings about 
these groups, and show their preferences by identifying with the in-group (p.73).
These preferences are based on the attitudes that have been transmitted by their 
significant others. By the age of five, children begin to pick up and mouth adult cultural 
attitudes and stereotypes. As these actions take place, social values are being 
crystallised into racial attitudes (Milner, 1983, p.74). Over the next few years these 
attitudes, if reinforced or left unquestioned, can lead to the formation of racial prejudice.
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The literature suggests, however, that in the learning process, simply being exposed to 
more tolerant attitudes and value judgements is not enough to ensure that transmission 
has taken place. Ultimately, what an individual learns is selective to a certain degree, 
therefore there must be some motive, reinforcement, or interaction in order to change or 
alter negative cultural attitudes (Davey 1983, p.55). Peters (1974) has suggested that it 
is through some kind of self-disclosure or receiving and giving confidences that 
interpersonal understanding can take place (p.7).
Another perspective on the process of understanding is the ability to put one’s self in
the place of another (Hamlyn, 1974; Mead, 1914). Mead stated that:
When one can put himself into another’s place and brings to it something new, 
he gets the means for understanding the other. In putting yourself in the place of 
another you are recognizing that which is peculiar in another on the basis of 
your own peculiarity. You must distinguish the other person from yourself in 
order to appreciate diem, (p.94)
According to Mead (1914) much of our personal knowledge remains in an abstract state
until it is expressed. Once it is expressed it then becomes concrete and then one can
enter a relationship with others; there is a fitting together of those essentially different
from each other (p.94). Mead has referred to this ability to put oneself in the place of
others as democratic consciousness. He has stated that only through completely taking
the position of others is it possible for a person to come to full consciousness of oneself
and others. An inability to put oneself in the place of another puts up a barrier which
prevents one from fully understanding the individual and the social cultural identities of
others. In addition to increasing cultural understanding. Mead pointed out that the
ability of putting one’s self completely in the place of the other also promotes clearer
and more adequate thinking (p.95).
Creating situations in which children have the opportunity, therefore, to experience the 
thoughts and feelings of others might stimulate critical thinking as well as motivate them
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to understand issues from different cultural perspectives. The process of thinking, 
which is central to the learning, therefore, can be improved through understanding how 
others view the world (p.95).
Unfortunately, without exposure to ways of understanding the thoughts, values and 
experiences of other cultures, ethnocentric values and racist attitudes can become 
ingrained. “Racism is a philosophy based on the notion of the superiority of one race 
over another race. It may be expressed at an individual, an institutional, or a cultural 
level” (Dovidio and Gaertner, 1986, p.3). Once a prejudiced or racial attitude has been 
formed, it is difficult to change because it acts as a filtering mechanism for incoming 
information (Davey, 1983, p.9). In this way teachers, unintentionally, can easily pass 
on negative racial attitudes, and therefore, might require special training in ways of 
identifying and addressing the influence their attitudes have on their students.
Parekh (1986) has emphasised the fact that education, in general, is never culturally
neutral. A curriculum is often dominated by the world views of the dominant culture,
and therefore, cultivates specific attitudes and values regardless of the minority groups
living within that society. According to Parekh:
Although an educational system may avow the ideals of freedom, objectivity, 
independent thought, universality of knowledge, intellectual curiosity, and so 
on, in actual practice it often does little more than initiate and even indoctrinate 
its pupils into the dominant culture. (p.20)
An education system has the potential, therefore, to play a key role in increasing
intercultural understanding within a society as weU as promoting the appreciation of
cultural diversity on a global level.
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Intercultural Training
It has been pointed out that “with the ease of transportation and communication, with 
the movement of people from one country to another, with the increased economic 
interdependence of the world, ethnocentrism is as detrimental as illiteracy ” (Triandis, 
1976, p.77). Many researchers in the fields of anthropology, sociology, and 
psychology have stressed the need for applying the information, skills and perspectives 
that they have developed to education programs that promote intercultural understanding 
(Banks, 1988; Brislen, 1994; Korzenny, 1991; Ting-Toomey, 1991; Triandis, 1976; 
Yoshida, 1994). In North America this information has been applied informally to 
teacher training programs over the last ten years. In the 1980s in Britain, however, the 
training of teachers in cultural issues took a more radical step with the introduction of 
mandatory anti-racist teacher training.
The Development of Teacher Training Programs
In order to understand the development of teacher training programs in intercultural 
understanding, it is necessary to examine the stages in the emergence of 
multiculturalism and the educational goals for students and teachers that have resulted. 
Competency skills that are necessary for effective intercultural interactions are examined 
in terms of their relationship to teacher training in Canada. This section informs the 
aspect of the study that addresses how elementary teachers can be effectively trained to 
work with culturally mixed groups of students.
Courses in multi-ethnic education first appeared in America in the I960’s. The concept 
was not, at once, universally accepted because, like many educational developments.
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they occurred at different times, and in different nations depending on the prevailing 
cultural, political and historical context (Banks, 1988).
The first courses in this area of interest were designed for specific ethnic groups. 
Gradually they were expanded into multi-ethnic studies courses which focused on 
several ethnic cultures from comparative perspectives. These multi-ethnic courses 
eventually became more global, conceptual, and scholarly. Diverse points of view were 
taken into consideration as weU as the interpretations of the experiences of different 
cultural groups. Recognition emerged that cultural studies were beneficial for all 
students and not just for students who were members of a particular cultural group. 
These courses assumed that cultural groups have both similar and different experiences 
of living in the same country and that a comparative study of ethnic cultures can result 
in useful concepts, generalisations and theories (Banks, 1988).
Banks also realised, however, that simply reforming the courses which were offered in 
schools was not enough to ensure that students were gaining an education in cultural 
issues. For instance, it became apparent that the attitudes of teachers influenced the 
effectiveness of multi-ethnic course materials and teaching strategies. It was 
acknowledged, therefore, that courses alone could not change the situation.
Some educators began to push for a total change in the school environment so that 
every aspect of school life would reflect and reinforce the multi-ethnic nature of the 
society in which it exists. Other educators in North America saw the need for the 
inclusion of different cultural minorities such as the handicapped and religious groups 
(Grant and Sleeter, 1986). This broader reform movement was called multiculturalism. 
It became the preferred concept because, for one reason, it allowed
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governments to spread funding over a wider range of groups rather than focusing 
only on cultural or ethnic minorities.
A key goal of multi-ethnic or multicultural education is to assist students in gaining 
more self-understanding by viewing themselves from the perspectives of other cultures. 
This relates to how one gains an ‘understanding’ of the significance of other cultures. If 
intercultural understanding takes place, it then might be possible for different cultures to 
gain respect for one another.
Another goal of multicultural education is to expose students to cultural alternatives and 
richness through involvement in the music, art, literature, values, lifestyles, and 
perspectives of other cultures. As mentioned earlier, many educators have agreed that 
the more contact and involvement there is, in general, the more chances there are for 
understanding and acceptance to take place.
Students also need to learn the skills, attitudes and knowledge that are necessary for 
them to function comfortably within a multicultural society. It is hoped that cultural 
minorities will experience less discrimination and prejudice if the student body as a 
whole becomes more comfortable and conversant with the issues, concerns, values and 
lifestyles of other cultures, living locally as well as globally.
As well as goals directed at students, a body of research is emerging which addresses 
specific aims of teacher training in the area of multiculturalism or cross-culturalism. 
Much has been said on the types of programs that should be implemented and the 
techniques that should be employed, but ultimately, the teachers filter this information 
through their own attitudes and cultural experiences (Ting-Toomey and Korzenny,
1991; Brislin and Yoshida, 1994; Triandis, 1984).
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Elements of multi-ethnic and multicultural education have slowly begun to affect school 
programs and influence the total school environment in North America. Strategies are 
still needed, however, to speed up and improve the effectiveness of the process. The 
training of teachers is seen as a key factor in this process (Banks, 1988). As Banks has 
pointed out, without training, teachers might continue to reinforce cultural stereotypes 
and discriminatory practices.
The training of teachers is a complex matter, however, that involves investigating and
modifying their cultural values, personality traits, and/or teaching styles to allow for an
effective and positive learning outcome. Triandis (1984) has stated that the purpose of
such training is to:
(a) increase awareness of the extent to which our thoughts, values and 
behaviours are products of our own culture, and not necessarily functional; (b) 
increase ability and skill in interaction with people who have different norms, 
values, ways of thinking and perspectives; and (c) increase ability to control our 
behaviour so as to be optimally effective in relating to those of different 
cultures, (p.77)
Within the literature of cross-cultural interpersonal communication, Ting-Toomey and 
Korzenny (1991) have discussed other, more personal goals that form the basis of 
Intercultural Communication Competence programs. The goals of this program address 
how to improve communication within a variety of social, political and educational 
settings. They have suggested that confronting (a) cultural difference/unfamiliarity, (b) 
intergroup posture, and (c) the accompanying stress, are three of the key goals. This is 
based on the belief that a person must be equipped with the ability to understand and 
deal with these aspects to be successful in any intercultural relations.
A person’s natural ability to manage these challenges is referred to as adaptability. This 
self-altering and creative capacity means that individuals who are more adaptable are 
“likely to be more open to learning different cultural patterns with less inter-group
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posturing, less ethnocentrism and less discrimination toward the other person based on
his or her cultural identity” (Ting-Toomey and Korzenny, 1991, p.270). According to
their research, an interculturally competent person is likely to be less defensive and rigid
in the face of differences and more comfortable with the intergroup posturing of cultural
identities. In summary a person who is adaptable is capable of self-reorganising by
being open, flexible, resilient, and creative; and not being closed, rigid, intolerant, and
habitual (Ting-Toomey and Korzenny, 1991). They have stated that:
This capacity, together with culture specific knowledge and skills, should 
enable a person to approach each intercultural encounter with the ptychological 
posture of an interested learner and a n^otiator of divergent identities and to 
strive for the communication outcomes that are as effective as possible under a 
given set of relational and situational constraints. (p.271)
Cross-cultural training programs state that their main goal is to introduce people to the
importance of culture, cultural differences, and to the inevitable stresses that occur as
people attempt to adjust to a different culture (Brislin and Yoshida, 1994). They have
suggested that trainers should give attention to four areas of intercultural situations:
(1) awareness of culture and cultural differences; (2) the knowledge (or facts as 
accepted within a culture) necessary for adjustment; (3) challenges to people’s 
emotional balance that intercultural experiences inevitably bring; and (4) 
opportunities to identify and to practice various skills, involving visible 
behaviours, that can assist in people’s adjustment, (p.26)
Various researchers have looked specifically at the intercultural training goals and
competencies of classroom teachers (Banks, 1988; Katz and Zalk, 1978; Stephan,
1985). They have suggested that intercultural training must be committed to the
reduction of prejudiced attitudes and ethnocentrism and that teachers can play a key role
in this regard. They must, therefore, be trained in effective methods of addressing these
issues. Stephan has suggested ways in which teachers can reduce prejudice within their
schools, by encouraging the following:
a) Cooperation within groups should be maximized and competition between 
groups should be minimisé.
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b) Members of the in-group and out-group should be of equal status both within 
and outside the contact situation.
c) Similarity of group members on non-status dimensions (beliefs, values, etc.) 
appears to be desirable.
d) Differences in competences should be avoided.
e) The outcomes should be positive.
f) Strong normative and institutional support for the contact should be provided.
g) The in-group contact should have the potential to extend beyond the 
immediate situation.
h) Individuation of group members should be promoted.
i) Non-superficial contact (eg. mutual disclosure of information ) should be 
encouraged.
j) The contact should be voluntary.
k) Positive effects are likely to correlate with the duration of the contact.
1) The contact should occur in a variety of contexts with a variety of in- group 
and out-group members.
m) Equal numbers of in-group and out-group members should be used.
(p.233)
Although these conditions might reduce prejudice. Clock (1975) has found that 
students who can think clearly about prejudice and discrimination, reason logically 
about these concepts and ask probing questions appear to be less prejudiced than the 
students who lack cognitive sophistication. According to Clock, his findings suggested 
that the best way for teachers and schools to combat prejudice is simply to do a better 
job of educating students in order to raise their level knowledge and therefore of 
cognitive sophistication. This he felt would reduce prejudice without teachers needing 
specialised training.
This point of view seems simplistic, however, and does not take into account the 
difficulties involved in improving students’ cognitive sophistication. What it might
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imply, on the other hand, is the need to encourage students to talk more in class about 
these concepts and to ask questions about their meaning and significance. Discussion is 
seen to be an important way to clarify and articulate thoughts and attitudes, so therefore, 
it should play a central role m the development of teachers’ instructional strategies.
Banks (1987) has emphasised the need for (a) changing the content of the courses that
teachers are expected to teach, and (b) introducing new teaching strategies, as key
factors in improving intercultural understanding. He has pointed out that a curricula that
aims to reduce prejudice should be interdisciplinary, focused on higher levels of
knowledge, and help students view events and situations from diverse ethnic and
national perspectives. In terms of teaching strategies, he has stated that it is not enough
to teach about cultural content using traditional teaching methods. “The emphasis in
sound multi-ethnic programs must be on concept attainment, value analysis, decision
making, and social action” (p.236). He has stated that :
concepts taught in the multiethnic curriculum should be selected from several 
disciplines and, when appropriate; be viewed firom the perspectives of such 
disciplines and areas as the various social sciences; art, music, literature, 
physical education, communication, the sciences, and mathematics, (p.237)
In order for teachers to feel comfortable about addressing cultural content. Banks has 
stressed that they must first understand their own personal and cultural identities. To do 
this they must examine their ethnicity and become sensitive to their own ethnic 
behaviours and characteristics (p.243). According to Banks once they have considered 
their personal identity and then their ethnicity, they are ready to examine the identities 
and values of other cultures.
In terms of content he has stated that they cannot be expected to teach ‘subject’ 
concepts, such as culture, communication, and interdependence from different cultural 
perspectives. Instead, they should be encouraged to adopt an interdisciplinary
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approach. This approach, however, requires that teachers are able to cooperate and 
work together as a team. This implies a sharing of information and teaching strategies.
During the 1980s in Britain, many educators did not think that multiculturalism reforms 
were having enough of an impact on negative aspects of mainstream culture, such as 
prejudice and racism, and so anti-racist training for teachers was developed and 
implemented. This was a response to the poor performance of students of minority 
groups, especially those from Black communities.The training stressed the need for 
teachers to address topics of racism, prejudice and discrimination in their classes. 
Handbooks and manuals were developed in cooperation with members of minority 
groups, to assist classroom teachers with the content and methods by which they 
should approach these topics. A national anti-racist teacher education network 
(ARTEN) was established to assist teachers who were attempting to implement anti­
racist strategies. The network gave support and provided additional instructional 
information on strategies for promoting anti-racism.
In most countries, to address the topic of intercultural understanding, teachers have had 
to examine their own beliefs and values and those of their students, learn new 
information and teaching strategies for introducing sensitive course content, and then 
assess the learning that takes place. The key to increasing intercultural understanding 
depends to a large extent on teachers’ ability to determine appropriate instructional 
strategies.
Visual Understanding
The following section of this chapter reports on the role that different types of visual 
images play in perception, cognition, communication and literacy in order to clarify
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how images could be utilised in education. The concepts of visual literacy and art 
criticism methods of image analysis are examined to determine how they could be 
effective in the teaching of intercultural understanding.
Teachers play a key role in determining the success of any learning experience or 
instructional strategy. In order to effectively utilise images, therefore, teachers need to 
first (a) understand the educational significance of images, (b) become aware of the role 
that images can play in how we learn and think, and then (c) develop and test out 
instructional strategies that utilise images in their teaching.
The Visual Mode
Rudolf Amheim, a psychologist widely known for his research on the communicative 
nature of art, has stated that vision is not passive but instead shares the basic trait of 
active selectivity with all intelligent concerns. This statement connects the visual mode 
to the process of learning and connects perception to thought, which involves such 
operations as “active explorations, selection, grasping of essentials, simplification, 
abstraction, analysis and synthesis, completion, correction, comparison, problem­
solving, as well as combining, separating, and putting in context” (Amheim, 1969, 
p.l3).
According to Amheim, aU thinking is basically perceptual in nature, and therefore, 
seeing and thinking, or perceiving and reasoning are interrelated. He has argued that 
our visual/ perceptual response to the world is the basic means by which we structure 
events, and from which we derive ideas, and therefore form language.“Words are 
labels placed on meanings that we know through experiences more direct than words, 
of which visual experience is the prime example” (p.203). Because the functions of
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imagery and visual perception are connected to cognition and its development, Amheim 
(1969) has stressed the need for its inclusion in the educational system as a mode of 
teaming. He has emphasised, however, that teachers must first leam the perceptual 
principles and how communication takes place through visual means before they can 
successfully guide children in understanding the visual world.
Types of Images
Mental images are not pictures in the literal sense, but are records of the mind’s activity 
in structuring significant visual information. Amheim (1969) argued that images are 
part of how we think and as such they interact with perception by showing the 
underlying forces that animate what we see, and in this way they contribute to 
cognition. Through imagery, the mind performs operations such as exploring, 
selecting, simplifying, completing and putting in context. Amheim’s views of the 
function of the imageiy in thought are supported by cognitive psychologists such as 
Piaget (1971) and Neisser (1972). Piaget, for example, viewed images as symbols, and 
therefore, saw them as necessary to thought because images supplement language by 
evoking thoughts and questions about what has been seen. Neisser viewed imagery as 
standing between memory and perception. To him imagery is “a process of actively 
constructing the world” (p.200).
Amheim’s views, however, have been refuted by other psychologists such as Dennett 
(1981), who has disagreed with the connection of mental imagery to cognition. He has 
argued that mental images are not accurate or complete descriptions of reality, and 
therefore, are not an essential part of perception. On the other hand. Block (1981) has 
claimed that “images are often mistaken for sources of thought, when in fact they are 
only side effects” (p.201). In Block’s view the thought about a certain object
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causes the recognition of it and mental images, therefore, are viewed as an 
outcome of thinking, not as active forces on their own.
Amheim has resolved the controversy between mental images and their relationship to 
reality by stating that this kind of image had its own descriptive nature, separate from 
the static photographic view some scientists have of mental images. In other words, 
what is ‘seen’ mentally by the individual represents the personally significant or 
relevant details. Amheim emphasised that mental images give “an incomplete 
representation but in a complete way” (p.201). In other words, they do not replicate 
reality but instead portray visually significant details.
Visual images, on the other hand, represent the conceptions of their creators, and are 
capable, therefore of reveahng feelings, attitudes and personal experiences. As such, 
they may serve as valuable ways of understanding cultural meaning. The images created 
by children, however, are not as readily understood as photographs or images that 
present more‘realistic’ views of the world. Because of this, children’s images might 
require specialised approaches to analysis in order to unlock their meaning (Messaris, 
1994).
Like Amheim, Nadaner (1988) has identified a need for expanded visual conceptions to 
enter into every part of education, and has proposed therefore, that visual as well as 
mental images should be regarded as key elements in the teaming process. In formal 
schooling, imagery does play a role in many subject areas, including mathematics, 
writing and reading. For instance, to read one needs to form images that are held in 
one’s memories, and in order to write well one must have a rich imagination. In science 
one learns to observe nature and study visual details so that it is possible to explain the 
stmcture and significance of forms. It has been suggested, however, that perhaps the
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most important application of imagery in school is in social studies where images, both 
personal and public, are viewed by students as parts of everyday life, and can therefore 
help to shape perceptions and attitudes about our culture and that of others (Nadaner, 
1984).
Images and Reality
We are constantly bombarded by visual images which represent a wide variety of 
perceptions of reality. Images can reflect the biases and attitudes of their creators, and 
therefore, can express cultural content that might be purposely biased or stereotyped. 
Students observing such images without critically considering their content and 
meaning could form narrow or rigid impressions or attitudes. Through education about 
what is being communicated visually and how it affects the viewer, students could 
become more critically aware and knowledgeable about the influence and impact that 
images have on their lives in general (Allen, 1994; Amheim, 1969; Nadaner, 1988; 
Paul, 1993; Stout, 1997).
To counteract the impact of prefabricated images or stereotyped images, teachers could 
encourage students to explore cultural attitudes through each others’ personal imagery. 
Nadaner, for example, has suggested that by encouraging them to use their 
imaginations and also explore other realities “their view can become more resistant to 
demeaning stereotypes and unproductive fixations of attention” (p.204). This viewpoint 
was supported by the research of Rosemary Gordon (1972) who found that children, 
who had little control over their imagery, tended to rely on stereotyped images of 
cultural groups, formed at an early age, as a result of exposure to attitudes of their 
parents and the media. On the other hand, children who had control over their imagery 
tended to form less stereotyped images. Their images were based on impressions of
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ethnie or cultural groups gathered from direct experience and observation, which 
provided them with more accurate information on which to form their attitudes.
This kind of classroom based educational research has led to studies in which students 
have been encouraged to try role playing in order to better understand the views of other 
cultures (Nadaner, 1984). Analysing images created by children from different cultural 
backgrounds was also identified as a valuable means of their gaining more direct 
experiences of other cultures. Both of these approaches were considered appropriate 
instructional strategies for cross-cultural learning in a classroom setting.
Visual Communication
A common understanding is that children leam through all of their senses. The ability
to see, to recognise, to gain awareness and understand environmental and emotional
forces through the sense of sight, therefore, plays a major role in determining how
children come to know the world in which they live. According to Connelly and
Clandinin (1988) sight generates images that exist:
within our experience, embodied in us as persons and expressed and enacted in 
our practices and actions. Situations call forth our images from our narratives of 
experience, and these images are available to us as guides to future action. An 
image reaches intentionally into the future and creates new meaningfully 
connected threads as situations are experienced and new situations anticipated 
from the perspective of the image. Thus, images, are guides to our futime. 
Images as they are embodied in us entail emotion, morality and aesthetics.
(p.60)
Sight has been described by Dondis, the author of The Primer fo r Visual Literacy, as 
“swift, comprehensive, simultaneously analytic and synthetic” (1973, p.2). He has 
pointed out that, because it takes place quickly and effortlessly, we tend to 
underestimate the educational value or potential of our visual capabilities. According to 
Dondis, we accept our ability to see without realising that it can be improved and
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enriched by the basic process of observation. With practice it can become an 
incomparable tool of human communication. He has described the ability to see as “a 
direct experience, and the use of visual data to report information is the closest we can 
get to the true nature of the reality” (p.2). A visually aware individual, therefore, is one 
who is (a) attuned to the visual world, (b) can utilise the learning potential inherent in 
visual images, and (c) is able to communicate through visual means.
Svmbols in Written and Visual Language
Curtiss (1987) has pointed out that in order for communication to take place symbols 
are required which formulate and convey various meanings to the people who 
understand their use. Written languages contain their own symbols and conventions for 
formulating meaning, and therefore, are culturally determined. Many written languages 
such as Chinese evolved from pictures that were once drawn to represent the 
environment. Gradually they evolved into abstract symbol systems because symbols 
were less complicated to reproduce. In this way the pictorial connection between images 
and words was lost. This abstraction or separation from the image contributed to the 
perception in our culture that images are unrelated to the process of communication.
According to Curtiss, visual language is similar to verbal or written language in its use 
of symbols and structural components which govern composition. She has argued, 
therefore, that visual language should receive more attention because it shares so much 
in common with verbal or written language.
Although Dondis (1973) has described similar connections between verbal and visual 
communication, he has determined that there are significant differences. Both forms of 
communication have symbols and can convey meaning, but visual language, unlike
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verbal or written language, does not have a logical structure. Verbal and written 
language convey various interpretations whereas visual language can only suggest 
possibilities of meaning. He has stated that: “Language separates, nationalizes, the 
visual anneals. Language is complex and difficult; the visual is as fast as the speed of 
light and can instantaneously express many ideas” (p.66).
Messaris (1994) has also pointed out that language can easily convey generalisations 
whereas the visual mode cannot achieve this except through the use of symbols (p.22). 
Through the use of symbols, a language, whether it is verbal, written or visual creates 
its own cultural distinctions and categories. Languages, therefore, reflect various 
cultures’ physical and social environments. Through the cognitive/perceptual 
framework of a language children adapt to life in a particular cultural milieu.
Grahame (1990), through her research into children’s picture books, has found that 
“most children do need to be taught the grammar of pictures through investigative 
experience; to be able to restructure and articulate, through both the visual and linguistic 
processes, what they have learnt” (p.22). She also has pointed out that words and 
illustrations in books tell two different stories. Artists describe certain aspects of life 
experiences that words are inadequate to describe. Therefore, when the two forms are 
interrelated they can produce a powerful form of communication.
Visual images are commonly used in our culture to represent concepts or ideas and to 
reinforce what appears in written form. The more realistic the image, the more it is 
thought to convey accurate meaning (Messaris, 1994). Thus visual materials that are 
photographic are most often utilised as teaching aids even though the meanings or 
messages they convey might be as obscure as those found in less ‘realistic’ images. In 
many cases, it is assumed that images reinforce written language, but as Amheim has
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pointed out, there is much evidence to support the view that students do not necessarily 
grasp the visual meaning of images used as visual aids in textbooks, films, or videos. 
Their lack of visual understanding, therefore, limits learning potential. Amheim has 
stated that “...if the student does not see what he is assumed to see, the very basis of 
teaming is lacking” (p.309). Another important point he has made is that “we see in 
wholes most of the time, noting only as much detail as is necessary or as our learning 
and experience have prepared us to see” (p.30). Teachers, therefore, need to increase 
their students’ comprehension of visual content by improving their ability to understand 
and analyse the constmction and intentions of images.
Dondis (1973) has pointed out that much of children’s understanding of visual 
communication, unfortunately, has been left to intuition and happenstance with the 
result that:
the educational system is moving with monolithic slowness in this area, still 
persisting in an emphasis on the verbal mode to the exclusion of the human 
sentorium and with little sensitivity, if any, to the overwhelmingly visual 
character of the child’s learning experience, (p. 10)
Within many school systems students are bombarded on a daily basis with visual aids
such as films, slides, and video productions. These materials are seldom presented with
criteria for evaluating and understanding the effects that they have on students.
According to Dondis (1973), this non-critical approach to using visual aids reinforces
students’ passive experience as consumers of television. Students need to form
judgements of what is workable, appropriate, and effective in visual communication.
The level of visual awareness that students develop is determined, to a certain degree, 
by their teachers. Therefore, it is through the teachers’ understanding of visual imagery, 
their knowledge of visual communication and the approach that they
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take in exploring imagery as part of the learning process, that students can 
become more visually aware, and ultimately visually literate.
Visual Literacy
Developing an understanding and fluency in the visual mode has been referred to as 
visual literacy ( Dondis, 1973). With reference to the kind of meaning that the arts make 
possible, Eisner (1989) has suggested that:
Education is an enterprise whose general aim is to expand the forms of literacy 
that individuals can employ. By literacy I mean the ability to represent or 
recover meaning in the variety of forms through which it is made public. In our 
culture words, numbers, movements, images, and patterns of sound are forms 
through which meaning is represented. To read those forms requires an 
understanding of their rules, their contexts and their syntactical structures. Each 
form of representation imposes its own limits and provides its own possibilities. 
(p.14)
This definition suggests that literacy involves representing and recovering meanings.
As in any form of literacy, however, it takes time to acquire the necessary knowledge 
and understanding. Visual hteracy comes only after a person has developed their ability 
to observe or perceive visual forms and analyse and interpret their inherent meaning. It 
is necessary to note that there are many visual forms and many factors that influence the 
meaning that each person derives from visual images. Dondis has pointed out that, 
“visual meaning as conveyed by composition, by manipulation of elements, by 
techniques involves a galaxy of specific factors and forces” (p. 110).
Buchanan (1997) has defined visual literacy as the development of the skills necessary 
for eliciting and decoding meanings in art or extracting information contained within it. 
He has identified decoding as primarily a skill that must be developed in order to gain 
understandings that are diverse, mediated by personal experience, and are socio­
economically and culturally bound.
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The ability to decode and uncover multiple meanings is a central notion of Semiotics 
which is the study of sign systems. In the British educational system, the subject of 
media studies has interpreted visual literacy to be as a process of encoding and decoding 
visual messages and considers Semiotics to be central to their definition. In the 1960s 
and 1970s Barthes, a French semiotician, identified a shift taking place in the perception 
of art, from something done by the gifted few, to thinking of all images as texts to be 
decoded. In this context, image-making primarily becomes a form of communication. 
The visual literacy resource materials, produced for teachers in England by the British 
Film Institute, stress the need for students to be able to understand visual codes and 
conventions, to question their own cultural biases, and ultimately appreciate the 
viewpoints of others.
Carol Dahl (1994) identified the key principle of media studies as understanding all 
forms of media as sign systems that need to be actively read and interpreted. According 
to Dahl, students need to determine the conventional ways that messages are conveyed, 
understand the symbols and codes, and interpret what is being ‘said.’ Abbs (1989) has 
pointed out that through the link with art and media there are many useful concepts to 
which students can be introduced; these include codes, conventions, language, form, 
representation, mood, and audience construction (p. 19).
The image is the basic component of visual communication, and therefore, of visual 
literacy. To interpret an image it is necessary to learn a certain vocabulary of terms 
describing the basic components and compositional guidelines that govern how it was 
formulated. These elements and principles of art and design, as they are referred to in 
visual literacy, allow for the identification, interpretation and the formulation of visual 
statements (Dondis, 1973; Curtiss, 1987). The process of learning visual terminology
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and analytical skills is dependent on specific visual awareness training, which is
presently not stressed in education. According to Curtiss:
From seventy five to eighty percent of human sensory perception is visual; ten 
percent in the brain; and at least sixty per cent of forebrain activity-cognition, 
memory, and emotion, as weU as perception is linked with vision. Considering 
these facts it is shocking that visual perception, understanding, and expression 
are so neglected by modem education, (p.vii)
Visual literacy begins with visual awareness, and through exposure and training it is
possible to expand and strengthen the use of our eyes to perceive the visual world with
interest, breadth, and depth. This in turn leads to an expanded mental capacity which
can serve as a benefit to education in general (Curtiss, 1987).
According to Allen (1994), the concept of visual literacy has come into being because
“we need a more sophisticated sense of what people actually do with images in their
totality and how that relates to pedagogical practice” (p.6). He has pointed out that:
the deregulation of broadcasting and the development of increasingly cheap and 
sophisticated multi-media technologies for work and leisure make it increasingly 
important that we can handle visual information as part of a complex package of 
ideas and ideologies, (p. 134)
Because visual information is more complicated and broader than written/ verbal mode
in its definitions and associative in its meanings, Dondis believes it requires more time
to learn. He has suggested that the ease in seeing and the widespread notion of visual
expression being the domain of the visually talented, has created a dismissive attitude
toward the need in education for students to gain an understanding of the visual mode.
An early reference to visual literacy which appeared in 1935 revealed a concern, even
then, about the lack of visual literacy in our society. Moholy-Nagy, the Bauhaus
master, stated that “the illiterate of the future will be ignorant of pen and camera alike”
(Dondis, 1973, p. xi). Later, Gombrich (1982) went on to point out that people were
entering a new era in which the image would take over from the written word, and
therefore, its importance could not be over emphasised in all forms of education.
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For art educators visual literacy has been considered a fundamental skill or fluency, 
required for interpreting and analysing the meaning of visual images. Boughton (1986) 
for example has pointed out that students need to be taught the necessary critical skills 
to encode and decode meaning within visual forms. But according to Curtiss, visual 
literacy should be an area of study for aU educators, not just art educators, because 
images are so pervasive and influential. Teacher training in general, therefore, should 
emphasise visual literacy in order to assist students in critical inquiiy. In order to 
become literate Dondis has recommended that a teacher must understand the specifics 
and broader view of a visual form, be able to observe and analyse it in-depth, see how 
others accomplish expression in a particular visual form, and then personally attempt 
expression through visual means.
Without a knowledge and understanding of images, any visual material, used for 
instructional purposes, is at risk of being only partially effective at best. Dondis, 
therefore, has portrayed visual literacy as a critical concern, not only for educators but 
for all members of a society because only those who are visually sophisticated or aware 
can rise above stereotypical thinking in order to make their own judgements of what is 
appropriate and truthful visual content. Those who understand the visual mode are less 
vulnerable and passive observers, and ultimately, as Amheim pointed out, visual 
literacy increases visual intelligence and cognitive abilities.
In classroom teaching an emphasis on greater awareness and fluency in the visual mode 
might lead to the possible break down of stereotyped images previously formed by 
students about other cultures. With a more comprehensive understanding of the visual 
mode, therefore, students could develop new, more accurate and informed cultural 
attitudes.
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For education to include the concepts and skills required to increase visual awareness, 
programs and curricula need to be extended or reformed. To achieve this, research is 
needed which involves teachers in the formulation of appropriate resources and 
instructional strategies. In the next chapter the relationship of curriculum reform to 
action research is examined to identify appropriate and viable means for teachers to 
develop visual resources that can be utilised to help educate their students about global 
education concepts such as intercultural understanding.
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CHAPTER 2
CURRICULUM REFORM AND ACTION RESEARCH
As an Anglo-Canadian art co-ordinator working in New Brunswick during the early 
eighties, I became increasingly concerned about elementary teachers, who had little or 
no training in art, being required by the Department of Education, to teach this subject 
area. In considering art at the elementary level to be essential for ‘laying the foundation’ 
for all subsequent experiences in visual understanding and image making, I stressed 
that elementary teachers, who were expected to teach the subject, needed to receive the 
appropriate training.
As a result of my perceptions and experiences as a co-ordinator, I decided to begin an 
Master of Arts degree so I could research the difficulties faced by untrained elementary 
teachers when they implement art curricula. The knowledge I gained from interviewing 
teachers, as part of my research, enabled me to identify and then develop appropriate art 
education programs for elementary teachers. Over the next nine years I continued my 
involvement with elementary teachers in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick by offering 
art education courses, based on my Master of Arts research, for both student and 
practicing teachers.
Global education became important in the late eighties and early nineties in New 
Brunswick and researchers identified that in order for global concepts to be fully 
understood, they needed to be infused into all subject areas (Berry, 1993; Sterling, 
1992). From one of my teaching experiences during this time, in which I taught a 
culturally diverse group of students in a local high school, I discovered that images 
depicting their cultural heritage, acted as catalysts for image analysis and class 
discussions about cultural diversity.
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Elementary teachers in New Brunswick were seeking ways to infuse global concepts 
into their teaching and my experience with these students identified a possible approach 
to take. Image analysis had also been identified by other art educators as a valuable 
means of exploring cultural content with elementary students (Chalmers. 1987; Mason, 
1988). The existing elementary art curriculum lacked approaches for analysing imagery 
so developing strategies for exploring global concepts through image analysis presented 
an opportunity to expand or modify its content and instructional strategies.
In the province of New Brunswick, which has an ethnically diverse population, the 
existing elementary art curriculum does not promote intercultural understanding. To 
introduce this concept, elementary teachers would likely require specialised training in 
cultural and visual understanding in order to develop instructional strategies that 
increase the intercultural understanding of their students. After investigating 
intercultural and visual understanding from an educational perspective in the literature, 
and reviewing intercultural strategies that had already been attempted in schools, I 
selected a form of research that would allow me to work collaboratively with teachers in 
order to formulate and test out instructional strategies that would emphasise both visual 
and intercultural understanding. Through the testing out of strategies, which 
incorporated the utilisation of visual images in the teaching of intercultural 
understanding, it was anticipated that certain recommendations and implications could 
be formulated. A fundamental aim of this action research, therefore, was to provide the 
preliminary data for future curriculum reform.
In this chapter a working definition of curriculum is identified that focuses on cultural 
understanding as an important objective for educational research. Then the role of 
teachers in curriculum reform is examined in curriculum reform theory which stresses 
the involvement of teachers in the research process. In part two of this chapter, the
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action research method is described in detail. This is done to provide information on 
how action research is generally conducted, and to identify the versions of it that 
informed this study.
Curriculum and Reform
Typically, curriculum since 1940 has been thought of as a ‘visible product’ appearing 
as schemes of activities, teaching strategies and textbooks and basically functioning as 
scripts for teachers (Kemmis, 1986). This notion of curriculum grew out of a 
movement in educational theory which insisted on the establishment of fixed objectives, 
procedures and educational measurements. Tyler, the American educator who was 
largely responsible for introducing this interpretation of curriculum, stated in his 
influential book titled The Basic Principles o f Curriculum and Instruction (1949) that 
curriculum should simply be viewed as “a means to an end” (p. 14). In his interpretation 
of curriculum development and reform, the teacher was only responsible for 
implementing the material and not for formulating it. Tyler’s concept provided a basis 
for a technological model of curriculum, which was a key influence in North America 
for the next thirty years, and has continued to dominate educational practice and 
research there even today.
Joseph Schwab’s seminal paper, published in the 1960s, presented a different 
perspective, however, which opposed the technological theory of curriculum. He saw 
Tyler’s definition as inflexible, and neglectful of the human relationship between 
teachers and their students. Schwab’s concept of curriculum development envisioned 
each school having a curriculum committee, made up of teachers, that decides the 
curricula based on the consideration of the practical constraints and
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concerns of the school community. He proposed the notion of the teacher as a 
‘reasoning person’ who should play a key role in determining curricula.
In Britain, Stenhouse (1975) also saw the need for teachers to become more central in 
formulating curricula as those who make judgements based on their knowledge, 
experience and the demands of the classroom. The Humanities Curriculum Project 
(1968), which embodied this practical view of curriculum development, emphasised the 
‘extended professionalism’ of teachers and developed the notion of ‘teacher as 
researcher’ as elements of this professionalism. This practical view stressed how 
teachers learn from each other and make curriculum changes as a result of this learning. 
He also felt that teachCTS were the most appropriate people to carry out educational 
research because of their direct experience and involvement in classroom practice.
In addition to the technical and practical views of curriculum, which represented the two 
major motives or styles of thought pervading contemporary understanding of education, 
curriculum, and teaching, a new theory was emerging in Britain, which acknowledged 
that “every act of teaching and every learning opportunity embodied in a curriculum, are 
problematic in a deeper sense than the craft or technical view can admit” (Kemmis,
1986, p.39). According to the strategic view of curriculum development, teachers must 
“reflect upon and reconsider in order to inform future practical judgements, and each 
can be seen in a social and historical context as facilitating or debilitating progress 
towards a more rational and just society” (p.39). This particular view of curriculum 
development supports the approach taken in this research in that the teachers’ role in 
research is viewed as essential in identifying problem areas, and that by working 
collaboratively, they can find solutions and determine curriculum reform.
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McDonald’s (1978) definition of curriculum has addressed this notion of working 
together to create a more rational and just society. He has defined curriculum 
development as a study of what should constitute a ‘world’ and how people should go 
about creating it. He also suggested that such questions as: What is the good society? 
What is the good life? and What is a good person? are all implicit in the development of 
curricula. Ultimately, he determined that the moral questions of how to relate to others 
or how best to live together are clearly a critical part of all curriculum development. 
Because McDonald’s definition emphasised the need for curriculum reform to focus on 
the improvement of social relations within a given society, it was considered relevant to 
this research which ultimately promoted the appreciation and acceptance of all members 
of a society by increasing intercultural understanding. The method of research, 
therefore, needed to embrace the notion of ‘teacher as researcher’ working in 
collaboration with other teachers to solve the problem of how to develop and implement 
instructional strategies that would improve students’ levels of acceptance and 
understanding of social issues such as intercultural understanding.
Action Research
As noted previously, the method of research I chose was action research. The term 
‘action research’ was first used by the social psychologist Kurt Lewin in the 1940s 
when he described self-reflective cycles of planning, observing and reflecting in social 
settings. By ‘cycles’ he meant a series of circularly connected stages which involved a 
series of controlled interventions and practical judgements conducted by individuals and 
groups committed to bringing about change (p. 187). Later applications of action 
research, especially in educational research in the 1980s continued to focus on the spiral 
nature of Lewin’s model as well as introducing the concept of strategic action.
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which is defined as collaborative effort that benefits both teachers and students in 
their common enterprise (Kemmis, 1986, p.41).
Carr and Kemmis (1986), who represented another strand of action research, stated that 
it has two main goals which are improvement and involvement (p. 154). Action research 
can be carried out in the classroom as a way of understanding or advancing educational 
theory; in the sense that advancing theory can be an outcome of improving real life 
situations.
Cohen and Manion (1987) built on this definition by describing action research as 
“small scale intervention in the functioning of the real world and a close examination of 
the effects of such intervention” (p.208). Therefore, it focuses on a specific problem in 
a specific setting. They have explained that what characterises action research is that it is 
situational, collaborative, participatory, and self-evaluative.
John Elliott (1991) has described the grassroots nature of action research as having 
theories that are not validated independently and then applied to practice but instead are 
validated through practice (p. 69). In this study, the intention was to work together with 
teachers, to formulate and test out strategies that utilised children’s images, as resources 
for teaching intercultural understanding. In order for me, as the researcher, to determine 
whether or not it was possible to increase intercultural understanding through the use of 
children’s images in a classroom setting, it was necessary for me to collaborate with 
teachers.
Having teachers play an active role in this study enabled me to determine the most 
suitable instructional strategies for utilising images. It also created the opportunity to 
increase teachers’ knowledge through the process of reflection in action and also action
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through discussions with each other. Reflection played a key role in the evaluation and 
reformulation of the issues and problems throughout the study.
Reflection has been identified as an important means of gaining self knowledge (Berlak 
and Berlak, 1981; Gardner, 1989; Ross, 1988; Schon, 1983; Susi, 1995). According 
to Susi:
Reflection involves looking back on experiences as a way to reconsider and 
better understand what happened. Through this process, an individual examines 
personal behaviour patterns, analyses problems, and evaluates decisions as a 
means to improve performance. Reflective teachers apply this concept as part of 
the regular and systematic examination of what they have done. They want to 
retiiink the intended and unintended outcomes of their instructional strategies. 
(p.llO)
Gardner (1989) has described reflection as a process of stepping back firom one’s own 
perceptions or productions as a way to better understand the goals, methods and effects 
achieved. This process builds competency on the part of the teacher. It was Schon’s 
(1987) view, however, that although reflection increases competency, its main purpose 
is to guide future thought and behaviour. He has pointed out that, while examining past 
and present actions, one generates the necessary knowledge that will inform future 
strategies. In his view, reflection spans the past, present, and future.
In a sense, action research is a combination of curriculum development and teacher 
development which results from their involvement in the process of evaluation and 
reflection. It is a bottom-up practical approach to educational change that has been 
strongly supported by both John Elliott (1991) in England and Donald Schon (1983) in 
the United States. Because action research requires the curriculum developer to look 
deeply into the practical issues affecting curriculum reform, it is seen to be strategic by 
nature.
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For the purposes of this study theories of action research provided appropriate data 
collection strategies and flexibility in terms of determining the most effective steps or 
actions to include cycles or stages of the research. Certain aspects of the action research 
theories of Elliott and Kemmis were adapted and utilised.
Cohen and Manion (1987) have suggested that action research takes place in two stages 
which are diagnostic and therapeutic. In the first stage a team of people work together to 
identify or diagnose a problem in a specific context or situation. In an educational 
setting this team is usually made up of researchers and practitioners who then, in the 
second stage, collaborate to design and carry out the cycles of the study.
In certain situations a researcher might take a facilitator or interventionist perspective, 
and therefore, act more as a leader than as a team player in the research process. In this 
study I took an interventionist approach to action research (Cohen and Manion, 1987) 
in which I determined, to a certain extent, how the study would be conducted, and what 
would take place in each cycle. This seemed appropriate because of my experience in 
utilising visual and cultural images with students and teachers.
At the beginning of the study I acknowledged that my specialised knowledge and skills 
in art could have intimidated the teachers, and therefore, affected their motivation and 
interest in collaborating with me. Fortunately, the teachers did not perceive this as a 
problem. Instead, they agreed that I should act as the facilitator, for they felt that their 
lack of knowledge about images, and how they could be utilised to increase visual and 
intercultural understanding, limited their ability to determine the direction of the study.
In order for me to test out my working hypotheses and collaborate with teachers on 
curriculum reform, this study used a variety of action research instruments or
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techniques. During the course of the study the teachers collected children’s images, 
developed instructional strategies for utilising the images, and ultimately identified 
appropriate means of modifying or reforming the existing elementary art curriculum in 
New Brunswick.
Elliott (1991) has pointed out that, from an action research perspective, the 
improvement of teaching and the ‘development’ of the teacher are integral dimensions 
of curriculum development. Therefore, curriculum development should in itself 
constitute a process of teacher development (p.54). In this study the integrated process 
involved instruction, teacher development, curriculum development, and evaluation, 
with the aim of achieving a unified conception of educational practice. I supported and 
facilitated the participation and involvement of the teachers so that they formed an 
integral part of the study.
Using a variety of different data collection methods allowed me to validate the findings 
and potentially achieve a more accurate picture of the situation being studied. Action 
research, therefore, offers me an opportunity to decide on the processes and directions 
of the inquiry thus allowing for greater insight into problem areas and changes to the 
action plan to occur.
This action research project was carried out in a school context in New Brunswick 
because that is the environment where this educational change will have the greatest 
influence. Change will only happen in this context, however, if teachers are capable of 
reflecting on their work and are able to adjust to new teaching strategies.
By involving more than one teacher in this study the likelihood of other teachers 
examining their attitudes as a result of sharing ideas and strategies about intercultural
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issues seemed more probable. Both the teachers and I also needed to be receptive and 
willing to discuss our points of view, try out new strategies and ultimately allow 
ourselves to learn from the process. Because changes were being made as the research 
was carried out, flexibility in the structure of each cycle was essential
The design of this study was emergent as the analysis of each cycle determined the 
steps to be taken in the following one. Therefore, it seemed logical to include the 
methods of the data collection, reflections and evaluation as part of the description of 
each cycle rather than as a component of this chapter.
To begin the research process I developed the following model of action research to 
provide an initial framework for the various cycles. An overall research plan is also 
included to clarify what methods of data collection were used in each cycle.
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Model of Action Research 
A dapted  from  John  E ll io t t ’s M odel ( 1991 )
Cycle I
Cycle 2
Cycle 3
evaluate and reflect
evaluate and reflect
evaluate, rclleet and 
reformulate action plan
After each lesson 
teachers and researcher 
evaluate and reformulate 
lesson for next class
researcher idcntil'ics 
Working Hypothesis
Action Step 2 
students create Cultural images
Action Step 1 
teachers develop lessons which contain 
instructional strategies
Action Step 3 
Session on formulating instructional 
strategics based on the Visual Resource
Action Step 2 
Session on identifying cultural content in 
the Visual Resource
Action Step 1 
Session on visual awareness and mcthtxls of 
Art Criticism
Action Step I 
researcher establishes arntact with teachers
Researcher designs three Professional 
Development Sessions
Action Step 2 
teachers test out instructional strategies in 
the classroom setting (four lessons per 
________________teacher)________________
Action Step 3 
Children’s Cultural Images which lorm the 
Visual Resource arc selected by teachers and 
studcnts_______________
Action Step 3 
teachers and researcher re-evaluate the lessons 
- researcher identifies implications for future 
research in teacher education and curriculum
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Action Plan
a) The research began by formulating the working hypotheses, that critically analysing 
cultural images can be an effective means of increasing students intercultural 
understanding. The aim of Cycle One was to obtain a set of images with 
accompanying texts for use in this action research. Children’s cultural images 
from six schools from different areas of the province were collected and analysed 
by the researcher. The teachers who oversaw the creation and collection of these 
images completed response forms which were sent along with their children’s 
images and accompanying texts.
b) In Cycle Two the images and accompanying texts were utilised in teacher training 
sessions which focused on visual understanding and methods of image analysis. 
With the involvement of the teachers, an appropriate art criticism method was 
identified to utilise with the cultural images at the upper elementary level. Response 
forms completed by the teachers, audio-tapes and observations made by the 
researcher as a participant observer, and informal discussions with the teachers 
during and after the sessions provided the data for analysis which determined the 
effectiveness of the sessions in preparing them for the testing out aspect of the 
research.
c) Once appropriate instructional strategies were identified, they were tested out by four 
teachers in upper elementary classrooms in Cycle Three. Data was collected from 
informal discussions with the teachers, direct observations of the lessons by the 
researcher acting as a non-participant observer, response forms completed by the 
teachers and students, and interviews conducted with students.
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d) An aim of this action research was to make theoretical and practical suggestions for 
curriculum reform or modification as it relates to the introduction of intercultural 
content and art criticism into the existing elementary art curriculum. The reflections 
and evaluations of the teachers, students and researcher during the study allowed for 
triangulation to occur which provided essential information in order to identify 
implications for curriculum reform and areas for further research.
Having first reviewed the literature about intercultural and visual understanding, then identified 
a research method that stresses the involvement of teachers in curriculum reform and 
formulated an action plan, the next step entailed starting Cycle One of the research by 
accessing teachers to participate in the collection of children’s cultural images.
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CHAPTER 3 
COLLECTING AND ANALYSING CHILDREN’S 
CULTURAL IMAGES: CYCLE ONE
In order to access ethnic images that could serve as catalyst for classroom discussion 
and activities, it was necessary to first organise the creation and collection of such 
images from grade five students across the province. Similar to Nadaner’s study 
(1984), images were collected from elementary students with the purpose of their being 
utilised as cultural resource materials.
Teachers were asked to generate visual images based on a set of guidelines that I 
prepared for them which outlined (a) the purpose of the research, and (b) possible 
themes that they might use to motivate their students to create images that conveyed 
cultural content (see Appendix 1). I chose not to be involved in the image creation 
process as I did not want to influence the content or quality of the images produced. 
Instead, I wanted images that reflected the child’s understanding of the concepts of 
‘culture’ and ‘cultural heritage’ and of the process of art making in a typical classroom 
setting. A consideration of this study as a whole was to identify the effect that a lack of 
art training, on the part of teachers, might have on the image making abilities of their 
students.
The Aims of Cycle One
As the researcher and facilitator of the research the aims of Cycle One were to:
a) Establish contact with the school officials and teachers
b) Provide information and guidelines for the teachers about the research project 
and the creation and collection of children’s cultural images.
c) Analyse the children ’ s cultural images
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d) Evaluate and reflect on their utilisation in the next cycle.
e) To some degree determine the professional development requirements of 
elementary teachers in terms of increasing their cultural and visual awareness.
Establishing Contact with Schools
To make contact with grade six teachers in the schools, I first wrote to the Director of 
Curriculum Development and the two provincial consultants responsible for fine arts 
and elementary programs, requesting permission to involve six teachers in this cycle of 
the study. Once I had received their consent I wrote to the superintendents of six school 
districts, who in turn, asked principals in their districts to indicate whether or not they 
would agree to have a grade five teacher from their school participate. A letter was sent 
to interested principals to confirm that they were willing to involve one of their teachers 
in the study. Six principals responded and provided the name of a teacha* on their staff 
who would take part. I then wrote to each teacher to provide them with information on 
the study and a set of instructions for the image collection process.
Although it was not my intention to involve a culturally diverse group of teachers in this 
cycle of the study, this happened by chance. Two teachers represented each of the 
following groups: Francophone, Anglo-Canadian, and Aboriginal, and came from 
various areas of the province where diverse student populations exist The two 
Francophone teachers, Sasha and Monica were from the cities of Moncton, and 
Fredericton. The Anglo-Canadians, Sally and Margaret worked in and around the city 
of Fredericton. The Aboriginal teachers, Kim and Tara were from the small coastal 
town of St. Andrews and the King’s Reserve near Fredericton.
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All six were experienced classroom teachers who had no formal training in art theory or 
practice. In New Brunswick teachers were not required until very recently to take a 
course in art education during their training. As a result, there are few teachers at the 
elementary level who have any specialised training in art at all.
Altogether, the process of establishing contact with the six teachers took from March 
until September 1995. Once contact was made additional information on the research 
project and instructional materials for creating the cultural images were sent to each of 
the teachers.
Description of the Instructional Materials and Teacher Response Form
The concepts of the activities came from my past experience with and exposure to 
culturally based art projects and the working hypotheses of this research. In the 
explanation of the image creation process, I indicated that the project had two aspects:
a) The creation of an image, by elementary children, depicting one of the 
following themes: ‘Who am i?’, ‘A favourite family past-time’, or ‘What makes 
me culturally unique?’
b) A written description or text to accompany the image.
I anticipated that having both written and image responses would enable me to examine 
(a) The extent to which certain meanings could be communicated through both visual 
and written means and (b) the differences between the two modes of communication. 
The written text, therefore, provided additional information and, in some cases, 
clarification of content in the visual image. According to Dondis (1973), there is a 
tendency to consider words as a superior form of communication while, in fact, it is the 
visual mode that is connected to the closest and ‘truest’ nature of reality. Amheim 
(1969) has argued that images are more ‘direct’ than words, and therefore, need to
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receive greater emphasis as a form of communication. Although words, in the form of 
accompanying texts, entered into this aspect of the study, visual images became the 
central focus for the teachers and students.
The questions or themes provided in the instructions were designed to encourage the 
creation of visual responses that were based on an anthropological definition of culture 
as a multi-faceted concept involving every aspect of one’s life and social group. This 
allowed for a range of responses and interpretations on the part of the students.
I suggested that the teachers introduce the project to their students by first discussing 
the concepts of culture and cultural heritage. Other than providing themes, I did not give 
the teachers guidelines about possible interpretations or definitions because, given the 
ethnic diversity of the teachers and students, I hoped that they would reach their own 
conclusions about what these concepts meant to them. Through the students’ written 
and visual responses a wide range of interpretations were identified which revealed their 
personal understandings of the concepts of culture and cultural heritage.
The students were then asked to choose which form of expression, either drawing or 
writing, they preferred to use first. The teachers provided paper that was at least 8.5” 
by 11” and any materials that they felt were appropriate for creating the images. If the 
teachers needed further information in order to complete the two aspects of the project, I 
requested that they contact me directly. None of them made contact, which suggested 
that they were able to follow the instructions and generally felt comfortable and 
confident about introducing the concepts of culture and cultural heritage.
After the two aspects of the project were finished, the teachers were asked, along with 
their students, to select approximately ten images which they agreed clearly expressed
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the concepts of culture and cultural heritage. I requested that the teacher and students 
become involved in the selection process, in order to reduce the number of images 
which were to be used in the next part of the study, and more importantly, to have them 
closely examine the work for its expressive quality. By ‘expressive quality,’ I was 
refeiring to the ability of a visual image to communicate messages and meaning about 
the person who created it. Two of the six teachers made a selection together with their 
class while the remainder sent in all of their students’ images because they did not feel 
capable of making a judgement about their ‘expressive qualities.’
In order to learn about the teachers’ attitudes and perceptions, I developed a response 
form to be completed once the project was finished (see Appendix 2). The questions on 
the form inquired into the teachers’ attitudes towards the role and importance of visual 
images, cultural stereotypes, and whether or not they felt that their children’s images 
expressed their cultural identity or heritage. They also were asked to comment on the 
use of children’s images as visual resources for the teaching of intercultural 
understanding. These questions, therefore, were designed to reveal their cultural 
attitudes, and to gain a better understanding of their feelings toward the utilisation of 
children’s images as visual resources in instructional strategies for increasing 
intercultural understanding.
Once the images and texts had been created and the teacher response forms completed, 
which took from September 1995 to January 1996, the teachers contacted me so that I 
could arrange to collect them. In most cases this involved driving to the various schools 
around the province and meeting the teachers who had participated. Two of the teachers 
sent their completed projects through the mail.
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Only one teacher declined to participate in the project because she assumed that her 
grade five class had to be culturally diverse. Fortunately, another teacher from her 
school, who understood the request more clearly, agreed to take part in her place. Tara 
was an Aboriginal teacher who had come from the King’s Reserve to work specifically 
with the Aboriginal students in that school.
Analysis of Data
The following forms of data were collected in this cycle: images, accompanying texts, 
and additional information provided by the teachers’ verbal responses and written 
response forms. In the following analysis, I discuss and reflect upon each form of data 
separately and as they related to one another. The analysis of data as a whole 
determined how the next cycle of the research was formulated.
The Children’s Cultural Images
As Hamlyn (1974) pointed out, the closest form of interpersonal knowledge other than 
‘face to face’ mostly takes place through visual images. The viewer engages, through 
observation and analysis, in a reconstruction of the artist’s perception of reality. As 
noted in Chapter One, images play a central role in this study because, as cultural 
representations or ‘diagrams’, they were able to portray the thoughts and feelings of the 
children who had created them. In order to begin a study that focused on the 
communicative nature of children’s cultural images, it was necessary therefore, to have 
children produce images that depicted their personal conceptions of culture and cultural 
heritage.
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Altogether ninety-two images were collected from grade five classes from six different 
elementary schools in New Brunswick. A variety of art materials were used in their 
creation and they revealed many interpretations of culture and cultural heritage.
The art materials used for completing the project varied from school to school and were 
most likely determined by the teachers. Images were created in paint and crayon resist, 
coloured pencils, crayons, oil pastels and felt tip markers. The levels of artistic ability 
varied not only from student to student, which would be expected, but also from school 
to school. It was obvious that some schools, for instance, spent much more time on the 
project than others. This was evident in the cases where detailed descriptions were 
provided by each child in both French and English, as well as, images which utilised 
more sophisticated art techniques such as paint and crayon resist.
According to the developmental stages of children’s art formulated by Lowenfeld
(1975), the majority of images illustrated the schematic or symbol stage in terms of their
mode of representation, which is not unusual for ten-year-old children. The degree of
ability in expressing ideas and incorporating details into their images, however, varied
from student to student Wilson and Wilson (1982) has pointed out that children’s
‘reality making’ drawings:
combine innately determined features and features that have been experienced in 
the culture, as well as those influences from drawing, illustrations and other 
graphic material from the culture that may have been assimilated consciously or 
unconsciously.(p.64)
The theory that children’s images reveal not only their level of visual development but 
also the influences of images from their culture, was also identified by McFee (1961). 
The question arose: to what extent do media and other images that surround the child 
affect his/her representation of reality? Although I briefly touch on this important issue 
in this research, the working hypothesis for this study focused on
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the potential of children’s cultural images to impart valuable information about their 
cultural experiences as members of the same society.
The majority of the students drew very simplistic or descriptive images, which usually 
contained stereotyped visual information (see fig.l). A small number of students 
included more detailed and individualistic content in their images (see fig. 2).
Whether they depicted their thoughts with symbols or with more realistic 
representations of objects or scenes in their environment, the images were able to 
communicate cultural information. Teachers and students chose the cultural images they 
felt were most informative, and at a later stage, teachers made a further selection of the 
most suitable image to be utilised in a Visual Resource for promoting intercultural 
understanding. Although Wilson and Wilson (1982) argued that work which is 
spontaneous is more expressive and free of stereotyped symbols, it seems that both 
teacher directed and spontaneous types of imagery have potential as forms of 
communication and say something about the visual experiences of children.
A wide variety of images were received that did reveal the cultural/ethnic background of 
the students and their interpretations of the concepts of culture and cultural heritage. 
From the images it was also possible to determine the teachers’ interpretations of my 
instructions and how they conveyed them to their students, as well as their own art 
knowledge and material preferences. These findings are further discussed at the end of 
this chapter.
The images were examined initially to determine categories under which they could be 
classified. The cultural/ethnic representation was an important consideration. The 
following is a list of the various cultural/ethnic groups that were
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identified, either from the images or after reading the accompanying texts.
The groups were identified as follows:
Aboriginal: 11 
Anglo-Canadian: 40 
Francophone: 23 
Aboriginal/Francophone: 2 
Anglo-Canadian/Francophone: 4 
Aboriginal/Anglo-Canadian/Francophone: 2 
Dutch: 1
Dutch/Francophone: 1 
Bolivian/Anglo-Canadian: 1 
African: 2 
Egyptian: 1 
Iranian: 1 
Sudanese: 1 
Trinidadian: 1 
Guyanan: 1
Total: 92
As noted previously, the images were responses to the three themes that were provided 
in the teachers’ instructions. The theme of ‘Who a m i ? ’ was chosen by eighteen 
students; ‘My favourite family past-time’ interested forty eight students, while the 
theme of ‘What makes me culturally unique?’ was selected by fifty two. Several 
students chose to draw more than one image as a response to a theme, so the total 
number of visual responses is larger than the total number of students who created 
them.
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The theme ‘What makes me culturally unique?’, chosen the most often by the students, 
suggests a preference for representing cultural heritage. ‘My favourite past-time’ was 
also chosen by a large number of students as a way to represent their concept of culture. 
The most common imagery, therefore, seemed to be representations of their cultural 
heritage or depictions of favourite activities or celebrations.
In the images depicting ‘cultural uniqueness’, children represented festivals, ethnic 
symbols, legends and family rituals that were unique to their cultural group (see figs. 3 
and 4). Under the theme of ‘favourite activity ’, images were created that depicted 
cultural activities such as: hunting, driving, swimming, skidooing, camping, fiddle 
playing and watching movies (see figs. 5 and 6). The children who responded to the 
theme ‘Who am I?’ drew self-portraits which in some cases also included portraits of 
family members (see figs. 7 and 8).
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The following chart indicates the specific topics and content of the images:
Topics/C ontent Aboriginal Anglo-Canadian Francophone Other
A nim als 2  2
Legmds 8
Festivals 2 7
One flag 2 7
Two or more flags 9 1 1
Family gatherings 1 4
Religious symbols 1
Communities 3
Food 1 1
Natural mvironment 1
Nursery for plants 1
House/home 2 4 1
School 2 1
Boats 2 1
Traditional symbols 2 2
Self portrait 2 5 3 2
Family portrait 1 7 1 1
Ethnic symbols 2
A ctiv it ies:
Hunting 3 1
Driving 1 1
Riding a horse 1
Riding a camel 1
Bicycling 1
Acting 2
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T opics/Content Aboriginal Anglo-Canadian Francophone Other
Swimming 1
Skidooing 1
Playing volleyball 1
Playing baseball 3
Playing basketball 1
Fishing 2 1
Dancing 1
Camping 5 1
Sledding 1
Watching movies 1
Swinging 1
Singing 1
Fiddle playing 1
Playing piano 1
Making art 3 1
Using a computer 1
Reading 1
Snowmobiling 1
Hockey playing 1
Watching T.V. 1 1
The range of visual responses might have resulted from the students’ interpretations of 
the themes and their teachers’ lack of control over their choices of subject matter. The 
images, therefore, represented what children draw when they were not given specific 
instructions about the content or methods of image-making to follow. Children’s 
untutored responses were sought for this study, because as previously mentioned.
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spontaneous drawings were thought to reveal more about the personal experiences of 
each child than do most teacher directed drawings (Wilson and Wilson, 1982).
The objects or symbols that appeared the most often in the images were self-portraits 
and flags. In some cases the self-portraits indicated the clothing and skin colour that 
were distinctive to the children’s particular culture (see fig.9). The images that 
contained flags emphasised the ethnicity of the student according to the various 
countries of origin of his/her ancestors (see fig. 10). In many cases the images contained 
the Canadian flag, which is a national symbol, as well as cultural symbols such as 
shamrocks, ethnic foods, teepees, religious objects, and costumes (see fig.l 1).
Reflections on the Children’s Cultural Images:
On reflection, it appears that the children had various notions of what culture and 
cultural heritage meant, and how to personally communicate the meaning of these 
concepts visually. It also might indicate that the students were confused or unclear 
about the word culture and as a result a great variety of different responses were 
generated. As mentioned earlier. Banks (1988) has stressed the need for students to 
study the concept of culture in order to fully understand their own, and that of other 
ethnic groups. The difficulty students had in defining and representing culture, 
therefore, could have been the result of a lack of knowledge or education in cultural 
issues.
In general, students from minority groups seemed to have less variation in the content 
of their visual responses. For instance, fourteen out of seventeen students depicted the 
Acadian flags and/or festivals. The Aboriginal students generally represented legends of 
their tribe and hunting or fishing scenes which represented their life-style on the
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reserve. The distinctive content of the Aboriginal children’s images might have resulted 
from the influence their Aboriginal teachers have on them in the Reserve schools where 
they are encouraged to depict and write about legends and the Aboriginal way of 
life.Through the cultural reinforcement and influence of their schools and teachers, the 
Francophone and Aboriginal children seem to be more distinct from Anglo-Canadian 
children (see figs. 12 and 13).
The Anglo-Canadian population, which represented the largest number of participants 
in the study, also included a variety of subject matter in their images. Responses given 
by the two of the Anglo-Canadian teachers indicated they had experienced difficulty in 
explaining the meaning of culture to their students. According to them, most of the 
children saw themselves as part of a country that does not have a diverse population. 
This is understandable because most people in this geographical region of Canada have 
a similar life-style whether or not they belong to the dominant Anglo-Canadian culture. 
The teachers stated that it was often hard for their students, especially the Anglo- 
Canadians, to think of ways to express their individual cultural heritage. As a result, 
these teachers seemed worried that their students had not completed the project 
correctly. It is also possible that the teachers might have had a hmited understanding of 
cultural concepts, and therefore, thought culture only meant ethnic origin.
This might reveal a fundamental issue for Anglo-Canadians, namely a confusion about 
a distinctly Canadian or National culture, whereas the minorities, at least in New 
Brunswick, seemed to have a clearer notion of what their ‘ ethnic’ culture and heritage 
means.
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Discussion of the Accompanying Texts
The texts which accompanied the images revealed additional information about the 
cultural heritage of each student Several of the responses were written in the students’ 
mother tongue as well as in English. Students wrote down their family histories or 
described a certain festival or event that their family celebrated.
In some cases, the written responses helped to explain the contents of the visual images 
and clarified the cultural/ethnic messages and meaning of the accompanying images. 
Thus, in approximately one third of the cases, the written responses were essential in 
order to fully understand or appreciate the cultural/ethnic content that was expressed 
visually (see fig. 14).
Certain students had difficulty depicting themselves as visually having distinct 
cultural/ethnic backgrounds even in cases where they were definitely not Anglo- 
Canadians. Their writing, however, did reveal cultural uniqueness. The discrepancy in 
their ability to express themselves visually and verbally might be due to their differing 
levels of ability in visual and written modes of communication. The quality of their 
cultural images was dependent, to some degree, on their previous art experience, 
knowledge and skills, whereas they were familiar and experienced with written 
expression, and as a result were able to express themselves more easily with words. 
Theories of different modes of expression focus on how one mode can enhance the 
other as well as indicate how writing differs from art as a means of communication. As 
discussed earlier in Chapter One of this study, images are identified as giving the 
closest experience to ‘face to face’ interactions, whereas words do not allow for the 
same range of interpretations or layers of meaning (Hamlyn; 1974, Nadaner; 1988,
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Schütz; 1970). It is this ability to evoke a variety of interpersonal responses that make 
them especially valuable in revealing individual thoughts and feelings.
Discussion of the Response Forms
Four out of the six teachers completed the response form I had designed in order to 
determine their attitudes towards visual images in general and the use of children's 
cultural images as a Visual Resource. The questions and the teachers responses are 
found in Appendix 4.
The six teachers who participated in Cycle One all perceived that images were important 
in the educational process and that they could reveal information about cultural/ethnic 
heritage. When asked whether or not they felt images can play a role in educating 
students about cultural stereotypes, they all stated that images are very powerful, and 
can therefore, pass on negative attitudes or stereotypes about different cultural groups.
Two teachers commented that their students expressed themselves more accurately with 
images than words. This seemed to be a new insight on their part. Another teacher 
pointed out that her students had struggled with the written part of the project but found 
it much easier to create images. Another teacher stated that she was not pleased with 
results from her class in terms of their understanding of the key concepts of ‘culture’ 
and ‘cultural heritage.’ She commented that “either we have very little culture or our 
culture is well hidden.” After many hours of trying to explain the concept to them, she 
said they stiU did not understand the culturally related terms of ‘race’, ‘custom’ or 
‘difference.’ This same teacher felt that the students’ written responses also revealed 
their confusion (see fig. 15).
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Two other teachers also noted the frustration they had experienced in discussing the 
terms ‘culture’ and ‘cultural heritage’ with their class. One teacher said that her class 
“had to go home and ask their parents.” Another teacher indicated that her students had 
difficulty “putting the visual image and the written comment to the term culture.” Two 
teachers stated that their students were “too young to understand the concepts” and that 
collecting cultural images from a slightly older age group would have been more 
suitable because they might have been more informed about the concept of culture. As 
mentioned in the introduction to this study the reason for selecting this age group was 
based on previous research which had revealed that children of approximately age ten 
are receptive and ‘open’ to cultural ideas and experiences.
When the teachers were asked whether or not they felt their students could learn about 
other cultures and cultural heritage from other students’ visual and written responses 
they responded positively but indicated that it depended on the actual images and texts 
chosen for this educational purpose. In general, they thought that a student generated 
Visual Resource might be very useful for motivational reasons but that there was also a 
need for more professional cultural/ethnic images as resources as well.
Discussion of Teachers’ Verbal Responses
In phone conversations with two of the teachers, their excitement about seeing their 
students’ images was evident. One teacher remarked on how much the students were 
learning from each other through their images. Images for the students, she pointed out, 
are “a natural and enjoyable way to express their ideas and feelings.” The other teacher 
said that, although it was difficult to explain what culture meant, she felt it was a valid 
concept to explore with her students in order to teach about individual differences.
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Evaluation and Reflections on Cycle One
On reflection, the teachers and students who participated in the creation process, 
expressed an interest in cultural/ethnic issues and seemed comfortable with their 
involvement in the study .The children’s cultural images and accompanying texts that 
were collected were considered by the teachers to be appropriate as the basis of 
discussion and analysis for the next cycle.
An initial concern of mine was my decision not to participate in the image and text 
creation process. As a result of this lack of a specialist input, the children’s images 
indicated a lack of art instruction. I had made this decision in order to determine the 
effect that New Brunswick teachers’ art knowledge and skills typically have on the art 
making ability of the students. The variation in the techniques and quality of the images 
that resulted, confirmed that the teachers did lack art training.
On reflection, my decision to not assist in the creation process did affect the artistic 
quality of images that were to be utilised in Cycle Two. The teachers who participated 
in the next cycle, therefore, had less expressive or informative images to chose from as 
a result The untutored approach that was taken, however, did produce more 
spontaneous images that revealed the students’ levels of cultural understanding and 
image making ability. In this instance, I felt that the spontaneous responses of the 
students more accurately revealed their interpretations of culture and cultural heritage 
because they were not determined by their teachers or my artistic or technical concerns.
Another area of concern in this study was the level of visual literacy of elementary 
teachers. Visual literacy, defined as the ability to understand and read visually 
communicated messages/meanings and to be expressive through visual means (Curtiss,
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1987) has been identified by several researchers as a basic attainment skill in education 
(Amheim, 1969; Dondis, 1973; Gombrich, 1982; Messaris, 1994). After seeing 
evidence of their lack of skills in making decisions about the content and quality of their 
students’ images in Cycle One, I decided to provide Professional Development 
Sessions in the next cycle of the study. The training focused on practical approaches for 
increasing the teachers’ understanding of the visual mode of expression which included 
visual awareness exercises intended to increase their ability to see details and analyse 
images. The impact of the teachers’ art training, visual awareness, and cultural 
perceptions on their students remained central issues throughout this study.
In Cycle Two the children’s cultural images were utilised in their professional 
development sessions for teachers which addressed (a) learning about visual awareness 
as it pertains to teaching about and analysing images, and (b) selecting appropriate 
images to work with in terms of developing strategies for increasing intercultural 
understanding. The teachers who participated in Cycle One were invited to attend, 
together with others who decided to take part in developing strategies for their 
classrooms.
Because of the practical problems that had arisen in collecting images, and bringing 
teachers together from diverse areas of the province, a decision was taken that the next 
cycle should include only teachers from the area surrounding Fredericton who were 
more accessible to me but still represented a culturally mixed teacher and student 
population. In the end only one teacher, Tara from Cycle One attended, together with 
three new teachers. Of the new teachers who came from the Fredericton area, Michelle 
was Francophone and Anne and Terry were Anglo-Canadians.
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In Cycle One the contact with teachers had taken the form of (a) collaboration on the 
process of creating images and texts, and (b) receiving their responses to questions 
about the role of children’s cultural images as resources for teaching intercultural 
understanding. My role initially had been to establish a framework and set of guidelines 
for proceeding with Cycle One of the research and to act as a facilitator in the image 
creation process. In Cycles Two and Three, however, the teachers became more 
involved through their participation in the Professional Development Sessions and then 
in making decisions about the instructional strategies that they personally chose to test 
out. Their involvement in shaping and reformulating the action plan, therefore, became 
more central to the study and in this way they were able to determine the outcome of 
action plan.
Cycle One had laid the foundation from which the hypothesis could develop. Without 
the creation and collection of the children’s cultural images there would have been no 
Visual Resource to utilise in instructional strategies for increasing intercultural 
understanding. The quality of the images indicated that elementary teachers in New 
Brunswick might lack the art knowledge and skills to assist their students with image 
making. The written and visual responses also revealed that the teachers as well as 
students were not necessarily ‘clear’ or informed about the meaning of culture or 
cultural heritage.
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CHAPTER 4
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SESSIONS: CYCLE TWO 
Introduction
Many experts have argued that teachers can play a key role in how children learn about 
the visual world and about other cultures (Banks, 1995; Chalmers, 1987; Hamblen, 
1991; McFee, 1986; Stuhr, Petrovich-Mwaniki &Wasson, 1992). In this study, which 
focused on the development of teaching strategies that might increase intercultural 
understanding through visual means, the four elementary classroom teachers who 
agreed to participate in Cycles Two and Three requested that they should first receive 
professional development in visual and intercultural understanding because (a) they 
perceived the importance of the role they would play in increasing their students’ visual 
awareness and cultural understanding, and (b) they had little or no previous education 
in these concepts.
As noted in the report of Cycle One, New Brunswick elementary teachers typically lack 
training in visual art. The six elementary teachers who participated in Cycle One had 
been asked to assist their students in creating cultural images but, after the images were 
completed, the teachers expressed to me verbally that they had felt inadequate in giving 
the necessary art instructions because they lacked any specialised training in visual art 
theories or practices. The data also revealed that they were unclear about the meaning of 
the core terms in this research which were ‘culture’ and ‘intercultural understanding.’
Given the elementary teachers’ expressed feelings, I decided as the facilitator, to 
provide the teachers participating in Cycle Two with the opportunity to gain basic 
knowledge and critical skills associated with teaching about these concepts. The four
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teachers who took part in Cycle Two later indicated that they would not have been so 
willing or sufficiently confident to develop and test out strategies without having first 
participated in the Professional Development Sessions.
The decision to provide the four teachers with professional development in intercultural 
understanding was supported by Banks ( 1988), who has pointed out that the better 
informed teachers are about cultural issues, the more likely it is that they wül address 
these matters with their students, and therefore, positively influence the stereotyped or 
racial attitudes that they might have towards other cultural groups. He stressed that 
increasing a person’s knowledge about the meaning of culture and issues pertaining to 
cultural understanding are essential aspects of reducing negative attitudes.
According to Mason (1988), teachers also need to be trained in how to use art critical 
methods as a means of discussing the cultural content in images. She identified this as a 
weakness of Nadaner’s study (1984) in which elementary teachers were expected to 
work with cultural images without any previous experience or knowledge of art 
criticism techniques or about strategies for increasing their students’ intercultural 
understanding. Art criticism as a means of image analysis was chosen because it offers 
a systematic approach to understanding the levels of meaning contained in any image 
and it emphasises the observation of details which can increase visual awareness in 
general.
Aims of Cycle Two:
The aims of the research in Cycle Two were to:
a) Identify basic information about cultural and visual concepts that the
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participating teachers required in order to carry out the development and testing 
out of instructional strategies at a later stage in the research.
b) Conduct three Professional Development Sessions which dealt with:
1) Visual awareness and an art criticism approach to image analysis
2) Cultural understanding and analysis of the children’s cultural images
3) Development of instructional strategies based on the utilisation of the 
children’s cultural images as a Visual Resource.
The Instructional Model
In order to reinforce an approach to teaching that involves individuals in discussion, the 
Professional Development Sessions were designed to encourage group interaction. 
Holistic approaches to curriculum development which emphasise (a) group discussion, 
problem solving and multi-faceted learning (Gardner, 1991; Miller et al, 1990; 
Williams, 1983), (b) critical/productive thinking ( Nodding&and Shore, 1984; Stewart,
1988) and (c) narratives (Bruner, 1987; Gudmundsdottir, 1991) were consulted since 
they provided possible models of how to conduct the Professional Development 
Sessions. The model of Noddings and Shore, was eventually selected because it 
seemed the most suitable and it also incorporated aspects of other models such as 
discussion and reflection.
This model emphasised an approach to instruction that encourages discussion about 
sensitive issues in a classroom environment. The model they developed stressed the 
need to ‘awaken’ individuals by arousing their interest, developing their commitment.
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increasing their receptivity to the subject material, stimulating a quest for understanding 
and instilling a desire to become empathetic. Murray (1994) described the five stages in 
this way:
a) Creating a comfortable atmosphere which is trusting and caring. This should 
set the stage for focused activity and productive thought. Individuals
should feel confident expressing themselves in a way that is meaningful to 
them.
b) Encouraging receptivity. Engaging individuals in a topic in order to generate 
a sense of receptivity, and most importantly, a feeling of involvement. This 
heightened state of involvement develops curiosity and a desire to further pursue 
the topic. Their interest in participating creates an interaction of their knowledge 
base with that of the subject matter which promotes interaction. At this level the 
content is general and the demands on the individuals are minimal. The 
individuals mainly listen and become receptive to the topic through the 
presentation of the ‘whole picture.’ The presentation of material might include 
open ended tasks such as, viewing, listening, reading as well as the traditional 
lecture method. By extending the introduction of a topic, individuals can explore 
their own thoughts and personalised way of knowing to a greater extent
c) Searching or questing for understanding. This includes the process of 
problem solving, questioning and researching the topic. At this stage an element 
of tension develops between the subjective certainty with which individuals may 
hold certain ideas and objective uncertainty of the real world and its complexity.
d) Maintaining tension. At this stage individuals negotiate what they know to be 
true on a private and personal level with what research and discussion reveals.
e) Consolidating the information. The final phase involves forming a personal 
consensus.
By using this model as a guideline for conducting the Professional Development 
Sessions, I hoped to (a) encourage the teachers to take part in discussions about
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intercultural understanding as well as, (b) provide them with an instructional approach 
that they could later adapt to their own classes when they tested out their strategies in 
Cycle Three.
Methods of Data Collection
To collect data in this cycle I used a tape recorder to record each session, kept field 
notes to record additional comments and statements made by the teachers, and at the end 
of Sessions One and Two I distributed a response form (a semi-structured 
questionnaire). Sessions Two and Three were also video-taped to visually record the 
interaction that took place (for examples of excerpts of the audio-taped sessions see 
Appendix 3 and for the teachers’ comments from the response forms see Appendix 4).
The Participants
There were four teachers in total. Three of the teachers Anne, Michelle and Terry came 
from Park Street Elementary School in Fredericton and Tara came from the Maliseet 
Elementary School which is situated on the King’s Reserve. Anne and Terry were 
Anglo-Canadian, Michelle was a Francophone and Tara was Maliseet These teachers 
had heard about the study from fellow teachers and had volunteered to take part in 
Cycle Two and Three. Tara, who had participated in Cycle One, agreed to take part in 
the next two cycles.
I considered having three new teachers besides Tara, to discuss and analyse the 
children’s cultural images, as an advantage because they were able to provide new 
insights and interpretations of the images and were willing to take part in the 
Professional Development Sessions as well as the development and testing out of
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instructional strategies. The three new teachers, who agreed to participate, represented a 
culturally mixed teacher population which also allowed for greater diversity in the 
interpretations of these images.
In order to obtain general information from the teachers about their personal and 
educational backgrounds, I prepared a form which inquired about the following: place 
of birth; nationality; ethnic heritage; education; work experience; personal interests and 
any other details that they felt were important (such as attitudes and opinions about 
ethnic issues, schools, children, society, globalisation). The following descriptions of 
each teacher are derived from this data:
a) Anne, who was bom in Fredericton, had parents who were second 
generation British. Her father was Irish and her mother was English. She grew 
up in Fredericton and attended University of New Brunswick where she 
completed a Bachelor of Physical Education degree. As well as teaching a range 
of students, at the elementary, middle and senior high levels (aged 8 to 17) in 
four different schools throughout New Brunswick, she had worked as a district 
physical education specialist at the elementary level. She had also run a 
specialised sewing course as a private business for over five years. Diane 
described the community in which she grew up as ‘very stable’ even though it 
was to some extent culturally diverse. She pointed out that near her 
neighbourhood there were Black and Indian communities.
b) Terry was bom and raised in Nova Scotia which is a small coastal province, 
east of New Bmnswick. She indicated that there was Italian blood on her 
father’s side of the family and British on her mother’s side. Her educational 
background included the study of early childhood education. At the time the
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study began she was completing a Master in Education in which she was 
examining the “complexities of human relationships and layers of power.” Terry 
expressed a keen interest in linking music, art and drama with academic courses 
using primary resources such as people and artifacts as opposed to textbooks 
and/or technology. She had taught at the elementary and middle school levels 
for over six years (students aged 5 to 14) and had worked as a specialist 
education teacher in ‘methods and resources’ for one year.
c) Tara was bom and raised on the King’s Reserve, five miles outside of 
Fredericton. Her parents were both Aboriginal and speak the Maliseet language. 
At the University of New Bmnswick, Tara specialised in Native studies while 
completing a degree in education. Over a period of eight years, she had taught in 
elementary and middle level schools in the Fredericton area as a regular 
classroom teacher and as a resource specialist for students ‘at risk’, who were 
both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal. She also acted as the Director of 
Education, and then as the Director of Alcohol and Dmg Abuse for the King’s 
Band. Tara said that she was particularly interested in preserving aspects of her 
Aboriginal culture such as its customs, ceremonies, art forms and language.
d) Michelle was bom in Moncton, which is a small French speaking community 
south east of Fredericton. Although her parents were both Francophone, they 
came from different cultural groups. Her father was bom in Quebec and her 
mother was an Acadian from New Bmnswick. As well as teaching, Michelle 
was involved in making and selling decorative handicrafts. She did her teacher 
training at the University of Moncton, New Bmnswick, specialising in French 
as a second language. After teaching in the Moncton area, she moved to 
Fredericton where she taught French Immersion at the grade five level.
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Unfortunately, Michelle became ill soon after she had attended the Professional 
Development Sessions and completed only one of her lessons. She was replaced by 
Linda who was her student teacher over a period of three and a half months, and who 
observed one of the three Professional Development Sessions as part of her internship.
e) Linda was bom in Quebec. Her mother came from the Gaspé Coast 
(Southeastem Quebec) and her father was bom in New Bmnswick. She 
described how she came to New Bmnswick “to leam another language and a 
new culture.” Her only teaching experience prior to student teaching was as a 
counsellor at an English immersion camp. She pointed out that “everyone has 
something to leam from someone else’s culture.”
As both the researcher and the facilitator of the Professional Development Sessions 
background information is included here about myself. I was bom in Quebec. Both of 
my parents were English. My mother was bom in England, whereas my father was a 
second generation Canadian. When I was six we moved to an English speaking 
community in Nova Scotia. Outside the town there was a Black community. None of 
the Black children attended the town school. Instead, they went to a school in a poor 
white area a few miles away. Although I lived in an area that was considered the 
spiritual centre of the Micmac Aboriginal people (relatives of the Maliseet tribe in New 
Bmnswick), there were no Reserves in the region. Those Aboriginals remaining after 
the British occupation of this area were moved to a Reserve over one hundred miles 
away. When the Aboriginals had left, the area was inhabited for over one hundred and 
fifty years by settlers from France known as Acadians. After the British expelled them 
in 1755, American settlers moved to this region of Nova Scotia.
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This early exposure to the cultural diversity of the region in which I grew up likely 
increased my cultural awareness and sensitivity. Because of my interest in people and 
their art as an expression of their life experiences I decided to become an art educator. 
After teaching and co-ordinating art programmes for eleven years, I decided to complete 
a Master of Arts degree to enable me to teach art educators and elementary teachers at 
the university level.
All four of the classroom teachers, who initially agreed to participate in Cycle Two, 
were highly motivated individuals who had been teaching for at least six years. Their 
variety of teaching experiences and cultural backgrounds added much to the discussions 
which took place during the Professional Development Sessions. Often a teacher would 
speak up and add information or clarification about a cultural issue or concept that was 
being discussed. For instance, Michelle told us about the history of the Acadian festival 
called Tintamarre which was depicted in several of the Acadian children’s images. It is 
held every year on the 15th August in the Francophone communities to celebrate the 
return of the Acadians to New Brunswick after they were expelled by the British. A 
street parade is held in which everyone creates as much noise as possible to make their 
presence known. As fellow New Brunswickers, the other teachers and I had never 
heard of such a celebration and yet it is well known to the Acadians who represent over 
one third of the province’s population. This was an indication to us of how little we 
knew about the diverse cultural practices and customs of other cultures living in New 
Brunswick.
The Role of the Researcher
As an art educator and the facilitator of this action research, I felt adequately prepared to 
introduce the concepts of visual understanding and literacy, and also to share my
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knowledge and beliefs about increasing intercultural understanding. As mentioned 
earlier, the four teachers suggested that I offer Professional Development Sessions 
before they attempted to develop and then test out strategies because they (a) perceived 
the importance of the role they would play in increasing their students visual awareness, 
and (b) realised they lacked sufficient knowledge about the meaning and educational 
significance of intercultural understanding and visual understanding.
At the beginning of the cycle I acted as a facilitator providing information derived firom 
my research about cultural and visual understanding and a general plan of action for the 
Professional Development Sessions. Although I was primarily a facilitator, at certain 
times I was also a member of a group of teachers discussing common instructional and 
procedural problems and concerns. In this way a team approach developed which 
encouraged the teachers to contribute to the content of the sessions and to the decision 
making process.
Designing the Professional Development Sessions to provide a knowledge and skill 
base, so that the teachers could then formulate and test out their own instructional 
strategies for utilising images, required careful planning and thought. Because of time 
constraints on the part of the teachers, I could only plan to offer them a basic 
understanding of these concepts in order to achieve the goals of (a) improving their 
overall knowledge of critical methods of image analysis and visual literacy skills, (b) 
raising their level of intercultural understanding, and (c) increasing their confidence in 
developing art criticism and image making strategies.
Having enough time for professional development is a common issue in education. In 
this instance, it meant that only basic knowledge and skills could be covered in the time 
available. Although I was unable to offer more in-depth sessions, the teachers
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reported that they had found them necessary in preparing them for the development 
and testing out of instructional strategies.
By not placing more demands on their time, I hoped to establish a good rapport with the 
teachers and keep them interested in continuing their participation in the study. This was 
an important consideration because none of them were required, as a professional 
responsibility, to take part in it. The teachers were participating, therefore, because they 
were personally interested in working together in order to develop and test out strategies 
that would assist them in addressing cultural issues in their classrooms.
Setting up the Sessions
Organising after school Professional Development Sessions proved to be difficult 
because Terry and Tara did not live in Fredericton and were not able to stay after school 
or return on weekends. In the end, we chose to meet on Wednesday afternoons from 
1:00 to 3:30 pm, which is a district-wide preparation time for all elementary teachers.
I estimated that a minimum of two sessions were needed in order to (a) cover aspects of 
visual awareness and visual literacy, (b) give them an opportunity to develop critical 
analysis skills, and (c) allow time to explore the concept of intercultural understanding. 
This was discussed with the teachers and collectively we agreed to meet for two 
Wednesday afternoons on the 17th and 24th of April 1996. Because of subsequent 
scheduling difficulties, however, the sessions had to be moved to 24th of April and 
15th of May. In the end, a third session was needed to complete the second 
Professional Development Session. The third session was held, four months later, on 
the 25th of September.
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Although I initially hoped to conduct the sessions over a shorter period of time in order 
to keep the information and discussions on going, this extended period of time was not 
seen to be a problem or concern for any of the teachers. According to them the time 
intervals between the sessions proved to be useful for individual assessment of and 
reflection upon the content of each session, for practicing the art criticism model of 
analysing images and drawing skills, and beginning to formulate instructional 
strategies.
Building a Working Relationship
As previously mentioned, establishing a receptive and comfortable rapport with the 
teachers was a crucial element in the Professional Development Sessions. The 
‘atmosphere’ that developed during the sessions encouraged open discussions and the 
sharing of individual perspectives. Fortunately, three of the four teachers came from the 
same school, so therefore, knew each other and had already worked together. The 
fourth teacher, Tara, was known by the others for her specialist work with Aboriginal 
children in their schools and throughout the district, so she was instantly accepted as a 
member of the group.
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Outline of The Sessions
SESSION ONE SESSION TWO REPEAT SESSION THREE
PURPOSE Introduce Study: 
image analysis 
and visual 
awareness
Discuss culture, 
view and select 
children’s images
Repeat Session 
Two
Make final 
selection. Discuss 
strategies
PARTICIPANT Terry, Anne, 
Michelle, Tara
Terry, Anne, 
Michelle
Tara Anne, Tara, 
Michelle, Linda
DATE 24 April 1996 15 May 1996 22 May 1996 25 September 1996
TIME 1:00-3:30 pm 1:00-3:30 pm 1:00-3:30 pm 1:00-3:30 pm
LOCATION Park Street 
Elsnentary 
School
Park Street 
Elanentary 
School
King’s
Elanentary
School
Maliseet
Elementary
School
Session One
The aims of Session One were to increase the teachers’ cultural understanding, visual 
awareness, and levels of confidence. The idea of increasing self-confidence through 
developing drawing skills was noted by J. E. Jones (1997), C. A. Chambliss and A. J. 
Hart (1987). Based on Bandura’s theory of motivation (1977) teachers were 
encouraged to (a) participate in exercises that heightened their visual awareness and 
self-confidence, (b) perceive the communicative potential of children’s images, and (c) 
consider instructional strategies they could utilise with their students to teach 
observation and analysis of the children’s cultural images.
The notion of self-confidence developed by Bandura in 1977 is closest to the social 
cognitive construct of self-efficacy. He defined self-efficacy in his theory of motivation 
as an individual’s feelings of control in being able to achieve a specific goal.
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The Principles of Bandura’s Motivation Theory:
1. The task must be of moderate difficulty. The greater the challenge, the greater 
the self-confidence that results if the person is successful.
2. The person should approach the task through short term obtainable goals.
3. He or she needs to understand how negative self-statements can interfere 
with confidence levels, especially for people who have low self-esteem.
Positive and task related procedure statements should be used.
4. They must see their accomplishments as related to ability not to luck, 
otherwise they lose interest and give up easily.
5. The person must realise that success is the result of their own effort. Early 
successes are necessary.
6. Modelling by an expert instills belief that the task can be done. .
7. Peer modelling of success builds confidence more than modelling by the 
instructor alone.
8. Instructors should share difficulties and problem areas.
9. Self-evaluation of achievement is critical for motivation and must happen 
frequently (Jones, 1997, p.34-36).
Location
The first session was conducted on April 24th at Park Street Elementary School in 
Fredericton. Anne volunteered her classroom for the session. It was a relatively small 
but bright room full of art work on the walls and hanging from the ceiling. The desks 
and chairs were in groups of two randomly placed throughout the room. Four 
computers were set up along two walls, and the wall facing the black board was lined 
with windows.
I asked if I could arrange the chairs in a circle in order to make it easier for discussions 
and sharing to take place in the session. Another series of desks were pushed together 
along one side of the room for storing the art materials and resources
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which were needed during the session. The tape recorder was placed on 
a separate desk in the middle of the circle.
Method of Data Collection
I tape recorded the session and I made field notes to ‘capture’ additional comments 
made during what appeared to be key moments of interactions. At the end of the session 
the teachers were asked to fill in a response form (semi-structured questionnaire) so that 
their opinions on key concepts and suggestions for the next session could be clarified.
( see Appendix 4).
Introducing and Conducting Session One
According to the instructional model of Noddings and Shore (1984), I began the 
session by welcoming the teachers, encouraging them to feel comfortable in the 
surroundings and showing them the images. The introduction was intended to give 
them time to formulate inner thoughts before engaging in discussion. Discussion 
followed once we began to analyse the content of images and the teachers became 
involved in the visual awareness exercises.
I explained the background of the study and the role I hoped that teachers would play in 
this action research. Each teacher was given a copy of the description of Cycle One 
which had been sent out to the first group of teachers who collected the children’s 
cultural images (see Appendix 1), an outline of Session One and Two, and a description 
of action research (see Appendix 5). This was provided in order to inform them about 
why the study was being conducted, how the children’s images were generated, and to 
clarify the contents of this session.
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Key concepts about visual learning and awareness, drawn from the review of literature, 
were explained such as the high percentage of visual thinking that takes place in normal 
thought and its importance in and relationship to the process of learning and 
understanding (Amheim, 1986; Curtiss, 1989). I introduced Betty Edward’s (1989) 
ideas about different ways of seeing or perceiving which are (1) superficially in order to 
identify and label, and (2) deeply to study the arrangements and relationships of visual 
components such as shape and texture. I described that there is a tendency to glance or 
look superficially at objects in order to quickly identify and label, and how this militates 
against awareness of the details and the intricacies of the visual world. I explained the 
need to slow down, analyse what we see and question how it might be affecting us. 
According to researchers of visual imagery, it is easy to miss the visual messages and 
information being conveyed unless one learns to first see details. (Amheim, 1974; 
Gombrich, 1982).
Because visual awareness is fundamental to understanding and/or analysing visual 
images, I determined that it was necessary to involve the teachers in discussions and 
exercises designed to heighten their levels of awareness. Images, we all agreed, could 
serve as valuable starting points for class discussions. Heightening these teachers visual 
awareness and appreciation of images in this context, therefore, was seen as a means of 
ultimately increasing the information and understanding that their students would gain 
from images as well.
Critical Methods of Image Analysis and Visual Awareness Exercises
In this session I also briefly discussed art criticism models that have been developed 
and are typically used by art educators for analysing images (Feldman, 1970; Smith,
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1967; Anderson, 1988) and aspects of these models that they share which are: 
description, analysis, interpretation and judgement/evaluation. A media studies model, 
which has been centrally concerned with the analysis of representation of marginalised 
groups in society such as ethnic minorities, and attempts to broaden these art education 
strategies in order to incorporate social issues into discussion, has similarities with that 
found in art criticism. It could be argued that, in media studies, the categories of 
‘production’ and ‘values’ are similar to the description, analysis and interpretation 
aspects of the art criticism models. Although I did not refer to this model in my 
discussion about art criticism methods, I was aware that these similarities existed and 
that a certain amount of overlapping of each model might take place in discussion once 
the teachers began to analyse the children’s cultural images.
My reason for not utilising the media studies model was based on the fact that its areas 
of focus, which are the media industry, and audiences did not relate specifically to 
analysing these children’s cultural images. Certain aspects of the model, however, were 
considered. Semiotics, which forms the theoretical basis of the media studies model, 
emphasises that identification of visual codes and conventions which are central to 
understanding how images communicate. In the Professional Development Sessions, 
analysing how social values and beliefs were visually portrayed, through the use of 
these devices, enabled the teachers to gain a greater understanding of the images.
Exercise One
Using the critical analysis steps of: description, analysis, interpretation and evaluation, 
we collectively ‘critiqued’ an Inuit stone cut print reproduction (see Appendix 6). Since 
this was the teachers’ first attempt at formal analysis, I chose this image because the 
subject matter was identifiable (mother and child), the messages did not seem overly
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complicated, and the image was of ‘cultural interest’ because it was created by a 
Canadian Aboriginal. The immediate reaction of the teachers to this exercise was one of 
revelation that there were steps involved in analysing an image. They appeared 
confident in discussing the content of the image and sharing their interpretations of its 
meaning (see excerpts of transcriptions in Appendix 3).
Exercise Two
We then considered other ways in which the art criticism steps, such as interpretation, 
could be utilised on their own. To illustrate this point I displayed four Impressionist 
prints (Appendix 7) and asked them to place an ‘interpretative’ word such as ‘calm’, 
‘mysterious’, ‘moody’ beside each image. We then discussed why we had chosen these 
words. They were impressed with how similar their feelings often were of certain 
images. Terry pointed out that this exercise “made us think about what images have to 
say in a more in-depth and analytical way.” According to Carroll (1996) and Dahl 
(1994), in critical methods of image analysis in media studies the key emphasis is on 
interpretation through an understanding of visual codes and conventions. Because the 
teachers’ interpretations tended to be similar to each other, it became apparent that there 
were visual codes and conventions that shape our understanding of subject matter.
Exercise Three
The third visual awareness exercise was based on memory recall in which the teachers 
were asked to observe a number of items on a tray. The items were a pencil, a pair of 
glasses, a shell, a wallet, a pair of scissors, a paper clip and a paint brush. They were 
given one minute to look at them and become familiar with them visually. Once the tray 
was removed they were asked write down what they had seen. The tray was placed
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back out for them to see again and to check for the items that they had missed. The goal 
of this exercise was to slow down the ‘looking’ process and also increase the teachers’ 
ability to recall visual details.
Exercise Four
The next exercise involved recalling the arrangement of basic shapes that I had drawn 
on a piece of paper. They were asked to observe my composition, and then recreate it, 
once it was removed from sight Again the idea was to take time to observe and then to 
see what visual details could be recalled once the composition was removed.
Exercise Five
After the teachers had completed the preceding exercises they observed a vase for two 
minutes in order to study its shape and then to recall it once it was removed from sight. 
This was done to reinforce their observational skills and also to continue the drawing 
process. Because they were only ‘recalling’ the details of objects or forms and not 
drawing them from ‘life’, the teachers expressed that they did not feel self-conscious 
about their lack of drawing ability.
Discussions followed these exercises about their ability to recall visual details and 
recreate images from memory. Anne stated that she was amazed that by forcing herself 
to look closely she was able to recall visual details as “if I was still looking at the 
object.”
The next part of the session focused on learning basic contour drawing techniques, 
according to Edwards’ guidelines (1989), as a means of not only further increasing
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their visual awareness and appreciation of how visual information can be recorded 
using line, but to build their self-confidence in art making. The principles from 
Bandura’s theory of motivation (1977) provided me with suggestions that were applied 
in the drawing exercises. To increase the teachers’ self confidence in their own ability to 
see and record visual details, I mentioned some common fears people have about 
drawing and how they might originate. I mentioned that when a child reaches a certain 
point in his/her development, the schematic drawings that they have been using to 
symbolise objects in their environment, such as the house in which they live or a pet, 
become unacceptable. This occurs because the child’s level of visual awareness about 
his/her surroundings has increased and caused a realisation that these symbols are no 
longer adequate for representing the ‘real thing.’ Unless someone shows children how 
to create representational drawing or they discover the skills on their own, there is a 
good chance that they will loose their confidence and as a result will not continue to 
draw (Chapman, 1978; McFee & Degge, 1977).
These points about learning to draw were mentioned because, as the teachers started the 
exercises, I anticipated that they might see something was ‘going wrong’ with their 
drawings but could not determine what had happened. By offering some explanation of 
common drawing difficulties or frustrations, the teachers who experienced feelings of 
inadequacy, remained receptive about the learning experience.
Exercise Six
The first drawing exercise they attempted was a ‘blind contour drawing.’ In this 
technique, the coordination of the eye and hand is essential. They used a continuous 
line in order to create the drawing. It is a technique that takes time to do and the results 
usually look distorted because the person is simply ‘mapping’ the movement of the eyes
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and cannot control the accuracy of the drawing because they do not look at the paper on 
which they are recording the eye movements. Most of the teachers found it very 
difficult to take three minutes to complete a drawing. Tara pointed out she had never 
looked at her hand in this way before, and “was amazed at how much time it took to 
record the results.”
Exercise Seven
Once this exercise was completed, I introduced a modified contour technique (Edwards,
1989). This exercise was very similar to the blind contour drawing except that the 
teachers could now look at the paper in order to check on the accuracy of their 
drawings. I encouraged them to take at least five minutes to complete another drawing 
of their hand.
Once both drawings were completed we viewed and discussed the results (see 
Appendix 8). The immediate response on their part was surprise. Two of them, Terry 
and Anne, had not drawn since they were children and Tara and Michelle had never 
received any instruction in drawing but had attempted it on their own with some 
success. The modified contour drawings were accurate and carefully rendered. They 
were very pleased with their efforts and anxious to try more observational drawing as a 
result The teachers described how the exercises had increased their ‘visual sensitivity’ 
and rekindled an interest in creating images.
In a discussion about the focus of the study which took place at the end of the session, 
Terry pointed out that she felt the word ‘culture’ was problematic because it covered a 
wide range of diversities in schools including gender, locality (urban vs. rural), 
economic factors, and not just ethnicity. This was discussed by the group as a whole
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and it was agreed that we should try to be more specific in the future and focus on 
ethno-cultural differences. The children’s cultural images that were collected for this 
research project, however, were based on their conceptions about themes which 
included the terms culture and cultural heritage, so a decision was reached that each 
teacher would continue to use the word ‘culture’ but explore it with her students from 
an ethnic perspective.
As a group we discussed the contents of the next session which was planned to take 
place from 1-3:30 pm in Anne’s classroom on the 15th of May. It was decided that the 
discussion and analysis of the children’s cultural images would be the focus of the 
session and that hopefully we would be able also to discuss strategies for Cycle Three. 
The teachers agreed that I should continue to act as a facilitator in leading the 
Professional Development Sessions and they should start to take on a more active role 
in Session Two in determining the choice of children’s cultural images to be utilised as 
a Visual Resource, and in testing out instructional strategies. In order for me to receive 
feedback before the next session, I asked if they would fill in response forms before the 
next session, and contact me if they had any further thoughts on what we should 
include or how it should be reformulated as a result of their reflections on Session One.
Discussion and Evaluation of Session One
The first Session was particularly significant for me as the facilitator and for us as a 
group of teachers in terms of establishing and maintaining a comfortable, trusting, 
caring and receptive atmosphere, based on the instructional model of Noddings and 
Shore. Around the framework that I had developed for Session One the teachers added 
their perceptions and insights on the usefulness and application of the instructional 
content/suggestions that I had provided. This open exchange was instrumental in
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building a trusting relationship for action research and in validating their personal 
perspectives. Terry commented, at the end of the session, “I felt that what we had to 
say was important and part of the whole idea of the study. Even though I’d never taken 
art instruction before, I felt encouraged to attempt the exercises. Learning how to draw 
and becoming more visually aware was really motivating.” The teachers pointed out that 
their involvement in practical exercises such as learning critical methods of image 
analysis and basic drawing skills helped to build their self-confidence and keep them 
interested in participating in the study.
Teachers’ Responses
From the verbal comments that were recorded during the session and the responses on 
the form (semi-structured questionnaire) it seemed clear that the teachers were 
comfortable expressing their ideas and participating in the various exercises and 
discussions that had taken place in Session One. The questions on the response form 
were designed to gain more information about their attitudes towards and perceptions 
about images in general and their role in comrhunicating valuable cultural meaning.
The questions on the response form for Session One were:
a) To what extent do you feel teachers need to become visually literate?
b) How has your visual awareness been affected by the session?
c) In what ways could it affect your teaching about visual content in general?
d) How do you presently discuss the content of children’s images with your 
class?
e) How can you envisage utilising children’s images in discussions and 
activities about cultural heritage?
f) Further comments and suggestions.
(For individual responses see Appendix 4).
Responses to the first question revealed that they all felt it was important for teachers to 
become visually literate. According to Anne, it is important for teachers to realise that 
“students today are very visual and should be directed to use picture books so that they
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don’t get turned off books early in their educational years.” If a teacher is visually 
literate she will understand that images also communicate important information. She 
also stated that :
there is also a level of depth and sophistication that exists completely within the 
visual form which can never be put into words. At this level (a very unique 
level) the perceptual understanding and thought is very personal and perhaps 
sensitive.
Tara pointed out that “students have reached the stage where most learning is visual.” 
Teachers need to be visually literate, therefore, to assist them in their learning. Michelle 
stated that it was very important for teachers to be visually literate because “it leads to a 
great deal of discussion, facts, story writing, and research for students and teachers.”
In terms of the effect this session had on their visual awareness, again they all 
responded positively. Anne remarked that it helped her revisit childhood experiences of 
creating images and of their influence in her education. Tara mentioned that her 
awareness was affected by recalling how Native children leam. Michelle said that it had 
made her “a lot more visually conscious.”
The teachers commented that the session had affected the way they would use images in 
the future. They felt it would increase their use of images as motivational resources and 
as subject matter for raising their students’ level of understanding and appreciation of 
the visual mode. At the present time they said they sometimes use images to stimulate 
discussion and creative writing. Anne pointed out that her students generally only drew 
after they had read something. Tara stated that she used “children’s images to try to 
motivate the others and give them ideas.”
In response to the question about how they envisaged using children’s images, Michelle 
suggested that they could be used to show “what could be the same or different from
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other students.” Anne said that “we interpret what we see, based on our beliefs, our 
experiences or on what others have taught us to be the proper interpretation.” She 
commented on the need to stress the personal, family, and community aspects of her 
students’ lives. Tara said that she would now consider “using a child’s image to discuss 
what a child feels about his culture.”
Under the heading of ‘further comments’, Tara suggested that she would also like “to 
see local artists’ work made available to all school resource rooms/libraries.” Terry did 
not fill in a form but later told me about her reactions and thoughts on the session. She 
said that:
It changed my life by opening up possibilities for me and my students. I started 
drawing at home. It helped me add art work as a means of communication. 
Learning to draw gave me courage to ask students for representations using 
images and I gainW confidence fiat everyone can leam. I learned how to teach 
children by slowing down, forgiving themselves, and recognising their iimer 
feelings.
The teachers had not only found the session useful for providing training in visual 
awareness and understanding and an art criticism method of image analysis, but also 
because it increased their self-confidence. From the written responses, it was evident 
that they had experienced an increase in their levels of self-confidence which supports 
the motivational theories put forward by Jones and Bandura.
Although in Session One there was a great deal to accomplish in a very limited amount 
of time, the teachers felt positive about what they had learned and that the main goals of 
the session had been met The goals were (a) appreciating the visual mode as a result of 
exercises that heighten visual awareness, (b) understanding the communicative potential 
of children’s images, and (c) increasing self-confidence in understanding and 
appreciating the visual mode.
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Even though the exercises in the session did seem to increase their visual awareness to a 
certain degree, it was apparent that much more time and involvement would be needed 
to reinforce the learning which had taken place. As previously mentioned, the limited 
amount of professional development time that I was able to arrange meant that the 
content and exercises of the session were covered only on a basic or superficial level.
As a result, both Teny and Anne commented that they would have liked more time to 
practice what they had learned in this session and to consider how they would utilise the 
information that was covered.
Throughout the exercises the teachers exchanged ideas, fears and words of 
encouragement to each other. They understood the sharing that took place as one of the 
most motivating elements in the session and claimed that it directly contributed to a 
feeling of well being and positive group interaction which, in turn, increased their 
commitment to action research. As indicated earlier, I moved back and forth between 
the role of facilitator and group member. They said this also helped to establish a sense 
of trust and acceptance of the roles that I had played in the session and the study in 
general.
Session Two
In the second session the emphasis was not on skill development but rather on 
providing (a) background information on the concepts of culture and intercultural 
understanding, (b) viewing the children’s cultural images and (c) selecting the images 
that were most useful in a Visual Resource. Time permitting, the hope was that the 
teachers would also begin to formulate their instructional strategies to test out in the next 
cycle. As it turned out, another session had to be scheduled in order to complete the 
selection of the children’s cultural images and the formulation of strategies.
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Context
The second Session took place from 1-3:30 pm on the 15th of May in Anne’s 
classroom at Park Street Elementary School. Unfortunately, Tara was unable to 
participate because she had to attend a staff meeting. It was decided that I would 
conduct a repeat session for her whenever she was available in the next few weeks so 
that she also would have the opportunity to discuss and express her attitudes about 
culture and intercultural understanding.
Method of Data Collection
Similar to Session One, in Session Two the introduction and discussions were tape 
recorded (for examples of excerpts of transcripts see Appendix 3). I also asked a 
separate person to video-tape the session and I kept field notes. At the end of the 
session I gave out response forms (semi-structured questionnaires) to the teachers to 
complete and return before the next session (see Appendix 4).
Introducing and Conducting Session Two
To begin the process of examining the children’s cultural images and clarifying why we 
were going to be analysing them, I first explained how ethno/cultural attitudes develop 
and discussed teacher education programs that address cultural content which were 
described in the first chapter of this study (Banks, 1988; Milner, 1983; Chalmers,
1987; Mason, 1988).
After I described the development of cultural attitudes, especially negative ones such as 
prejudiced and stereotyped, the four teachers began to share personal stories and
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anecdotes. Tara recounted, for instance, how she does activities with her classes to 
heighten her Aboriginal students’ understanding of and pride in their own culture. She 
gave an example of a lesson in which she has her students listen to a Maliseet legend 
being told and then asks them to depict an aspect of it.
The teachers agreed that there was a definite need to deal with cultural concepts in the 
school, especially now that so many classes were culturally diverse and the global 
education movement was becoming more wide spread. I was mindful throughout the 
session to acknowledge the perceptions and understandings that each teacher already 
had about cultural concepts. By encouraging them to share their personal stories it was 
possible to leam firom each others experiences and perspectives.
Viewing and Selecting Images to Utilise as a Visual Resource
I began by describing how the cultural images, created by the grade five students in 
Cycle One, might serve as a Visual Resource for classroom discussions about these 
concepts. The children’s cultural images were presented in six folders according to the 
school where they had been created. The teachers spent time looking through these 
folders to carefully examine the ninety-two images before selecting the ones that they 
felt would be most useful in a Visual Resource for future classroom discussions about 
cultural concepts.
This part of the session took approximately two hours to complete. The teachers tended 
to work collectively while sharing ideas and interpretations with each other. After they 
had examined all of the work in each folder, there was almost no time left for us to 
discuss possible instructional strategies that might be utilised to engage their students in 
critically examining and responding to these images. In order to complete this
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aspect of Cycle Two, a third Session was considered necessary. As mentioned 
before, it took place four months later on 25th of September, 1996.
Repeat Session for Tara
To keep Tara informed and involved, I conducted the second session again on May 
22nd with her alone in her classroom. As mentioned earlier, it was felt that even though 
she could not attend the group session it was important that she receive the same 
information and be given the opportunity to express her insights and perspectives on 
culture and intercultural understanding. As a Maliseet she had already taught her 
students about their cultural heritage and shared her perceptions with them about ethnic 
issues in New Brunswick. She had implemented many strategies with her students to 
heighten their awareness and pride in being Aboriginal as well as worked with Non- 
Aboriginal students to raise their understanding and appreciation of specific cultural 
issues. Tara described aspects of her culture to me and how and what she has taught her 
classes. For instance, Tara said she often asked her students to dance as part of a lesson 
and told them about Gloosecap, the Spiritual leader of the Maliseet people. Unlike the 
other three teachers, she was able to focus much of the content of her lessons on the 
Maliseet culture. For Tara, considering how to utilise the cultural images of children 
other than Maliseet presented a new challenge. This she said “would help to expand my 
teaching strategies.”
Discussion and Evaluation of Session Two
Generally the teachers felt that it was beneficial to discuss the meaning of culture and 
intercultural understanding. They were intrigued by the children’s cultural images and
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took time to carefully consider the content of each one. Their written as weU as verbal 
responses revealed their opinions about the possible use of these images as a Visual 
Resource.
Discussion of Response Forms
Similar to Session One, I gave out response forms to complete before the next session 
in order to obtain feedback on the specific issues and topic areas which were addressed 
in Session Two. The questions on the form were as follows:
a) Do you think that these children’s images are expressive enough on their own 
to be valuable resources or do they need to be accompanied by text?
b) How do you feel text and image differ in communicating meaning?
c) What factors do you feel affect the quality of the children’s images in terms of 
their artistic and ethnic expressiveness?
d) What differences do you see in children viewing each other’s images rather 
than images depicting cultures in magazines and/or books?
e) What type of teaching strategies do you feel need to be adopted in order to 
effectively deal with sensitive topics such as ethnic differences in a classroom 
setting?
f) Please comment further on any aspect of this session or the last. Your input is 
very important.
(For individual responses to these questions see Appendix 4)
The teachers commented that sometimes texts might be needed where images do not 
provide enough descriptive information or detail. Anne and Terry pointed out, 
however, that if a text is provided it narrows down the possible interpretations of an 
image. Anne said:
we are free to interpret it based on our own knowledge, experiences, and 
feelings, but once a text is presented we see or feel we must see and interpret it 
the way the creator wants us to. What we see is directed and sometimes limited 
to what the text describes.
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In response to the question about what factors affect artistic and cultural expression,
Terry listed the following:
confidence with the medium they work with, acceptance by the teacher of their 
individual ideas, plans, thoughts. Understanding and reflection of their own 
family life experiences and to what degree they have been involved in such 
discussions.
In response to the same question, Anne pointed out that “one does not have to be an 
immigrant to have something about them that is ethnic which is worth expressing.” 
Michelle stated that “some cultures stand out more than others, perhaps because they are 
different or more obvious like colours, and clothes.”
In asking what differences they saw between children viewing each others’ images or 
images of culture in magazines or books, a variety of responses were given. Terry said 
that her students did not depict violence or racism, yet they saw this in books, posters, 
and music. She asked: “Where are their pop culture images? I see it in their writing but 
not their art.” Michelle stated that “I believe it shows more of a closeness to each other 
because it’s their own art.” Both of these responses revealed the teachers’ perceptions 
of how their students express themselves and how they related to other children’s 
images.
In response to the question about what instructional strategies the teachers considered 
necessary to adopt in order to deal with ethnic differences in the classroom, Anne 
pointed out that
the teacher needs to adopt and create an honest, non^threatening atmosphere, an 
attitude that being unique and different are important qualities that should not be 
ignored, but be explored so as to better understand them. Recognise that the 
presence of (Afferent ethnic groups within the classroom can enhance and make 
the students’ study of other cultures meaningful and realistic.
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Tara’s views seemed similar in that she stated that there should be discussions about 
the meanings of ‘ethnicity’, ‘culture,’ and ‘heritage’ and suggested that students should 
collect objects and participate in games and dances from other cultures.
Terry expressed the view that “the teacher should have an open, receptive face and mind 
when listening to children’s assumptions about culture.” She also pointed out that 
teachers should be self-critical and examine their own language, beliefs and biases. 
Terry cautioned teachers against setting up “classroom members as representatives of a 
whole culture.” This practice could embarrass or frustrate the student. This was a 
perceptive comment, because a criticism of many present day cultural art lessons is the 
emphasis placed on a single culture’s art forms. This emphasis can make students, from 
the culture concerned, feel uncomfortable or embarrassed (DePtUars, 1990).
The teachers touched on a number of points that both Banks, the American expert on 
multicultuialism, and the anti-racist literature from Britain had identified as important in 
terms of the teacher’s role in determining a receptive and equitable environment in 
which to introduce cultural issues. Terry, for instance, mentioned that it is vital for 
teachers to examine their own belief systems before discussing sensitive topics in the 
classroom.
Under the heading of ‘further comments,’ Michelle added that the sessions had made 
her:
aware of my own background and how it’s different from others. I appreciated 
more my own heritage and culture. I also learned that a lot of people are not 
knowledgeable about Acadians and Natives. Maybe this is why we tend not to 
understand these cultures and their ways.
This comment confirmed that it is not just students but also teachers who lack a basic 
understanding of other cultures living in the province. Under ‘further comments,’ Terry
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added that she was “curious about how children represent culture in the daily life 
outside of a planned activity, especially child culture and violent images; the ones most 
often avoided or edited out of classrooms.” She raised questions about the nature of the 
children’s depictions of culture such as: “Why were their cultural images possibly 
censored or edited and yet, in their writing, students were allowed to express their 
cultural and intercultural understandings?” Her question prompted the realisation that 
certain modes of communication or expression are more acceptable than others in the 
school environment. Perhaps because art, in general, is displayed on walls without 
accompanying texts, teachers feel it must not be too visually complex or strongly depict 
controversial aspects of culture. Some teachers, therefore, might sense that images 
convey powerful and disturbing messages. Another explanation might be that teachers 
do not encourage students to express cultural issues visually because they view art as 
basically a ‘technique oriented’ activity that is not perceived to be appropriate for 
addressing global concepts such as intercultural understanding.
The images created for this project were largely symbolic representations of the 
children’s notion of their personal and cultural heritage, and therefore, tended to contain 
such symbols of nationality as flags, and stereotypical cultural symbols such as teepees 
and shamrocks. No images depicted anti-racism or real-life incidents of prejudice. One 
student, however, did show a class of students with a teacher at the blackboard teaching 
a lesson on prejudice. This may have resulted from the impression left on a child by an 
actual lesson.
The comments of the teachers recorded during the session and on the response form 
revealed, to a certain extent (a) their knowledge and attitudes towards the concepts of 
culture and intercultural understanding, and (b) the teaching approaches they
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intended to adopt when teaching their students about these concepts. In this session the 
teachers also began to select images that could be utilised as resources in their lessons.
Session Three
The Third Session, which took place in Tara’s classroom at the Maliseet Elementary 
school on The King’s Reserve on Sept. 25th 1996, was a continuation of Session Two 
in which they began the process of selecting the children’s cultural images. The specific 
aims of this session were to: (a) complete the selection of the children’s cultural images 
and (b) begin to formulate instructional strategies to be tested out in the next cycle, and 
(c) discuss how the testing out process would be recorded and evaluated. At the end of 
Session Three a schedule for testing out the strategies was created.
Location
The Maliseet Elementary School had just opened, so therefore, there were no displays 
of any kind on the walls. Tara’s new classroom was large and bright with plenty of 
open space in which to move. The seven desks, for her small class, were situated in the 
middle of the room. Three computers were lined up against the back wall. There was a 
large play area near the classroom door with a wooden fort-like structure in it. Beside 
this was a bookcase containing reading material such as legends of the Maliseets and 
other story books for her students.
Changes in the Teaching Situations of Two of the Participants:
Since the last session, which had taken place in May, two of the teachers had been 
moved to new schools and were now teaching different age levels. Tara, who had been
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moved from an Elementary School in Fredericton, where she taught grade five 
students, to a combined grade three/four class (ages 8-9) at the Maliseet elementary 
school which is five miles outside of Fredericton. Terry had also been 
moved out of Fredericton. She was now teaching grade seven (age 12) at Riverside 
Junior High School which is eight miles from Fredericton.
Action research is meant to be flexible and adaptive by nature, so making changes to the 
original participants and plan of action for this study was sometimes considered 
necessary or advantageous. For instance, having Tara and Terry test out their strategies 
at age levels other than ten was a departure from the original plan of testing out the 
strategies with the same age group. This development was discussed with the teachers 
and they decided that it was an advantage to see how a slightly younger and a slightly 
older group of students would respond to the children’s cultural images and to the 
instructional strategies.
Methods of Data Collection
This Session was tape recorded and field notes of conversations with the teachers were 
kept The teachers were video-taped while they worked together to select images. (For 
excerpts of transcripts see Appendix 3).
Introducing and Conducting Session Three
Only three of the teachers, Tara, Anne, and Michelle attended the third Session. Terry 
had to attend a district meeting, but because this session was an extension of Session 
Two, the teachers and I did not think that it was necessary to repeat Session Three for 
Terry. Instead I contacted her following the session, and arranged to review the
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contents of the session with her and to give her materials that would explain Cycle 
Three in which the teachers would test out their instructional strategies.
Michelle’s student teacher, Linda, came to observe the session and was asked to run 
the video camera. Having Linda in attendance proved to be fortunate, because later, in 
Cycle Three when Michelle became ill, Linda was able to take over the testing out of 
Michelle’s strategies. By being present for one of the Professional Development 
Sessions, Linda was also introduced to action research and to the various experiences 
that the teachers had had in the previous sessions.
To begin the session I reviewed the teachers’ role in determining the various steps in 
action research. The main purpose of this session which was to make a final selection 
of the images and to begin the development of their own instructional strategies was 
also discussed. ‘Strategies’ in this context refer to the development of a instructional 
approaches to be included as aspects of a lesson. In discussing what to include in their 
lessons I suggested two types of strategies (a) an art criticism method of image 
analysis, and (b) a response activity (see Appendix 9). It was agreed that their lessons 
should include these two aspects so that they would involve their students in looking at 
and analysing the images as well as having them complete a response activity. 
Incorporating these strategies in their lessons was accepted by the teachers as a useful 
and practical suggestion. It was noted by Anne that “this gave us a framework for 
developing our strategies.” For the remainder of the session the teachers talked amongst 
themselves to decide on a final group of images that they would use as a Visual 
Resource.
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Teachers’ Criteria for Selecting Images
The final images they selected for the Visual Resource included the following content: 
three self-portraits and two family portraits, six images containing flags, four 
containing festivals, eight representing favourite activities and three representing three 
legends. The discussion in Session Three centred around how they would use certain 
images either on their own or in combination with others that had similar or contrasting 
content or themes. For instance, it was felt that more than one image dealing with 
family portraits might be useful and more instructive for comparative reasons than just 
one. In the end the teachers arrived at twenty six images that could be utilised as a 
Visual Resource (see numbered images in Appendix 10). The themes of these images 
were most often seen as a means of prompting discussions about certain aspects of their 
students’ culture such as family life, festivals, and legends.
Discussion and Evaluation of Session Three
In Session Three, the teachers found it crucial to work together to complete the selection 
process and also to begin formulating their instructional strategies. The images were 
examined closely and their possible meanings were discussed. How well certain 
students were able to draw was often mentioned, but even though the teachers were 
impressed by the artistic quality of some of the more realistic and skilfully executed 
images, they did not base their final selection on such qualities.
In most cases the teachers paid close attention to the specific content of the images in 
determining which ones they would select. To a certain degree this seemed to be the 
result of having already decided which symbols, such as flags, that they wanted to use
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in advance. In other cases the teachers chose images that interested them personally, for 
instance, an image of a festival and then devised strategies that would explore this topic 
or theme.
During the session, the teachers also shared strategies for investigating cultural heritage 
that they already were using in their classes. In some cases discussing these approaches 
influenced the development of other teachers’ lessons. It was not uncommon, therefore, 
for the same strategies as part of a lesson to be tested by two or more teachers. Anne 
and Linda both developed a lesson based on legends which was described by Tara in 
Session Three.
As the facilitator during the session, I encouraged the teachers to consider how the 
images might be utilised as a Visual Resource. To do this I asked questions such as: 
“How would you start a discussion with this image? Are there other ways this image 
could be interpreted? and What questions do you think you might ask in order to 
stimulate a discussion or involve your students in critically analysing the content of 
images?” At other times, I was a member of the group discovering meanings in the 
images and exchanging interpretations. In discussion with Michelle she pointed out that 
“once an image was discussed and analysed it came ahve. I could see how I might use it 
as a Visual Resource.”
Even though all of the images had accompanying texts, the teachers paid little attention 
to them. As some of them pointed out before, the accompanying texts limited the variety 
of responses by offering only one interpretation. The teachers decided that they 
preferred to work without the texts because they believed they would get a wider range 
of responses from their students.
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This decision was significant because until now they had considered the possible 
inclusion of the texts in their instructional strategies. By deciding not to use the 
accompanying texts the strategies would only be focusing on the images’ ability to 
communicate, and therefore, no in-depth comparison of the use of texts and images 
would be feasible. This is another example of how key decisions that influenced the 
direction and emphasis of the action research were made by the teachers on an ongoing 
basis.
Although the teachers did not finish developing their strategies before the end of 
Session Three, they said that by sharing ideas and gaining a clearer 
understanding of their role in the Cycle Three, they felt able to finalise them on their 
own. At the end of Session Three we discussed the roles that each of us would be 
taking in the next cycle. It was agreed that as a non-participant observer, I would record 
the introduction and other significant points in each lesson, write field notes, and 
interview one student. As part of their four lessons the teachers would test out their 
chosen instructional strategies which were based on the utilisation of selected children’s 
cultural images.
At the end of this session a schedule was drawn up for conducting their lessons during 
the months of October and November. After the session, I had the selected images 
reproduced and then gave each teacher a set so that they could refer to them while they 
finalised their instructional strategies for their four lessons. As planned, Terry was 
contacted after the session and I reviewed what had been covered in Session Three with 
her and gave her the handouts and a set of the images.
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Reflection on the Professional Development Sessions
The Professional Development Sessions as a whole were designed to ensure that the 
teachers had the opportunity to (a) gain essential knowledge/information, and (b) 
develop skills related to both visual and cultural understanding. The outcomes or 
changes in their thinking that took place as a result of the Professional Development 
Sessions were evident in the teachers’ increased levels of self-confidence and in their 
‘changed’ attitudes towards visual awareness and cultural understanding.
According to Elliott (1991) curriculum reform is dependent on teacher reform, 
therefore, when new curriculum materials are being developed, teachers need to learn 
new information and adapt to change. In order to go through change, teachers must feel 
confident, believe in the need for change, and be prepared to make the necessary 
alterations or modifications (Banks, 1988; Bandura, 1986). In Cycle Two the teachers 
were asked to participate in exercises designed to increase their confidence and 
knowledge, so that ultimately, they would feel ‘prepared’ to develop instructional 
strategies.
As previously mentioned, the drawing and critical analysis exercises were aspects of the 
Professional Development Sessions which did help to increase the teachers’ levels of 
confidence. Anne, for example, stated “that drawing had increased our self-confidence. 
We were all novices. We saw others could do it so we were encouraged to try.” She 
also pointed out that the critical image analysis exercises made her look “with a purpose 
or to find a theme which made me look more intently.” Concentrating on the idea of 
‘looking more intently or deeply’ seemed to have changed their understanding of the 
visual mode. This was evident in how they described what they observed after looking 
more ‘deeply.’ As Terry stated: “I see more details than I ever did before.”
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The exercises that explored observational drawing were not the only means by which 
the teachers increased their confidence. Tara commented, for instance, that discussing 
concepts or topics of culture and intercultural understanding had increased her level of 
confidence about teaching art. She commented that “because we discussed our topic not 
the process, the fear was gone. We could try any technique. The subject or topic is 
what matters.”
Throughout the cycle, the realisation that images can and do impart significant 
information was reinforced through my presentation of general information on visual 
and cultural understanding, the exercises they completed, and the discussions that took 
place on such matters as the content they identified in the children’s cultural images. As 
a result of stressing the educational and communicative importance of images, the 
teachers noted that they now took much more time to consider the content of each image 
than they would have done had they not attended the sessions.
It seemed that the teachers chose images largely on the basis of whether or not they 
believed their content could stimulate or prompt a discussion about certain cultural 
symbols or themes such as festivals or family life. Although they spent time carefully 
observing each image, they finally chose images that were easy to ‘read’ in terms of the 
cultural symbols or stereotypes that they contained. The teachers possibly chose these 
images because they personally needed to clearly understand the content of the images 
before utilising them as resources in the classroom. Generally, the images that were less 
stereotypical or harder to interpret were perceived as less useful in a Visual Resource. 
Had the teachers chosen the more complex and less stereotypical images, however, they 
might have been able to stimulate more in-depth discussions with their students about 
cultural and intercultural content in these images.
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As the facilitator, I encouraged them to consider the interpretation of the images as a 
way of determining the ones that would evoke the greatest variety of responses from 
students. In the end, because the selected images were varied in their contents and 
themes, the teachers were able to develop a wide range of instructional strategies for 
their lessons.
Focusing on the concepts of culture and intercultural understanding solved a common 
problem for the four teachers who said they often had difficulty deciding on what 
subject matter to explore through visual means. In most cases they saw visual art 
lessons as essentially a process of teaching technical skills. Topics or themes were often 
based on seasonal celebrations or in many cases they were left up to the students to 
decide. Utilising the cultural images of other children as the stimulus for an art lesson 
provided them with a variety of concepts or themes to explore. This proved to be a 
valuable means of encouraging the teachers to change their attitudes, to a certain degree, 
toward the use of visual images and the value of art as a subject area. They had not 
previously understood that visual images, created by children, could stimulate cultural 
discussions and visual responses. As a mode of communication, the images as 
‘diagrams’ or depictions of thoughts were understood to be a valuable means for 
exploring concepts of social and global significance.
The knowledge gained through the discussions and exercises that took place in the 
Professional Development Sessions also changed the teachers’ attitudes towards how to 
teach about culturally related topics such as intercultural understanding. As Terry stated 
“the conversations we had about culture prepared me for the questions that the kids 
might ask. I learned to be thoughtful, questioning, curious and encourage discussion 
about a variety of cultural experiences.”
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The ‘team approach’ for exploring issues and the developing of instructional strategies 
for change were commented on by the teachers as experiences that generated a positive 
attitude toward group problem-solving and the practice of teaching. Terry commented 
that she “thoroughly enjoyed working with the other teachers. It was very enriching. I 
love to work together. It gave me so much. The sharing was essential. We need more 
opportunities to share our feelings and ideas as educators.” Anne also felt that “sharing 
was essential. We learn so much more when we can share and discuss ideas. It 
broadens our own ideas and we gain a deeper understanding of the subject” Their 
confidence and commitment to curriculum reform had increased, in part, as a result of 
their involvement in the action research process.
The part that the teachers played in decision making increased as the Professional 
Development Sessions progressed. Gradually, the teachers took more of a leading role 
in how they interpreted content selected images, and developed strategies. We all 
agreed that this shift was seen as necessary in order to involve them more in the 
decision making process and to ‘prepare’ them for the testing out aspect of the study. 
Had I developed the instructional strategies, based on images that I had selected, it is 
likely that the teachers would not have been as personally involved in thinking about the 
uses of images in the classroom or as committed to the study as a whole.
Action research is meant to involve teachers in curriculum change. Ultimately, the 
sessions did set up a situation where by the teachers’ ability to develop and test out 
instructional strategies for teaching about cultural issues through the use of the 
children’s cultural images could be examined as a means of bringing about possible 
changes in the art curriculum. The sharing of their cultural perceptions, classroom 
experiences and knowledge of teaching strategies was crucial to bringing about new 
curriculum perspectives that emerged in Cycle Three.
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As preparation for the testing out of strategies in Cycle Three, the Professional 
Development Sessions had addressed key areas of skill development and knowledge 
related to both visual awareness and cultural understanding. The subsequent increase in 
confidence and changes in perception/attitudes towards the use of children’s cultural 
images, and the teachers’ involvement as ‘action researchers’ led to their ability to 
formulate instructional strategies that could to be tested out in the next cycle.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
TESTING OUT OF STRATEGIES CYCLE;THREE
Introduction
Chapter Five contains (a) a discussion of visual resources presently available for 
teaching about cultural issues in North America, (b) the description of the ‘testing out* 
of the teachers’ instructional strategies which utilised the children’s cultural images as a 
Visual Resource, and (c) an evaluation of their strategies. The central aim of this cycle 
was to determine through a process of evaluation and reflection how effective the 
content, instructional strategies and learning outcomes of each lesson had been in 
increasing the teachers’ and students’ intercultural understanding.
Cultural Resources
Several North American art educators have recommended that more cultural art 
programs and resources need to be designed to foster students’ skills in critical self- 
reflection and analysis of their own conceptions of culture (Nadaner, 1985 ; Boyer, 
1987; Sacca, 1993; Stuhr, Petroich-Mwaniki & Wasson, 1990). For Sacca, teachers 
play a vital role in the preservation of cultures, and therefore, should teach their 
students about the complexities of cultural issues. In order to do this, however, they 
need curriculum materials that emphasise culture and ethnicity. According to Delacruz 
(1996), who recently conducted a study of multicultural art curriculum materials, many 
teaching resources deal superficially with cultural/ethnic issues and in many ways do 
more harm than good in promoting a greater understanding of diverse cultures. She also 
pointed out that:
with the popularly recommended practice of asking students to replicate ethnic 
art, the message seems to be that younger students can only imitate the art.
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ideas, or techniques of others and that students of all ages lack personal, 
individual incentives for creating meaning of their own through art. (p.93)
This situation, she stated, was compounded by the censorship by school officials of 
curriculum materials that deal with culturally sensitive issues, leaving many teachers to 
conduct their own search/research for usable resources. Delacruz has indicated that 
although such work seemed reasonable to expect of teachers, these kinds of demands 
on teacher time and expertise often took a back seat to more immediate and pressing 
responsibilities and concerns.
In Cycle Three of this action research, four classroom teachers were responsible for 
developing and testing out their individual instructional strategies that involved their 
students in the critical analysis of the children’s cultural images as a Visual Resource. 
Delacruz has emphasised that there is “a need to develop resource materials that increase 
knowledge and skills in responding, appreciating, judging, researching, interpreting, 
looking for meaning, and contemplating the socio-historical parameters of art” (p.92).
DePillars (1990) has observed that multicultural or global education embraces the most 
controversial and least explored concepts in school. He, therefore, supported the need 
for teachers to be trained in cultural issues because he noted that most teachers lack 
adequate training and preparation as well as the appropriate resource materials to 
develop teaching strategies (p.94). The training that the teachers received during Cycle 
Two of this study, to some extent, determined the content and focus of their lessons, 
and therefore, confirmed what DePillars expressed about the effect of professional 
development on increasing teachers and ultimately their students’ intercultural 
understanding.
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The Content of the Strategies
As mentioned in Chapter Four, the teachers selected twenty six of the children’s cultural 
images to utilise in four sq>arate lessons. The lesson guidelines that I gave them 
suggested the inclusion of two strat^ies for each lesson which were (a) the critical 
analysis of the children’s cultural images, and (b) a response activity. The teachers were 
encouraged to have their students respond verbally, as well as visually.
Context
The lessons took place in the teachers’ classrooms over a period of four months, from 
October 1996 to January 1997. In some cases they were carried out in close succession 
to each other, while other teachers spread their lessons out over a period of four 
months.
Since the end of Cycle Two, Terry and Tara had changed to new schools and were 
teaching diffaent age levels. As mentioned earlier, we decided that it might be 
beneficial for the research to test out their instructional strategies at these different age 
levels. Bringing in different teachers at this stage did not seem advisable if the 
continuity of the group was to be maintained. It was felt that without shared experiences 
or training in intercultural and visual understanding, it might be difficult for new 
teachers to develop, test out and evaluate instructional strategies.
As mentioned earlier, Michelle became ill shortly after conducting her first lesson and it 
was necessary to replace her. Linda, her student teacher, who had been teaching with 
her for three and a half months and who had attended the last Professional Development 
Session, conducted her three remaining lessons. Because Linda had worked so closely
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with Michelle, gained previous knowledge of the study, and had observed the first 
strategy being tested out, we felt that she would be able to carry out Michelle’s 
strategies.
Each teacher was responsible for the content and instructional strategies in her lessons. 
Although they had discussed ideas about their strategies and various teaching 
approaches during the last two Professional Development Sessions, the teachers stated 
that it was necessary for them to decide individually how to develop and test out the 
instructional strategies in their lessons.
Although they generally began their hour long lessons by having the students observe 
the children’s cultural images, in a few cases the teachers chose to utilise the images at 
different points in their lessons. The teachers, therefore, had carefully considered how 
the images should be presented and utilised throughout each of their four lessons.
Even though, as an art educator, I was available as a ‘resource’ for the development of 
the lessons, the teachers expressed that they felt confident and capable enough to carry 
out the process on their own. In some cases, however, after they had conducted a 
lesson which they regarded as unsatisfactory, I suggested ways they could extend or try 
another approach.
The majority of the lessons followed a certain pattern. The teachers introduced the 
lesson and then spend approximately twenty minutes encouraging their students to look 
at, describe and analyse the images. When the teachers felt the students understood the 
symbolic content and possible meanings of the images, they then gave them instructions 
about ways in which they could respond visually. When students responded visually
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they typically used paper and coloured pencils or pastels. Tara was the only teacher 
who used other art materials including paint.
Methods of Data Collection
In accordance with the description of a non-participant observer (Cohen and Manion, 
1987) I observed each lesson, but did not participate. Instead, to attract as little attention 
as possible, I sat to one side of the class while the lesson was in session and recorded 
the introductions by placing the microphone at the front of the class near the teacher. I 
also made field notes and once the lesson was over, I interviewed one student (see 
Appendix 11 for excerpts of in class observations and student interviews). Following 
each lesson, the teacher and the students filled in response forms which I had designed 
(see Appendix 12). By also having the students respond to the lessons, I was able to 
verify whether or not the instructions were clear and the students were learning about 
other cultures living in New Brunswick. In this way triangulation, as a research 
method, proved to be beneficial to this aspect of the study.
Although the teachers were encouraged to modify the Student Response Form to suit 
each of their lessons, they usually chose not to change i t  This resulted in repeated 
answers from the same students on many of the forms regardless of the lesson context. 
In reporting the findings from the response forms, therefore, I had to select responses 
to discuss that seemed the most relevant to and informative about a specific lesson.
Outline of the Strategies
An outline of the four lessons of each teacher is provided on the following two pages. 
Details about the number of students and descriptions of the strategies are given.
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Description and Discussion of Anne’s Lessons 
Her Approach to Teaching
In Anne’s classroom the students, most of whom were Anglo-Canadian, were active 
but respectful of their teacher’s authority. Her approach to teaching was to create a 
comfortable learning environment in which each student knew that they mattered and 
could contribute to the learning that was taking place. She often gatha-ed them around 
herself at the front of the room or had them sit quietly in their seats when she was 
giving instructions. Her tone of voice and phrasing of questions encouraged each of 
them to respond, in particular, to the critical analysis aspect of the lesson. Respect and 
encouragement were constant themes in Anne’s classroom. Every student answer was 
listened to by the whole class and Anne always gave a positive reply to help motivate 
discussion.
Description of Lesson Number One
After giving me an outline of her lesson (see Appendix 13 ) Anne began by having the 
students move up and form a semi-circle in front of her. She then displayed and 
discussed as part of the art criticism strategy of the lesson, five of the images (No. 4,5, 
7,20,21) that she had selected from the collection of twenty six images. The students 
listened carefully and seemed intrigued by the images. Anne asked them to identify 
what they saw in the images and then to think about what was different and similar 
about the images. The students responded eagerly. She emphasised the point that even 
though people are all different, “they can have things in common with each other.” The 
discussion about the images continued for about twenty minutes and then the students 
were asked to form groups of four or five. Each group was instructed to create one
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image collectively which would illustrate the different members of the group and what 
they had or did not have in common. Anne circulated around the room clarifying the 
instructions and helping students to identify their personal and cultural differences and 
similarities. The images that were created were not completed in the lesson but instead 
were finished up the next day. Anne and her twenty-two students filled in response 
forms and I interviewed a student after the class was finished in order to detemtine the 
effectiveness of the instructional strategies.
Responses to Lesson One 
Teacher’s Response:
In describing her instructions to the children, Anne stressed that the idea of the lesson
was intended to teach the students that even though they had differences, they could
“work together to accomplish something.” She wanted the students to see the class as a
mini multi-ethnic community. In response to the question, “In your opinion did the
response activity that followed the discussion lead to even greater understanding and
appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage?”, Anne said that:
I think the students learned more about each other. Some had a difficult time 
deciding on what they could do to work together to accomplish a positive end. 
Students seemed most excited about how they were different in their family 
backgrounds and personal interests.
(See Appendix 14 for teacher’s written response and an example of a student’s
response).
Students’ Responses:
The student responses revealed that the majority of them understood that after they had 
discussed and analysed the cultural content of images they were to create an image, in a 
group, that depicted their similarities and differences. They felt that the children’s 
cultural images did provide information about who the children were and about their
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cultural background. One student’s response was that the images revealed “Where they
come from. Where they live and what they look like.” In response to the question that
asked them whether images help you to understand other students’ ideas and
experiences, the following answers were given:
“Yes, they explain their experiences by drawing it.”
“It tells you a lot about the students.”
“Yes, because they put stuff clear and showed actions, because they put their 
feelings in the picture.”
“You get to see what they are thinking on in their pictures they drew.”
The students expressed interest in learning more about the children who had created the 
images. Their responses included knowing more about the games they play and the 
children’s religious beliefs and ancestors. In response to the question on their form 
which asked: “Is it important to know about other people’s cultural heritage?, students 
said:
“Yes, if you know more you can learn more and they can teach you things.”
“It is important in order to understand differences in people so you can get along 
better.”
“ Y es, because you could work together better and make a new friend.”
“It will let me understand people better.”
Student Interview:
In the student interview with Melissa, conducted at the end of the lesson, I used the 
same questions as those on the response form to verbally clarify perceptions and to 
hopefully gain more detailed answers. Although there was some discussion with 
Melissa, her answers were generally ‘yes’ or ‘no’, and, therefore, did not reveal any 
new findings from those provided by the other students on the written response forms. 
She did state, however, that it was very important to know more about other people but 
did not offer any explanation.
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Discussion and Reflection
After the lesson was over, Anne said that she felt it had been a valuable learning 
experience for her students. She commented on how ‘verbal’ they had been in the 
critical analysis aspect of the lesson. It amazed her that the student had so much to say 
about the content and meanings of these images. The fact that the images were created 
by other children also had a motivating effect The students were instantly ‘comfortable’ 
with the images and seemed knowledgeable about the cultural symbols that they 
contained. They also were curious about the cultural backgrounds of the children who 
made them.
From the students’ forms, the interview and their visual responses it was evident that a 
certain degree of cultural learning had taken place during the lesson. They became 
aware that diverse cultures lived in New Brunswick, that they could understand the 
cultural content of other students’ images and that they could visually express their 
personal and cultural identity through visual images.
Although the concept of the lesson seemed appropriate, the students did not seem 
entirely clear about the teacher’s instructions. Some thought that the lesson was dealing 
with what they liked and disliked while others drew what activities they do as a group 
and what they do individually. The resulting images revealed the different ways that 
each group interpreted the instructions (see figures 16 and 17 on the following page).
Even though the children’s cultural images in the Visual Resource, did provide a 
starting point for discussions about cultural similarities and differences, I concluded that 
Anne’s students might have needed to look at cultural objects and other visual material 
to reinforce the learning that had been stimulated by the children’s cultural images.
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This is significant because in several cases their response images mimicked the 
children’s cultural images which suggests a need for more visual reference material.
Description of Lesson Two
In Anne’s second lesson she focused on the theme of family celebrations. At the 
beginning of the lesson she gave me an outline of her lesson (see Appendix 15). 
Utilising the children’s cultural images that depicted family gatherings and celebrations 
(No. 4 ,5 ,7 , 21,29) she asked her students to identify what was taking place and how 
the people in the images felt about the special occasions. Anne asked the students to 
think about why families get together and how that reinforces their understanding and 
sense of belonging to a specific cultural group. She asked: “What do we do when we 
celebrate?” and “Do any of you celebrate special occasions in your families?”
She then discussed the meaning of the word tradition and how traditions help to define 
“who we are.” The students were very involved in the discussion and readily 
volunteered answers. After approximately forty minutes of image analysis and 
discussion the students were asked to create an image depicting some aspect of the 
families life that should be celebrated, and therefore, had become a family tradition. In 
the time remaining the students worked on their images. Once the images were 
completed, the students took turns holding up their work while the others asked them 
questions. The students were very curious about each others drawings and asked many 
questions about their family backgrounds such as: “What is your family’s nationality?”, 
and “Why is this important to celebrate in your family?”
Responses to Lesson Two
Teacher Responses:
Anne referred to the initial critical analysis aspect of the lesson as ‘brainstorming.’
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She pointed out that involving the students in looking at and talking about these images 
prompted them to consider how to represent their own cultural heritage and “helped 
them understand themselves more.”
In response to the whether or not this activity lead to greater understanding and 
appreciation of the cultural heritage, Anne said:
I don’t think when we started this project the students really understood what a 
culture was or the limitlessness of its definition. I don’t think they knew 
Canadians had a culture or that they as individuals could develop cultural habits.
(See Appendix 16 for Anne’s and a student’s written response).
Students’ Responses:
Because the response form had not been modified for this lesson the students’ 
responses tended to be similar to those on the response form for Lesson One. In 
response to the first question which asked them to summarise the instructions for the 
lesson, their confusion about the instruction was revealed. Answers included: “draw a 
family tradition”, “something your family celebrates”, “an activity that you like”, “an 
occupation that you like” and “a holiday.” Only one student replied that “they had been 
instructed to draw family tradition that you would make into a celebration.”
In response to the question: “In what ways do images tell us stories and give us
information?”, the following answers were given:
“The pictures tell us what happens in that tradition.”
“Images teU us stories from die picture and details in the picture.”
“If people do a good job then you will be able to understand it.”
“They teU what they like to celebrate. It could even tell who they are.”
“They give information because it could be something that you and I grow up 
with.”
“You can see what is happening.”
“You have to think of the image and imagine it in your head.”
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Most students responded to the question dealing with whether or not they felt the 
images helped them to understand the ideas or experiences of other students by stating 
that they learned how other children celebrate in their culture.
The question: “What more would you like to know about students’ cultural 
backgrounds?” received the following responses:
“Where their ancestors are from and was there anyone special in their family?” 
“I would like to know what they like to do and what their favourite sport is.” 
“What their name is and where they live.”
“Who they are, where they come from and if they are Indian, what tribe they 
were.”
“What school they go to.”
“I would like to meet the people who drew the pictures.”
The question “Is it important to know about other people’s cultural heritage?” often 
received the following response: “Yes, so we can get along and understand each other 
better.”
Student Interview:
In response to the question: “Do images give us information?” Andrew said: “Yes, you 
can learn about the kids who drew the picture.” With reference to learning about other 
cultures, he stated that “it probably does help because you can make friends or you 
might come from the same backgrounds.”
Discussion and Reflection
Anne said that the majority of her students’ images depicted special events that their 
families already were celebrating. She felt that they were unclear about the instructions 
and the meaning of the word tradition. The students mostly chose to create their 
favourite celebrations such as Christmas and birthdays. Some did follow the specific
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instructions that Anne gave and created an aspect of family life that they felt should 
become a yearly celebration. (See figs. 18 and 19 on the following page).
No attempt was made to link the previous lesson with this one, which may have helped 
to reinforce the notion of individual differences or the uniqueness in a family. One 
similarity seemed to exist between the first and second lesson which was Anne’s 
emphasis on personal or family identity as opposed to cultural identity of other 
students. Through a focus on the student’s identity, Anne felt that they would gain a 
greater understanding of their own uniqueness and self-worth. Anne’s concept of 
culture stressed individual characteristics and differences. Her lesson, therefore, was 
consistent with her personal definition of culture and how to increase her students’ 
personal and cultural understanding.
The students were curious about the children’s cultural images and openly shared then- 
personal views about their content and meaning. Their response images depicting 
Christmas and birthdays revealed confusion about the purpose of the assignment which 
was to draw an image of a celebration that should become a new tradition in your family 
and not one that already was in existence. The response forms indicated that the 
students would like to know more about the children who created the images. In this 
case I thought the information originally provided by the accompanying text with each 
image, which the teachers chose not to use, might have been beneficial for gaining a 
greater interpersonal and intercultural understanding.
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Description of Lesson Three
For Anne’s third lesson (see Appendix 17), she chose to explore symbols that represent 
various family or cultural groups. She had her students examine two groups of the 
children’s cultural images (5,17,18,19) and (6,12,14,16). Each group contained 
certain symbols that depicted their cultural heritage. For instance, one group of images 
contained Francophone symbols such as the Acadian flag and religious objects, while 
the other group contained Aboriginal symbols such as the teepee, the eagle and 
traditional costumes. She asked the students to pick out symbols and discuss how and 
what they communicated. They were also asked to consider how symbols develop. She 
asked them: “Why do certain colours and shapes start to represent a group of people?”
The students were able to easily recognise the symbols and discuss their various 
meanings. In this way they began to understand how various messages were 
communicated through visual symbols or codes. Once Anne had discussed the 
symbolic meaning of the images with her students, she asked them to create a family 
emblem or button to be worn at a family reunion.
The students were asked to consider what colours and shapes they would use for the 
overall design. In designing their buttons, they were to think carefully about why they 
would include certain symbols. Anne asked them: “What characteristics or interests of 
your family will you represent with a symbol?” The students’ button designs included a 
wide range of content such as: musical instruments, favourite clothes, food, sports 
equipment, computers and animals. Many of their designs were collages of images 
rather than emblems or buttons, because the students did not seem to understand how to 
make a design that symbolically represented their family.
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Responses to Lesson Three 
Teacher’s Response:
Anne believed her students should first view the children’s cultural images in order to 
direct their attention towards “some of the symbols that represent a particular family or 
cultural group, past knowledge of symbols and why they are used.” She stated that 
“through questioning I can involve them in looking at the images from different 
perspectives. I can get them to compare and contrast the visual images, as well as 
encourage different interpretations of what they see.”
After the discussion of the children’s cultural images, Anne felt they were much more 
prepared to plan how they could “best illustrate important and unique qualities of their 
own families and the background which they see as their personal family culture.” She 
noted that the students were eager to create their designs and, once they were finished, 
they enjoyed showing what they had made to each other. (See Appendix 18 for Anne’s 
written response and an example of a student’s response).
Students’ Responses:
Diane modified the Student Response Form for this strategy. To the first question
pertaining to the instructions, almost all of her students responded that they had been
asked to draw a design for a button to be worn at a family reunion. To the question:
“What kind of message is your button giving out?” responses included:
“That we like and care for nature.”
“Where we go for our family reunion.”
“My family gathering around a table with a great big meal.”
“I like my family very much.”
“We like nature, love, sunlight, the family and peace.”
“We are from Canada.”
“Who is in our family.”
“It shows where I’m from.”
“We like boating on my grandpa’s boat.”
“They like “top of the line” clothes.”
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In her third question she asked: “When you see the work other classmates have done,
do you feel the images and shapes of their buttons help you understand more about that
person’s extended family? Can you give an example?”, Anne received the following
responses:
“I learned where they came from.”
“Yes, very much so I can get to know them.”
“Yes, because you can teU what the family’s like.”
“Yes, like one of my friends drew a picture of her family tree and now I know 
who is in her family.”
“Yes, if they drew two flags that might mean one side of the family might have 
come from one flag and the other came from the others.”
“Yes, when I saw Kyle’s I think his family likes nature too.”
“I learned that everyone is different.”
Anne asked: “What more would you like to know about other students’ cultural
background?” Responses included:
“If th ^  are related to me.”
“What they do for a living.”
“Where did they come from.”
“What th ^  are like.”
“Am I related? Do th ^  like what I like? Would they like to be my friend?” 
“What they look like.”
“Well, I would like to know what kind of person they are.”
Her final question was: “How could you go about finding the answers to some of these
questions?” To this question she received the following responses:
“By looking at the picture and writing.”
“Ask your parents.”
“You can talk to the person.”
“Ask your classmates about what their button is about to help answer the 
questions.”
“Ask older people.”
“Question them, visit them.”
“Ask your relatives.”
“Ask them or find out on a computer.”
The students generally appeared excited by the idea of creating a button containing 
symbols. They did not seem to have difficulty discussing the symbolic meaning of the 
children’s cultural images or of the ones that they created themselves.
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The Student Interview:
The interview with Greg, who was bright and articulate boy, confirmed that he had 
understood the instructions. His answers to the questions about whether or not the 
images give us information revealed that he had noticed certain details in the images. He 
said “Yes, the images could give us information if they were like the Indian drawing, in 
them it looked like they’re doing the rain dance because their arms were swinging and 
one had an Indian gown on.”
His response to the question about whether or not these images helped him to 
understand other children’s ideas and experiences was: “They did by showing the 
drawings of seagulls, birds in the drawing on islands that showed where they lived.” 
When I asked what he knew about Aboriginal people living in New Brunswick he 
responded that “I forget the names of them, they have their own reserve and they don’t 
have to pay for fishing licences to the city.”
Discussion and Reflection
Anne responded positively to this lesson by stating that the students had been eager to 
start drawing and enjoyed sharing their results afterwards with the class. She did, 
however, point out that they seemed a little confused about how to create a symbol or 
capture ‘the essence’ of ‘their families’ characteristics. It was obvious from their visual 
responses that the students did not have enough design skills. More knowledge and 
skills about how to design a button or emblem were identified by Anne as something 
she needed to acquire if she was going to repeat the lesson.
Generally, the students seemed pleased with their creations. In the end they all 
presented their design to the class, and what became important was the content a student
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had included and not whether or not it was well designed. The sharing of their designs 
was seen by the teacher and the students as the most enjoyable aspect of the lesson.
Description of Lesson Four
The aim of the fourth lesson (see Appendix 19) was to describe the content of one of 
the children’s cultural images, by using a technique from English class called 
‘webbing’, in which the students list all the words that ‘come to mind’ when they look 
at an image. Once they have a list of words they then compose an interpretative 
paragraph about the image.
Anne started the lesson by having all the members of the class ‘use webbing’ to analyse 
one of the children’s cultural images (No. 22) and collectively write a paragraph about 
it. Following this exercise she gave each student one of the children’s cultural images 
with which to try out the same exercise. After they had completed their interpretative 
paragraphs, Anne asked them to share their writing with the class. As a final exercise, 
she asked her students to create an image about their own cultural heritage to send back 
to the child who had created the one that they had analysed and interpreted.
Responses to Lesson Four
Teacher’s Response:
Anne said that it was important to first go through the process of ‘webbing’ as a class 
and then ask them to try it independently. She felt it was important to incorporate other 
approaches to describing, analysing and interpreting images besides art criticism. Her 
students were familiar with the process of ‘webbing’ and, therefore, could easily see 
how to apply it to these images. Anne also suggested that by having her students
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respond in written form, they might be able to gain a deeper understanding of the 
image. She stated that “When they collectively discussed the children’s cultural images, 
they didn’t have to work as hard as when they individually had to write about the 
content of one image.”(See appendix 20 for Anne’s written responses and example of a 
student’s response).
Students’ Responses:
Anne developed a specific response form for this lesson. She asked about whether or
not writing about the image helped them you look harder at the picture, and therefore,
see more detail. Student answers included: “Yes, at first it was not so easy but after it
was fun. Yes, it helped a lot,” She asked: “What kind of details did you put into your
picture so another person could learn as much about you as possible?” Responses
included:
“I put in as much detail as I could.”
“I like to put what I like and how I feel.”
“I put it into four boxes in one. I put sports, birthdays, friends, Christmas.”
In another question Anne asked: “What did you learn about cultures from this project?” 
Students responded that they learned:
“What they were like.”
“That everybody is different in their own way.”
“That their cultures were the same as me.”
“What they like, what they felt like at the moment”
“To like that culture.”
“What other people’s feelings are.”
“How other people feel and what they like and how we are similar and 
different.”
“Some people are part-native and lots of people are very different”
From their reqx)nses it was possible to determine that the students clearly felt that they 
had learned about other cultures through the processes of observing, analysing and 
responding in writing and with images.
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Student Interview:
In the interview with Darcy, she accurately described the instructions that Anne had 
given at the beginning of the class. Her response to the question about what she knew 
of other cultures living in New Brunswick was “All I know is that most of the French 
people live in Quebec, and they speak French” and that “there’s a couple of Chinese 
people in our school and there’s a couple of black people in our school.” Her limited 
knowledge of different cultural groups and their customs and traditions was similar to 
the other students who were interviewed, as well as, to the majority of students who 
filled in response forms. Almost all the Anglo-Canadian students expressed that they 
knew very little about the Francophones or Aboriginals living in the province.
Discussion and Reflection
Anne felt that it had been worthwhile having the students first observe one of the 
children’s cultural im ^es and then collectively create a list of words from which they 
composed an interpretative paragraph. As mentioned earlier, she expressed the view 
that it had deepened their undo'standing and appreciation of the visual image and its 
cultural content. This was confirmed, to a certain extent, by the students’ responses in 
which they claimed that the processes of observing and writing had helped them focus 
more on details and possible meanings of their image. Various theorists in art criticism 
discuss how writing about the content and meaning of images can reinforce what is 
learned through discussion (Delacruz, 1996; Feldman, 1970 ; Taylor,1986).
From the students’ responses to the question: “What would you like to know about 
other cultural groups living in New Brunswick?” it was clear that, although they were 
extracting some information from the children’s cultural images, they needed to be 
exposed to additional social and cultural information in order to produce more
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sophisticated and complex written and visual responses. As previously noted by 
Delacruz (1996), there is a need to develop more cultural materials in order “to increase 
students’ knowledge and skills in responding, appreciating, judging, researching, 
interpreting and contemplating images”(p.92). This strategy, therefore, may have 
increased the students’ understanding of cultural heritage, but it could have been 
extended or enriched by providing more cultural information about the cultural groups 
represented in the images. Including ‘webbing’ as an instructional strategy, which has 
similar steps to those found in art criticism, seemed appropriate and advantageous 
because (a) the students were already familiar with the technique and (b) it had 
reinforced the art criticism processes of description, analysis and interpretation.
Description and Discussion of T ara ’s Lessons
Her Approach to Teaching
Tara’s style of teaching with her combined class of grade three and four appeared 
‘relaxed’ but sensitive to the students’ needs. Her class was made up of seven students, 
so it was possible to allow for more practical activity and group discussion to take place 
on a regular basis. The students generally sat at three round tables and were expected to 
share and assist each other whenever necessary. Tara’s gentle, but firm manner with 
them allowed the students to feel comfortable in her presence and respect what she had 
to say to them. She said she had often discussed cultural issues with her class, so 
consequently, she felt very confident developing and testing out new teaching strategies 
that emphasised them.
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Description of Lesson One
Tara asked her students to examine four images which contained flags ( nos.7,8,20, 
21) and then explain the purpose of flags and what they represent. To increase their 
knowledge of flags she gave them a photocopy of the flag of New Brunswick and one 
that depicts the Wyandotte tribe (see Appendix 21 for lesson and examples). Tara’s 
students are Maliseet and could easily relate to the symbols in the Wyandotte tribal flag 
because they shared many of the same beliefs and customs. After a discussion about the 
symbols found in the flags, the students were asked to create one for the King’s 
Reserve.
Tara gave them only twenty minutes to complete the assignment because (a)they were a 
younger group of students, they did not have the ability to concentrate for long periods 
of time and (b) the class was at the end of the day and could not be extended.
The visual responses that resulted contained predictable symbols such as teepees and 
traditionally dressed Aboriginal people. They did not resemble flags but instead were 
more like drawings depicting traditional ways of life on the King’s Reserve. (See figs. 
20 and 21 on the following page).
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Responses to Lesson One 
Teacher’s Response:
Tara said it was important to encourage the students to observe and discuss the 
children’s cultural images as well as actual flags in order to “bring about ideas of what 
the student can put it their picture. To start them thinking.” She pointed out that 
“discussion helped the students’ understanding of how to take something unique from 
their (a) area, (b) culture, and apply it to their picture to show others “this is mine and 
where I live.”
She noted, however, that the students had been critical of their own creations because 
they did not resemble flags. As a result, the students wanted to ‘re-do’ their pictures so 
that they could focus on designing their flags. Because of the students’ reaction to this 
aspect of the lesson, Tara allowed them to create new images that included specific 
symbols or imagery of King’s Reserve such as its church, houses, and Maliseet 
celdjrations. (see Appendix 22 for the teacher’s written response and an example of a 
students’ response).
Students’ Responses:
Most students thought that they were supposed to draw their village. Only one student 
responded that they were expected to draw a flag. From these responses it was obvious 
that most of them did not fully understand what they were expected to do in this lesson.
In response to the question: “Do images tell us stories or give us information?” answCTS 
included:
“They teU you about other people and their families.”
“We saw it in pictures and found out where they lived”
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In response to: “What do you know about the Francophone, Aboriginal and Anglo-
Canadian students living in New Brunswick?” two students replied:
“They try to learn other languages.”
“They all speak different languages.”
All of the students responded that it was important to know about other people’s 
culture. One student offered the explanation: “so that we can be friends.”
Student Interview:
The interview confirmed that the student. Misty, was clear about the instructions ‘to 
draw a flag.’ For almost all of the other questions she did not reply except to the one 
which asked: “Could you tell anything about people from their pictures?” She replied: 
“Yes, where they lived.”
Discussion and Reflection
Tara seemed pleased with the preparations for teaching this lesson. Showing the 
additional images of flags did seem to strengthen her introduction, although the process 
of creating a similar symbolic image did not appear to be clear to the students. As a 
result they drew representational images of life at the King’s Reserve. As Tara 
mentioned on the response form, she also felt it was necessary to have them re-draw 
their images in order to understand how to reduce or stylise the content.
This lesson seemed to strengthen their sense of their own cultural identity by focusing 
their attention on where they live. It also made them consider what the King’s Reserve 
means to them as a group as well as on a personal level. From the children’s cultural 
images which contained flags, the students learned that other children came
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from different places and possibly believed in different ways of life. Gaining this 
knowledge, therefore, might have increased their level of intercultural understanding.
Description of Lesson Two
In her second lesson (see Appendix 23), Tara chose the theme of families. She selected 
six images (Nos. 3,10,11,21,23 and 24 ) all of which depicted families for her 
students to observe. They were then asked to select one that seemed to portray a similar 
family grouping to their own. Tara then asked them to identify what was similar and 
also what was different between their family and the one in the image. Once they had all 
shared their answers with the class, Tara gave them the next twenty minutes to draw an 
image portraying their own family.
The students quickly drew their image in crayon adding very little detail or visual 
information. Once their image was finished they were asked to ‘wash’ it with paint to 
create a resist effect. Unfortunately, the wash was too thick, and as a result the original 
images were lost.
Responses to the Lesson 
Teacher’s Response:
Tara said that the students worked hard on their images and that they all depicted their 
homes and the members of their families. She did not comment, in her written 
response, on the strategy of comparing their families to other children’s families which 
was a significant aspect of how she had utilised the children’s cultural images in this 
lesson. (See Appendix 24 for Tara’s written response and an example of a student’s 
response).
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Students’ Responses:
The students stated that they were instructed to draw their family. In response to the 
question about the importance of knowing about other people’s cultural heritage, one 
student replied that: “Yes, it is important just in case you move somewhere and they 
didn’t understand you.” Another student said: “It is how to make people smart.”
Student Interview:
It was clear from Clara’s response that she understood the instructions which Tara had 
given. She only gave simple one word answers to the questions except for adding in 
response to: “What did the images tell us?”, “I think they drew what their families did 
mostly.”
Discussion and Reflection
Tara did not focus the discussion on the differences and similarities of families in this 
lesson even though that was an objective in her lesson plan and how she utilised the 
children’s cultural images. The introduction to this lesson was short to ensure that there 
would be time for them to complete their images and paint them with a wash. Because 
they were going to use a wash technique, the students quickly made their drawing so 
that they could use the paint As mentioned earlier, none of the resulting images were 
kept because the wash was too heavy, and therefore, the images were lost.
Tara moved quickly from the critical analysis strategy to the response activity because, 
as a younger group of students, she felt they might not have been capable of 
concentrating for a longer period of time. In her view, it was more important to keep 
them actively involved in image making than insisting on more discussion and analysis.
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Having only the children’s cultural images to analyse, Tara found it difficult to discuss 
the cultural heritage of the various families depicted in these images. More visual and 
cultural information on the Francophone, Anglo-Canadian and Aboriginals would have 
enriched the introduction to this lesson and helped to increase the students’ 
understanding of the other cultures represented in the images.
Description of Lesson Three
To begin this lesson (see Appendix 25) Tara asked the students to examine three of the 
images ( Nos. 6,16,18) which depicted historic settlements. Next she instructed them 
to consider what was significant about these places and who visited them.
During the previous week, the class had visited King’s Landing Historic Settlement 
which is situated near the King’s Reserve. The settlement represents a British Loyalist 
community in the late eighteenth century. Tara had the students think about what they 
had seen while they were there, and what they had learned about the lifestyle of the 
early British settlers.
The students talked about the costumes they wore, the food they ate, the animals they 
raised and the farm buildings and houses in which they worked and lived. Once 
discussion had ended, Tara asked them sit around a large piece of paper on the floor 
and begin to paint a mural of what they could remember from their visit.
The students worked co-operatively to divide up the various areas of the mural. Each 
chose to paint a different aspect of the visit. For instance, one student painted the bams 
and fences while another added the animals. Once it was finished, the students 
discussed what they had painted on the mural.
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Responses to the Lesson 
Teacher’s Response:
Tara felt that, although she had shown the students the children’s cultural images at the 
beginning of the class, the biggest influence on their subsequent art work, had been the 
actual visit to an historic site. At the King’s Landing Historic Settlement the students 
were allowed and encouraged to help out with chores and wear period costumes. She 
felt that this ‘hands on’ learning experience had greatly influenced the students.(See 
Appendix 26 for teacher’s written response).
Students’ Responses:
Tara did not design separate student response forms for each lesson. Instead she used 
the student response form that I had provided as an example. The result was that, by the 
third lesson, the students simply repeated their answers or refused to complete the 
response form.
Student Interview:
Tom, a small, shy boy, who was interviewed after this lesson, confirmed that he 
understood the instructions. He noted that the three children’s cultural images contained 
houses, cars, bridges and people and were possibly telling us about ‘newcomers’ to 
New Brunswick. When asked about what he knew about different cultural groups 
living in New Brunswick he only commented that he knew something about Aboriginal 
people. When I asked him about Aboriginal people his only comment was “they have 
black hair.”
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Discussion and Reflection
Although the lesson seemed to present an opportunity to discuss the relationship 
between the settlers at King’s Landing and the Aboriginal settlements that existed in the 
same region two hundred years ago, Tara chose not to mention this or emphasise it with 
the students. This might have been because she wanted them to focus on the culture of 
the white Loyalist settlers and not on their own Maliseet culture. In this way she was 
attempting to increase their appreciation of culture other than their own. Clearly the 
students drew more detailed images as a result of having visited the historic site. They 
seemed pleased with their results and eager to explain their image to the group. Tara’s 
inclusion of a field trip helped to enrich the learning experience by providing a wealth of 
visual details for them to recall.
Description of Lesson Four
Tara chose to explore legends as a theme for the fourth lesson (see Appendix 27). She 
began the class by having the students gather around a space on the floor which she had 
placed four of the children’s cultural images that depicted the Maliseet legend of the 
wind (17,19,20,26). The students were asked to guess who had drawn these images. 
They were unable to do this. Tara then turned the images over and had the students sit 
quietly in front of her on the floor. She announced that she was going to tell them the 
Maliseet legend of the wind. Once she began the students became very quiet and 
‘absorbed.’ As a response to hearing the legend, the students were asked to draw an 
image depicting some aspect of it. They instantly began to draw with no planning or 
discussion. When they were finished, Tara had them describe what aspect of the legend 
they had chosen to draw. Most of the children drew the eagle. Once they were finished 
she turned the children’s cultural images over so that they could see them again. The
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students seemed much more interested in the images now and were able to understand 
their meaning. From this it might be concluded that children’s cultural images depicting 
legends required more information and explanation in the classroom situation in order to 
convey meaning.
Responses to the Lesson
Teacher’s Response:
Tara stated that she had instructed her students to look at the pictures drawn by other 
children, listen to a legend and draw a picture of “what they pictured in their minds.” 
She commented that in creating an image, it was important that the students were very 
clear about “exactly what the teacher wants.” She felt it was important for the students 
to know that other Aboriginal children had drawn the images that they observed at the 
beginning of the class. Tara stated that this helped to motivate her students. (See 
Appendix 28 for teacher’s response and example of a student response).
Students’ Responses:
Tara requested that the students fill in the same response form. As mentioned earlier the 
students’ responses as a result were repetitive or incomplete.
Student Interview:
Bradley, an eager and helpful student, was interviewed after the lesson. He gave short 
answers to the questions about instructions such as: “make an eagle”, and, in response 
to how did the Class begin, he simply said “talked” and “she showed us pictures.” 
When asked did you know what these pictures were about, he said “No.” He stated 
that he knew nothing about the French or the English, but that the Aboriginals
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were his friends and his teacher was Maliseet. He did not think it was important to 
know about other cultures but he could not explain why.
Discussion and Reflection .
Tara was pleased with this lesson. She reported that the students had benefited from the 
introduction in which she had shown her students the children’s cultural images 
depicting the eagle and she told them the legend of the wind. She remarked that the 
strategy “helped to strengthen their personal and cultural identity.”
Tara also noted that this lesson could have been expanded to include legends of other 
cultures and in this way have promoted intercultural as well as personal or cultural 
understanding. Creating a legend seemed to captivate their imagination and, as a result, 
they had become very focused during the drawing activity. Tmagining’ the experiences 
of others, whether real or idealised, might prove to be a valuable means of increasing 
intercultural understanding.
The students’ visual responses were similar to the children’s cultural images which they 
had viewed during the introduction. Perhaps, if they had not seen the images of eagles, 
their images would have shown more variation. Because there was a tendency for 
students to copy the images in the Visual Resource, the teacher had to be very careful 
about how they utilised them.
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Description and Discussion of Michelle’s and Linda’s Lessons 
Her (Michelle’s) Approach to Teaching
Michelle’s approach to teaching was one in which her 26 grade five French immersion 
students were expected to respect not only her but each other as well. No English was 
allowed to be spoken even though most of the students were Anglo-Canadian, and 
therefore, to maintain this rule she had to be‘firm’ but still sensitive to their language 
problems.
The students sat in groupings of four so that they could work together. The room was 
crowded with a reading centre and two computers at the back. Her desk and book cases 
were situated beside the row of windows on the adjacent wall. Although Michelle’s 
teaching style appeared to be highly structured, the atmosphere in her room was ‘very 
comfortable’ and active.
Description of Lesson One
Michelle’s first lesson (no lesson plan provided) focused on the creation of a family 
badge. She began the lesson by circulating all of the children’s cultural images. Each 
student was expected to examine them to identify symbols and other content depicting 
the children’s cultural or family heritage. The students gave responses whüe Michelle 
wrote them on the board. Once this was finished, Michelle asked them to draw a 
circular family badge which symboUsed their own cultural heritage. There was a great 
deal of discussion amongst the students in their groups of four about what they would 
include in their designs. They were able to finish their creations during the hour long 
class.
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Responses to the Lesson 
Teacher’s Response:
Because Michelle became ill she did not complete a response form after the lesson was 
finished From discussions with her at the time of the class, she generally seemed 
pleased with the questions students asked about the children’s cultural images and felt 
that they had done an ‘adequate job’ of creating badges. One concern she expressed 
was the difficulty the students seem to have creating a ‘simplified’ image that was 
suitable for a badge. She identified that she needed more expertise in methods of 
design.
Students’ Responses:
Michelle distributed the response form that I had given her as an example. The answers
to the question about understanding the instructions revealed that the students generally
understood they were to create an image about themselves or their family. (See
Appendix 29 for example of a student’s response form). Only one student mentioned
that the image was supposed to be circular and no students said that it was intended to
be a design for a badge. In response to the question: “Do images tell us stories and give
us information?”, student answers included:
“Images can be dreams or pictures in your head.”
“It may tell us about other people.”
“Images tell us stories with actions.”
“It tells me about other people’s cultures.”
Only four students responded negatively to the question about whether or not images 
help us understand ideas or experiences of other students. They did not offer any 
explanations.
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The following responses were given to the question: “What do you know about the 
Francophone, Aboriginal and Anglo-Canadian students living in New Brunswick?” 
“They all have quite a few things in common.”
“That in their schools they might talk in their native tongues and that different 
students have different flags.”
“I know that the Francophone speaks French. The Aboriginal speaks Indian and 
the Anglo-Canadians speak English.”
“Some of them come from different countries.”
“I don’t know that many people who are like that, so I don’t know that much.” 
“Aboriginals dance to the tune of a drum.”
“Anglo-Canadians speak English and Francophones speak French.”
The question: “What more would you like to know about other students’ lives and 
cultural backgrounds?” received these responses:
“What it was like where they used to live.”
“I’d like to know more about how people survive in Caraquet and maybe in 
Foreign countries.”
“What was their life like before? Did they celebrate Christmas, and did they go 
trick or treating?”
“I would like to learn how their gr^dparents lived, how they grew up.”
“I don’t really want to know anything else.”
“About all the different types of things they do different than Canadians.”
“I would like to know if their festivals are fun.”
“How the ones from different religions celebrate their holidays.”
Responses received to the question: “Is it important to know about people’s cultural
heritage?” included:
“Yes, so you can be the same.”
“Yes, so that you can understand them better.”
“Yes, because it might come in handy in the future, if you have a certain job.” 
“Yes, because it would be interesting to just know the days that others may be 
celebrating that we are not.”
“It is important because you need to know about people.”
“No, because it is none of our business.”
“It’s important to know where your parents come from.”
Student Interview:
Michael, an articulate and confident boy, stated that his teacher had asked him to draw 
something about his heritage that could be put on a badge or button. He expressed that 
“images helped me a lot to learn about the ideas and experiences of other students.” In
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terms of his knowledge about other cultural groups living in New Brunswick he said he 
knew very little about the Aboriginals but that the Francophones were one of the first 
people in Canada. This revealed a confusion about the first people to inhabit Canada.
He said that he learned that different people make up Canada, and that it was important 
for him to learn about other people’s heritage because it would help us get along better.
Discussion and Reflection
As previously mentioned, Michelle said that she was generally satisfied with the 
students’ response to the introduction or critical analysis aspect of the lesson. The 
students had shown great interest in the children’s cultural images and had talked 
amongst themselves about their contents and meanings. She seemed less impressed 
with their visual responses because they didn’t seem to understand that she wanted 
them to design a badge and not just simply drawing an image to depict their cultural 
interests or heritage. With only the children’s cultural images to observe, several of the 
students chose to copy their contents instead of seeking out other more personal visual 
information such as objects from home or photographs of where they lived.
In general, the student responses did reveal that many of them had realised that New 
Brunswick’s population is culturally diverse. They indicated that they wanted to learn 
more about different cultural groups hving in the province.
Description of Lesson Two
Because Michelle was no longer able to work, Linda took over teaching the next three 
lessons. Linda’s style of teaching was not dissimilar to that of Michelle. She was 
approachable but very concerned about maintaining control, especially since she was
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still considered a student teacher. During her classes there was always another teacher 
present to assist with discipline. The students responded weU to her friendly and 
considerate manner.
As part of the second lesson (see Appendix 30 for lesson plan) the students collectively 
described and analysed one of the children’s cultural images that Linda had selected 
(no. 20). Once this was completed, Linda passed out one of the children’s cultural 
images to each student so that he/she could repeat the steps of describing and analysing 
an image. She asked them to write down their responses.
Next, she asked them to draw an image depicting their cultural heritage. These 
drawings were then exchanged and interpreted by each other. Unfortunately, the images 
were taken home and not returned so that I could include examples of their visual 
responses.
Responses to the Lesson 
Teacher’s Response:
Linda commented to me on the importance of having the students respond in written 
form. She felt this was a valuable way of not only focusing their attention but also of 
“sharing their opinions.” She did note that the students gained a certain degree of 
understanding and appreciation of the children’s cultural heritages through the 
‘examination’ and initial discussion of the images. Generally, she felt they were very 
involved in both the cultural analysis and image creation aspects of the lesson and were 
“happy to share their experiences with each other.”(See Appendix 31 for teacher’s 
response form and an example of a student’s response).
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Students’ Responses:
The sample response form that I created was used again after this lesson. From the
question which addressed whether or not they understood the instructions, it was clear
that some students did not understand the steps involved in the task they were expected
to do. Responses that revealed this included:
“Draw something that represents your family.”
“We had to draw something.”
“I was supposed to find things in a picture.”
To the question: “What did you learn about other students’ cultural heritage from these
images?” responses included:
“I learned how people think, what race they are, where they come from; how 
they grew up.”
“Well, not everybody lives in Canada.”
“A lot, but mostly about flags.”
“That other people can live totally different from you.”
“I learnt that some families are from lots of different places.”
“That people are different and you shouldn’t treat them bad.”
“I learnt that people who live in Canada come from all over the World.”
Other questions were left unanswered or were the same as those given on the response 
forms from Lesson One.
Student Interview:
Alison, who was a confident student, described that she had been asked to write about 
one of the images and then draw a picture depicting her cultural background. From 
images, in general, she said that “we could learn about other people’s families.” She did 
not think that images helped people to understand the ideas and experiences of others 
but could not explain why. Knowing more about how others celebrate their religions 
and holidays interested her. She felt it was necessary to know about other people’s 
cultural heritage “so you can understand them better.”
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Discussion and Reflection
Linda said that her students had gained more understanding of other cultural groups 
through the critical processes of discussion, analysis and interpretation. As mentioned 
earlier, she also felt that writing down their responses had helped them to focus on the 
critical analysis processes and increase the knowledge or understanding of the image 
they were examining.
The students seemed to respond well to the written aspect of the lesson. Linda said that 
she was also surprised at how readily they were able to interpret the images. She asked: 
“How do they determine the meaning in the image? and What clues exist in the images 
that relate to their lives?” In general, the students responded to the symbols and codes 
found in each image such as teepees and shamrocks because they were familiar with 
them through their own visual experiences or stereotyped images and representations.
The response images created by the students were quickly done. This was the case 
because of insufficient time left at the end of the class for creating the images. Because 
the response images were hurried, they were not well executed.
Description of Lesson Three
In the third lesson the theme was creating a self-portrait (see Appendix 32). Linda 
began the lesson by having two of the students show items that they had brought from 
home. Sulaye who was from India brought in a decorative banner to hang over a 
doorway that his mother had created. It was made of glass coloured beads and depicted 
symbols of friendship. He also brought in a small sandalwood carving of an elephant. 
He explained that, in his country, elephants are sacred animals. Ly, who was from
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Vietnam, held up two shiny black wooden panels which depicted oriental landscape 
scenes outlined with white shells. She then showed the class a calendar with fan 
designs and food items from Vietnam on it. (See Figs. 22 and 23 depicting Sulaye’s 
and Ly’s objects on the following page.) The students in the class were amazed as well 
as inquisitive about the objects that both Sulaye and Ly showed them. The two students 
seemed pleased by their classmates’ reactions and were eager to answer their questions.
Linda then held up two of the children’s cultural images form the Visual Resource that 
depicted self portraits (nos. 5,9) and asked the students to analyse them. They 
described the colours, clothing, and other personal details such as what activity they 
were engaged in, and then interpreted what the contents ‘said’ about the person being 
depicted. After the discussion ended, the class wrote down their responses. Linda then 
asked the students to create a self-portrait. The students were not able to finish their 
images during the hour-long class and so were given extra time the following day. Even 
with additional time the images were quickly done and lacked detail.
Responses to the Lesson
Teacher’s Response:
Linda generally felt pleased with the students’ interest in Sulaye’s and Ly’s 
presentations. In discussion, Linda stated: “I did not expect them to take such an 
interest and ask so many questions.”
She said that the discussion following Sulaye’s and Ly’s presentation was more 
successful than the one that took place while the students were observing the self- 
portraits fi’om the Visual Resource. Linda also commented that the students were not as 
quiet and attentive as they had been when the two students presented. This she felt was
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mostly caused by the length of time Sulaye’s and Ly’s presentations had taken which 
meant that the students were restless by the time they were asked to observe the 
children’s cultural images. The students did respond, however, to her questions about 
the portraits and offered a variety of explanations about the content such as the different 
clothes the two children were wearing and their skin colour. In reference to the 
students’ self portraits, which were created in response to analysing two of the 
children’s cultural images, Linda said that “I can see that they are getting a better 
understanding. I think that it’s important to have a following activity so they are able to 
express themselves.”(See Appendix 33 for the teacher’s response form and an example 
of a student’s response).
Students’ Responses:
Linda modified the response form, that I had provided, for this lesson. In response to
the question about instructions, the students most often said that they were asked to
“draw a picture of yourself and/or something that represents your culture.” Linda asked:
“What did you learn from Sulaye and Ly’s ‘show and tell?” Responses included:
“That other people eat different foods and wear different clothes.”
“I learned from Sulaye that in India animals are very important”
“I learned that they have different things and different Gods.”
“I learned that they have interesting and different cultures.”
“I learned that almost eve^body has different cultures.”
“I learned that people in different countries have certain traditions that may be 
different but definitely not bad.”
“That in India they don’t kiU cows and in Vietnam they eat a lot of rice.”
In response to her question: “How was the person in the image different from you ?”,
students gave the following responses:
“The person in the picture has a different culture than me.”
“They came from different places and liked different things.”
“They celebrate different things.”
“Because they have different cultures, skin and holidays.”
“They have different skin colour.”
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Student Interview:
Sulaye confirmed that he understood the response activity which was “to draw a picture 
about myself.” He expressed that images tell us about other people’s feelings and also 
that “not everyone was bom in Canada.” From the images he said he learned that not 
everyone has the same culture. He said that he would like to know more about 
other students’ cultural backgrounds and that it is important to know other people 
better.
Discussion and Reflection
Linda said that the ‘show and tell’ aspect of the lesson had gone better than expected.
As previously mentioned, she did not think the students were as attentive once they 
started to discuss the children’s cultural images, and draw their self-portraits. It seemed 
likely that the impact of actually seeing the students’ objects from home and realising 
that they came from very different cultures was more ‘captivating’ than observing a 
drawing done by a child from another school. This confirmed a finding from Nadaner’s 
research (1984) in which students exchanged their art work. He concluded that, 
although images have the ability to communicate, ‘face to face’ is ultimately the best 
way to learn about another culture.
Even though the students were given more time the next day to finish their drawings, 
many did not put more detail into their portraits. To enrich their images it might have 
been necessary to provide more instruction and additional visual ‘stimulation’ besides 
the children’s cultural images.
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Description of Lesson Four
Linda began this lesson by discussing the significant historical events and legends of 
the Francophones in Canada with her students (see Appendix 34). To enrich their 
understanding of French legends, Linda asked a Francophone teacher to dress up as a 
‘Courier au Bois,’ the name given to an early French explorer, and come to the 
classroom to tell the students a legend. The students were fascinated with the teacher’s 
costume and also with the legend he told them about a mysterious wolf that lived with 
the Courier au Bois.
Once this event was over, the students were asked to write their own legends and 
illustrate them. After they had shared their legends with the class, she showed them the 
children’s cultural images that depicted the legends of Gloosecap (the spiritual leader of 
the Micmac and Maliseet tribes) and then had them listen to a tape of Tara telling her 
Maliseet students the legend of the wind.
Responses to the Lesson 
Teacher’s Response:
Linda felt that the more resource material the students were exposed to the better they 
would understand cultural concepts. She commented that the students were very eager 
to write their legend and concluded that they had learned a certain amount from the 
instructional strategies that she had employed. (See Appendix 35 for the teacher’s and a 
student’s response form and an example of a student’s written work).
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Students’ Responses:
Linda prepared a separate student response form for this lesson. The first question 
required the students to write down the instructions for the lesson. Most replied that 
they were asked to write down a legend that they had made up. Only two said that they 
were supposed to draw an image to accompany their legend. This indicated that the 
emphasis in the lesson was on the written not the visual response.
Linda also asked them to define the word ‘Legend.’ Responses included:
“An old story that has been told from generation to generation.”
“A legend is a story that has been passed down to you.”
“An old story that is true.”
“A story some people beheve and some people don’t.”
She asked the students: “Do you think that every culture has the same legends?” The 
answer was ‘No’ to this question, and only one student offered an explanation, which 
was “No, because different cultures have different things that they do.”
Student Interview:
During the interview, Krista, a pleasant, talkative student, explained that the teacher had 
asked each student to write a legend and then draw a picture of i t  She said that images 
“tell us how other people feel and about things that are important.” To the question: 
“What do you know about the Francophone, Aboriginal and Anglo-Canadian students 
in New Brunswick?,” she told me that they all have quite a few things in common but 
was unable to identify the similarities. When asked about what she learned about the 
cultural heritage of other children, she remarked that it was clear that their countries and 
families were important to them. She felt it was important to know about other people’s 
heritage because “if you didn’t, you might end up offending someone and not even 
knowing it.”
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Discussion and Reflection
Linda seemed pleased with the students’ involvement in the lesson. She felt it was 
worthwhile having asked Jean, the Francophone teacher, to dress up and tell a legend 
because “it really stimulated the students’ imagination.” Because his story was about the 
ghost of a wolf, the students also tended to write legends that contained ghosts. Linda 
was hoping for more variation in the subject matter, and therefore, wished that she had 
spent time before they started to write their legends, explaining that their story did not 
have to be similar to the legend of the Courier du Bois. She felt that, if she had asked 
the students to “represent a belief of their family or culture,” she might have received a 
greater variation of themes and topics.
The time left after they had written their legend was very hmited for making a drawing. 
As a result, many students quickly drew an image to finish the assignment and then 
passed it in. Linda used another class in order to show them the children’s cultural 
images depicting Aboriginal legends and to play them a tape of Tara, the Aboriginal 
teacher, telling the legend of the wind, which she borrowed from me. Showing the 
children’s cultural images at the end of the lesson forced the students to create their own 
visual responses before seeing them. Perhaps because they had no sources of visual 
information, this was another reason that they created drawings with little or no detail. 
At least the children’s cultural images provided some visual reference point.
Linda’s lesson attempted to stimulate the students’ interest in legends by involving them 
in writing legends and then illustrating them. Although the students responded to her 
strategies, they took less time and care with their drawings than they did with writing 
their legends. This also reflected the amount of emphasis placed on the written part as 
opposed to the creation of an image. (See figs. 24 and 25 on following page).
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Description and Discussion of T erry’s Lessons 
Her Approach to Teaching
Terry showed her grade seven students (age 12) who were all Anglo-Canadians, a great 
deal of respect and warmth. The students were inspired by what Terry taught them and 
as a result were eager to get involved in a variety of class activities. As a consequence, 
the challenge of teaching her students about intercultural understanding was welcomed 
by both Terry and her students. She pointed out that, in order to create a receptive and 
caring atmosphere in the classroom in which to discuss cultural differences, they must 
treat each other with sensitivity, and acknowledge individual differences and points of 
view.
Description of Lesson One
In her first lesson, Terry asked each student to examine one of the children’s cultural 
images (no. 22). While they were viewing it, they were asked to think about the word 
culture and then write a definition for i t  When she had her students write for ten 
minutes on a topic, Terry referred to this as ‘free write.’ Collectively, the class then 
formed a list of words which Terry wrote on the board. Once this was completed, the 
students were asked to explain why they had chosen these words as possible definitions 
of the word culture. Many different explanations were offered which revealed a range 
of interpretations such as a person’s heritage, festivals, favourite activities, languages, 
customs and religions. This range of interpretations closely resembled the 
anthropological definition of culture discussed in the review of literature. The 
discussion took the rest of the class (fifty rhinutes), so therefore, Terry did not have 
time to include an image making strategy.
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Responses to the Lesson 
Teacher’s Response:
Terry said that the students were already very familiar with writing down personal 
interpretations and definitions as a ‘starting point,’ because they often did this in english 
and social studies classes. Not surprising, therefore, they were clear about what was 
expected of them in this part of the lesson. She stated that she wanted them to “make 
reference to the picture: colour, shape, events and placement.” In response the question: 
“Do you feel your students understood your introduction to die lesson?” Terry 
commented that:
I think so. I was struck by the children’s hesitation to write on this topic. I 
sense they don’t know about what to say. Not the usual case during ‘fi*ee 
write.’ I sense more boys in the room were more immediate in their response 
than girls. I would have to explore this more.
Her response to the question: “What role does discussion play in increasing the
students’ understanding of images in general?” was:
The major advantage of discussion is expanding our knowledge by hearing how 
different another person’s interpretation is from our own. Did anyone see, feel, 
hear something different looking at this image? It places all participants, teachers 
and child, in a closer power relation as teacher learns from student We examine 
the contrast of our own interpretations.
She commented that the students’ desire to know the person who created the image 
became evident as they wrote about the children’s cultural images. They stated “I 
wonder who she is? What school she goes to? I found the person’s name!” (See 
Appendix 36 for the teacher’s written responses and an example of a student’s 
response).
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Students’ Responses:
Terry chose not to hand out response forms. It was obvious, however, from their lists 
of words and definitions of culture, that the students had understood what they were 
required to do in the lesson. As Terry had indicated, a number of them struggled with 
the concept of culture and how to define it. At the end of recording the students’ 
responses on the board and having the students share their interpretations of their 
image, Teny commented “I’m amazed at what you people are teaching me!” It became 
obvious to Terry that she, too was unclear about the definition culture.
Student Interview:
Carrie, a confident twelve year old, said she had been asked to write about “all of the 
cultures that you see in the pictures she handed us.” The response to working with 
images was that “it’s better than reading a book from cover to cover, you get hands-on 
experiences.” She responded to the question: “What did you learn about these students’ 
heritage?” by commenting that “maybe they moved a lot or a lot of relatives were from 
different places.” It was important to her that we learn about other cultures because “if 
you have kids you can tell them about culture.” She knew very little about the 
Aboriginal population, only that there is “an Indian Reserve” and “they don’t have to 
pay taxes.” When asked about Francophones she replied that she had never heard of 
them. After I informed her that Francophone was another word for French, she 
expressed that there were “lots of them and there’s French Immersion now that you can 
go in.” Her reply to a question about whether or not her notion of culture had changed 
after the lesson was:
Well, I know more about what it’s about. I thought that it was about history,
but it’s more about the family’s history. I thought that culture was just for die
Natives and stuff that came first.
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Discussion and Reflection
Teny said that she was pleased with the effort the students had put into writing about 
and discussing the concept of culture. She was, however, concerned that for some it 
was hard to define ‘culture.’ It appeared to be the first time that many of them had 
considered its meaning even though they were twelve years old and had taken social 
studies for two years. She said this also seemed puzzling because culture is such a 
commonly used term in our society. Terry concluded that the concept and use of the 
word culture was somewhat problematic for the students because it had so many 
possible meanings. Her students also were all members of the dominant Anglo- 
Canadian culture in New Brunswick which is very similar to the ‘mass culture’ of 
North Amgica, and therefore, they would have difficulty seeing how they were distinct 
as a culture.
The lesson gave the students an opportunity to carefully consider their personal 
understanding of culture as well as those of their classmates. Terry pointed out that 
more resource materials could have possibly deepened their understanding of the 
children’s cultural images. She indicated that she should have made the accompanying 
texts available so students could verify the interpretations that they were attaching to the 
images.
During discussions about the children’s cultural images, the students asked questions 
and offered explanations that were thought provoking and challenging, such as: “Why 
would someone draw an image of an image with conflicting cultural messages?” (in 
reference to image no. 5). A possible reason for this level of involvement might have 
been that they were older, and therefore, more familiar with discussing, analysing and
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interpreting texts and images. Terry’s style of teaching also encouraged the students to 
search for new meanings and interpretations.
Description of Lesson Two
In the second lesson Terry handed out a typed list of the words which had been written
on the board during the last class, and the questions she wanted them to address in this
class. She wrote the following on the bottom of the sheet:
These are your comments about culture, made during your timed writing. I have 
placed the images around the room and I want you to revisit some, searching for 
evidence of each of your points. Are there any other symbols, events or 
statements about culture Üiat you didn’t think about in our first session? Add 
them to the list. Are there any items on our list you would question?
The students moved about the room adding and subtracting words from the list. They 
discussed the images together and searched for more visual clues and information than 
they had in the last class. The class ended with Terry asking them to write down a 
response to the question: “What is the value of looking at images?”
Responses to the Lesson
Teacher’s Response:
Terry responded that the students seemed very clear about what they were expected to 
do during the class. An observation she made about the quality of their descriptions was 
“It appears to me that children with broader life experience, witnessing more variety of 
life, seemed to have more complex descriptions.”
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Her response to: “What role does description play in increasing the students’
understanding of images in general?” was:
It allows students to continually revisit, check interpretations. Students went to 
a French teacher in the school to check his knowledge and went to dictionaries, 
to atlases. I wonder if they went to family members?
Terry said, in response to the question about the value of discussion and critical 
enquiry, that :
the idea that we put pieces together for a reason, an intent, a purpose, leads us 
to ask more questions. I ’m not certain these students have a lot of opportunity to 
ask questions of images.
To the question: “In your opinion did the response activity, that followed the
discussion, lead to even greater understanding and appreciation of the students’ cultural
heritage?” Terry replied:
For me, these activities were simply ‘the tip of the iceberg. ’ The images could 
keep it ‘safe’ while it allowed them multiple interpretation. It keeps it safe to 
known symbols. Cultural investigation became more passionate when I 
connected questions to my own ‘lived experiences,’ and asking them to do the 
same.
(See Appendix 37 for the teacher’s written responses and examples of students’ written 
responses).
Students’ Responses:
As mentioned earlier, Terry did not give out response forms but instead had the 
students answer the question: “What is the value of images?” which received a variety 
of responses. Examples are found in the above appendix.
Student Interview:
Joel, a lively and humorous student, stated that his teacher had asked them to “go 
around and look at the pictures, write down what you see in the pictures, under the
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words that were on the sheet, like events you’d put parades.” When asked about 
whether or not images give us information, he replied: “Yeah, but if you don’t draw it 
good you won’t be able to, like you have to draw it clearly for other people to see it.”
He also pointed that images must contain symbols such as flags to know where people 
come from. It was also important to include people, members of your family, and 
events in your picture or else “you wouldn’t be able to teU anything.” When asked 
about his knowledge of Aboriginals he expressed that “We really cheated them out, like 
we traded land for just like one gun and stuff and now they don’t have to pay taxes and 
they get free into college and stuff like that” His comment about this lesson was that he 
had only been able to look at one image in the last class and so today he learned a lot 
more because he had to look at all the images and pay more attention to visual details.
Discussion and Reflection
The second lesson was a continuation of the first in that Teny built on information and 
discussions which had taken place in Lesson One. She said that by having them 
‘revisit’ thdr responses about the content of the children’s cultural images and their 
definitions of culture, they had deepened their intercultural understanding.
One problem she saw, however, was that the students’ and her own previous 
knowledge of culture was very limited, and as a result, they were hesitant to offer 
possible definitions. Terry confessed that she needed to learn much more about the 
concept of intercultural understanding in order to teach about it effectively.
The ‘revisiting’ of the children’s cultural images forced the students to look more 
closely and, as a result, they identified more details. In order to investigate the meaning
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of various symbols that they found in the images, Terry encouraged them to do research 
by using books, computers and other people’ s expertise. By extending and enriching 
the learning that was taking place, the students had became more motivated and 
interested in what the children’s cultural images were depicting.
Terry felt the learning that took place was significant even though it still concerned her 
that a number of them were initially confused about the concept of culture. She pointed 
out that “It was like we all assumed everybody knew how to define it even though the 
topic had not been discussed before.”
Description of Lesson Three
In the third lesson, Terry first reviewed what had happened in the last two lessons and 
showed several of the children’s cultural images again. Then she asked the students to 
create an image which expressed their cultural heritage. The students were in groups of 
four and five and at each table discussion took place about what each person was 
planning to include in their image and how they were going to depict their cultural 
backgrounds. The students were encouraged to look at the Visual Resource as well as 
research information before they began their images. Some students looked up 
information on flags and various countries of the world. They were given the rest of the 
class to finish their images. Terry informed them that they would be presenting their 
images to each other during the next class.
Responses to the Lesson
Teacher’s Response:
Terry did not fill in a separate response form for this lesson but, instead, gave me a
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‘combined’ one for her second, third and fourth lesson. She did, however, comment 
about this lesson by saying that, even though the students now had a clear idea of what 
they were expected to depict, several drew veiy ‘simplistic’ or ‘unsophisticated’ 
images. She wondered why their images were not more ‘original’ and ‘detailed’ as a 
result of the discussions and the individual and group research that had taken place 
during the first and second lesson. Her conclusion was that, although her students had 
been exposed to visual and written cultural information, they still must learn how to 
express themselves visually; in much the same way they needed be educated to write 
well. Receiving training in image making would have enabled them to communicate 
more complex and articulate visual statements about the concepts of culture and 
intercultural understanding.
The students were not required to fill in response forms. It was clear from their visual 
responses, however, that they understood the instructions. It appeared that, for many, a 
visual depiction of their culture was more difficult than a written one. (See Appendix 37 
for the teacher’s combined written response and examples of students’ written 
responses).
Student Interview:
Alex, a bright and talkative student, stated that he was asked “to be creative and really 
think about, like, everything should have a meaning.” He also said his teacher had 
explained a lot when they were looking at the images. After further questioning, it 
became obvious that he understood that he was to draw a picture depicting his cultural 
heritage. His knowledge about Aboriginals and Francophones was revealed by his 
comment “There’s Native people on my hockey team, and there are not many French 
people around here.” In response to the question: “What did he learn about other 
children’s cultural heritage?” he said “I learned like where they were from and what
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they did and a lot of what they do in that country too.” He remarked that “if you know 
more about other people’s cultural backgrounds, then you don’t say something you 
regret and you won’t be racist.”
Discussion and Reflection
Terry remarked that many of them did not visually explore the concept sufficiently or 
show a significant increase in cultural understanding. In reflection, it seemed to Terry 
that she had overestimated their ability to express themselves visually. It became ’ 
apparent to her that, at this age and artistic level, it was important for them to have 
‘direction’ and assistance in expressing themselves visually. The students lacked art 
skills and were aware of it. As a result, she found they often used the same symbols as 
those found in the children’s cultural images and were content with images that lacked 
originality and detail. She said “I feel I need to know a lot more about art and image- 
making so I can help my students.” Her reaction to their images might have also been 
caused by the fact that the students were older than the children who created the cultural 
images in the Visual Resource, and therefore, she had wrongly assumed that their 
images would reflect that they were older and more skilled in image making, (see fig. 
26 and 27 on the following page).
Description of Lesson Four
The fourth lesson involved the class presentation of the students’ images. Each student, 
in turn, held up their image while the others identified the contents and what was being 
‘said’ about the students’ cultural heritage. Their discussions about each other’s images 
continued until the end of the class.
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Responses to the Lesson 
Teacher’s Response:
Terry did not complete a response form specifically for this lesson. Informally, she did 
comment again on the general lack of ‘visual sophistication’ in the students’ images. 
One student had used the colours of the Flag of Holland throughout his image. This not 
only intrigued the other students, but was seen by Terry as a more appropriate and 
sophisticated means of communicating cultural identity or heritage (See fig.27 on the 
previous page).
Students’ Responses:
Terry did not require her students to complete response forms or answer any questions 
about this lesson. The discussion and analysis of each image revealed that they were 
clear about the lesson and what they were expected to do in response. They expressed 
that they enjoyed presenting their images in class and discussing their cultural images 
with their classmates.
Student Interview:
Charity, a vivacious student, said that her teacher asked students to stand up in front of 
the class and answer questions about their pictures. She pointed out that pictures told us 
things that we never knew before such as: “one person in the class I never knew that 
they were from the United States.” When asked how she learned this she said: “Well, it 
was kind of the Canada flag and the U.S. flag mixed together.” She commented that 
she didn’t know “a whole lot about the Francophones and Aboriginals living in the 
province.” In response to whether or not learning about other people changes your 
feelings towards them she stated: “Yeah, because most people think that Indians are bad 
or something but I don’t really think they are.”
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Discussion and Reflection
Terry remarked that overall she was pleased with the students’ presentation of their 
images. She did, however, feel that the artistic quality of images were “somewhat 
disappointing” and that the level of skills in creating a visual response was not as high 
as she had expected for their age level.
She acknowledged that her lack of art training had affected the ability to attain more 
technically competent visual responses. She was also aware that students (aged 12) can 
be self-conscious about their ability to ‘represent reality’ if they have had no 
opportunity to develop their image making skills. Therefore, her students generally 
found utilising symbols ‘comfortable’ or ‘safe’ as a means of depicting their culture and 
cultural heritage rather than attempting to draw actual scenes or objects from reality.
Evaluation of the Lessons
Cycle One, in which the children’s cultural images were collected for the Visual 
Resource, and Cycle Two, which was comprised of the teachers’ Professional 
Development Sessions, supplied the resources and instructional strategies used in the 
final cycle. Cycle Three, therefore, was the central focus of this research. The working 
hypothesis which was the potential for increasing teachers’ and students’ intercultural 
understanding through the critical analysis of children’s cultural images was evaluated 
by examining the content of the teachers’ lessons and instructional strategies, audio­
tapes and field notes from observations, the response forms, interviews and the 
learning outcomes of their students.
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According to Boughton (1986), in order to “evaluate the content of art programmes one 
must examine the significance and appropriateness of what is taught” (p. 18). The first 
consideration, therefore, in evaluating what took place during Cycle Three, involved 
examining the content of the teachers’ lessons. Once the content of the lessons had been 
evaluated, then the teachers’ instructional strategies were noted, as they were 
fundamental in determining the effectiveness of any lessons.
In this study, the teachers not only determined the development of the lessons but also 
how they would be tested out. Much of what took place was formulated, therefore, by 
the teachers’ perceptions based on their previous teaching experience and the training 
they had received during the Professional Development Sessions.
The final aspect of the evaluation, and perhaps the most significant, was the analysis of 
learning outcomes of each group of students. It was mainly through the comments, 
questions and written and visual responses of the students that the increase in their 
intercultural understanding could be determined.
Evaluation of the Lessons’ Contents
The cultural concepts that the teachers chose to investigate such as legends, family 
celebrations and cultural heritage were usually general or broad based. In some cases, 
however, the teachers chose to break down a concept into smaller and more focused 
themes such as Anne’s idea of having the students depict their cultural differences and 
similarities from their classmates.
The themes that the teachers chose tended to be similar to those that I had suggested for 
the creation of the children’s cultural images, such as: ‘Who am i?’, and ‘My Favourite
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Family Activity.’ Because they utilised the same themes, and had only the children’s 
cultural images as resources, they received fewer original visual responses from their 
students.
The lessons usually focused on individual identity and interests rather than investigating 
those of other cultures living in New Brunswick. When I discussed this with the 
teachers they said that in order for the students to understand others, the first step was 
for them to examine their own individual and cultural characteristics. Ultimately, both 
the teachers and I felt that the four lessons, developed by each of the four teachers (16 
in total) ‘scratched the surface’ of what needed to be covered with the students in order 
to significantly increase their intercultural understanding.
To enrich the learning potential of their lessons both Tara and Linda brought in other 
resources such as additional cultural images and artifacts, to ‘enhance’ their strategies 
and provide other visual information besides the children’s cultural images. They said 
that even though this had been worthwhile, more cultural resources and image making 
skills would stül be needed in order to ensure the creation of more considered 
responses.
At the end of Cycle Three, each teacher discussed with me which lesson they felt had 
been the most and least effective in increasing their students’ intercultural 
understanding. Anne felt the lesson in which the students examined their similarities 
and differences was the most effective because of the discussions that took place while 
they were examining the children’s cultural images and when they worked in groups. 
She commented that “they learn by sharing and were amazed by what each other had to 
say.” The strategy she felt was the least effective was making a family symbol for a
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button. She now realised that designing a symbol was difficult and needed more time 
and expertise in design, on her part, to gain the desired results.
Tara chose the lesson in which she told a Maliseet legend as the most effective. She said 
that by the students hearing the legend and then using their imaginations to create a 
visual depiction of the legend they had gained a better understanding of their own 
cultural background.
Tara was critical of the lesson in which her students discussed their visit to the King’s 
Landing Historical Settlement and then painted images depicting various views and 
activities which took place when they were there. As she noted, they did not learn 
anything about their own Aboriginal culture and did not make any historical connections 
between the early settlers and the Aboriginal communities. I thought, however, that it 
was valuable as a means of learning about another culture other than their own.
Linda felt her lesson that dealt with self-portraits was the most effective. She had asked 
two students to bring in objects from home to share with the class before they observed 
and analysed the children’s cultural images. This she noticed, had deepened their 
interest and involvement in learning about other cultures. Her least effective lesson, in 
her view, was the one in which she had asked students to interpret an image in writing 
and then create a cultural image of their own. Each aspect of this lesson needed to be 
more fully developed and explored. Because she tried to fit too much in, the students 
became frustrated and lost interest The quality of the students’ response images 
reflected their growing lack of interest or involvement by the end of this class.
Terry stated that the lesson in which the students “broadened and deepened” their 
understanding of the word culture was the most effective. The students, she noted
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“were totally involved in searching for visual clues and rethinking the meanings or 
interpretations they had generated in the previous class.” Her least effective lesson was 
the one in which the students created their own cultural images. She was amazed at how 
limited the students’ art skills were and felt discouraged that, after so much discussion, 
they had still not been able to create more detailed or ‘sophisticated’ images.
Evaluation of Instructional Strategies
All of the teachers were experienced and sensitive to the needs of their students. They 
often varied the approaches of discussing the images with the students. For instance, 
Anne usually gathered them around her so that they could easily view the children’s 
cultural images while Terry and Tara often handed out the images so that they could be 
viewed‘up close.’
They all created opportunities for discussion and made use of a variety of instructional
strategies such as analysing and viewing the children’s cultural images, telling legends,
and researching key concepts. Their strategies included multi-faceted learning styles,
like those described by Noddings and Shore (1984), Williams (1983), and Gardner
(1991). The teachers used a variety of styles or approaches so that students were given
the opportunity to learn in ways that were best suited to them as well as being exposed
to new and different ways of learning. According to Williams:
The auditory, visual and tactile-kinaesthetic senses form the major learning 
modalities - that is, the primary pathways by which information is taken in. The 
learner is like a television set which can receive information on several channels. 
Usually, only one channel comes in more clearly and more strongly than the 
others and the learner may come to rely on that channel as a primary means of 
learning and expression.(p. 145)
Terry was able to involve her students in hour long discussions about the images. That 
might have happened because her students were slightly older than those of the other
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teachers. In contrast, Tara often was unable to continue the discussion about the images 
for very long because her students were younger and tended to be less attentive. The 
pacing of the lessons was sometimes an issue for Tara as it seemed at times that some 
aspect of the lesson was rushed and this usually resulted in either superficial 
discussions and/or incomplete or quickly rendered images.
A significant finding for me about the instructional strategies was the teachers’ 
reluctance or inability to assist their students in producing more detailed or considered 
images. The teachers sometimes expressed their disappointment with the visual results, 
but were not sure how to improve or modify what the students had produced. If they 
had encouraged their students to look at a variety of visual resources and to take the 
time to complete their images, the visual responses would probably have been more 
detailed and informative. Even though the teachers had received some art training 
during the Professional Development Sessions, it was obvious that much more was 
required to enable them to discern how an image could be enriched or when it was 
considered ‘complete.’
They pointed out that the most effective aspect of all of their strategies was the critical 
analysis of the children’s cultural images. Because of the Professional Development 
Sessions, which addressed how they might discuss, analyse, and interpret images, the 
teachers felt prepared to test out this aspect of each lesson. They also utilised aspects of 
the Noddings and Shore’s (1984) instructional model when conducting their lessons. 
Establishing a comfortable atmosphere and introducing the topic so that students could 
first think about it, then feel comfortable entering the discussion were the two most 
obvious steps that were applied.
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The teachers showed sensitivity in dealing with the personal or cultural issues that 
arose. Although some students did share details about their lives, dialogue about issues 
such as prejudice and racial discrimination were generally not encouraged. Exploring 
more negative aspects of intercultural understanding might have taken place if the 
teachers had (a) received previous training in how to present these issues, (b) developed 
more than four lessons, and/or (c) chosen to explore issues such as how it feels to be 
part of a certain cultural group.
Terry noted that the images tended to be symbolic depictions rather than images that 
expressed emotions and feeling about cultural experiences. This she found puzzling 
because they were comfortable dealing with these experiences in written form.
Preferred learning styles might have been responsible for the students’ ability to 
communicate more easily in writing than with images. Also it is likely that the students’ 
lack of experience in visually expressing personal or social issues, was a possible 
reason.
Evaluation of Students Outcomes
It was obvious from the verbal, written and visual responses that a certain degree of 
cultural and intercultural understanding had taken place. Students often said that they 
had finally learned what the word ‘culture’ meant. They understood, from their 
examination of the images, that other cultures lived in New Brunswick as well as 
Canada and the World. There was an expressed desire in a number of instances to 
know about the children who had created the cultural images. Although cultural 
‘understandings’ were apparent in their verbal and written responses, often their visual 
images did not reveal the same degree of intercultural understanding as did their
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writing. Instead they depicted their favourite objects, activities and celebrations using 
stereotyped cultural symbols or signs such as flags.
This supports the findings of research in which Murray (1994) observed that her 
students tended to make images in a “factual manner rather than as a creative response” 
(p.86). This, she felt, resulted from her instructing them to draw what they knew about 
Irish immigrants. In this study, the students were also asked to create ‘informative’ 
images. This might explain the predominant use of symbols and/or signs rather than 
imaginative and expressive content. According to the visual literacy theory of codes and 
conventions all forms of images impart information and can be decoded, to varying 
degrees, depending on how they are constructed (Buchanan, 1997).
The teachers tended to focus on increasing students’ personal understanding of culture 
rather than exploring the experiences of other cultural groups. The art criticism aspect of 
the lessons, however, seemed to promote the students’ intercultural understanding to a 
greater degree than the visual or written response activities. When the students 
discussed and analysed an image or wrote down their interpretations, they seemed 
involved in investigating the meaning it communicated about a person who might have 
come from another culture. Because the teachers had decided not to use the 
accompanying text with the images, the students’ questions about the children who had 
created the images, were never answered. Perhaps their intercultural understanding 
would have been deepened had they been able to read the accompanying texts.
As it was, the students said that they had learned about other cultures from observing 
and interpreting the images. They also indicated their desire to know more about other 
cultures in general, since it was apparent that prior to taking part in the lessons, they 
knew very little about the major cultural groups living in New Brunswick. Utilising
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methods of art criticism for exploring the children’s cultural images, therefore, did help 
to increase the students’ intercultural understanding. The visual response activities, on 
the other hand, tended to focus on personal and cultural identity rather than intercultural 
understanding, so therefore, did not reveal how the students felt towards other cultural 
groups or what their stereotyped notions were of other cultures.
Given some of the teachers’ level of expertise in image making and visual literacy, it 
was not surprising that they were unsure how to encourage their students to visually 
communicate their feelings. They pointed out that they were ‘more comfortable’ with 
the art criticism methods of image analysis rather than the visual response activities 
because they involved discussions and written responses, which were more familiar to 
the teachers as learning styles and modes of communication.
Through the evaluation of (a) the content of the lessons, (b) the instructional strategies, 
and (c) the learning outcomes of the students, it was possible to determine whether or 
not the students’ intercultural understanding had increased. The four teachers felt that 
they were able to increase their students’ understanding through the utilisation of the 
Visual Resource. They achieved this mostly through the critical analysis aspect of their 
strategies, and not to the same extent through their visual response activities. Additional 
training for elementary teachers in visual art skills and literacy was identified as a factor 
in their ability to (a) heighten their students’ ability to communicate visually, and (b) 
enable them to visually express their thoughts about personal or cultural issues.
My Reflections on Cycle Three
My presence in the classrooms as a non-participant observa* seemed to have had little or 
no effect on the students’ behaviour or levels of attention during the lessons. This might
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have been the case because it was common practice for other teachers and assistants to 
come in and out of the classrooms during class time. The tape recorder was sometimes 
noticed at the beginning of class, but because it was stationary and left on throughout 
the introduction, the students soon lost interest in it and focused on the lesson.
Utilising the Images to Stimulate Discussion and Analvsis
In most cases the discussions which took place, as part of each teacher’s art criticism 
strategy, revealed the students’ understanding of what they felt the images were trying 
to represent. The teachers often asked questions to personally involve the students in 
thinking about the concepts of culture and heritage such as: “Are daily activities part of 
culture?”, “Do you know where your grandparents lived?” and “What symbols could 
you use to represent your family?” Further investigation into any one of these questions 
could have lead to the examination of other images and artifacts. In this way the 
students’ imaginations would have been ‘enriched’ so that their response images might 
have contained more details and been less stereotypical.
The Students’ Response Images
On reflection, it would have been an advantage for the teachers to have had the 
assistance of an art teacher with the response activities as several of the images that 
were generated were not well executed or were quickly done with little thought about 
the quality of the final piece of art work. Even though they had spent adequate time 
asking the students to look and discuss the children’s cultural/ethnic images, they also 
needed to help the students develop their response images.
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Because of the teachers’ lack of art training, however, they did not usually assist or 
guide the students artistically; and as a result, several of the students’ response images 
imitated those contained in the Visual Resource. Reference material, visuals, 
photographs and artifacts from home might have provided more visual stimulation for 
the specific response activities. In some cases students did use their own symbols as 
well as their imaginations in creating response images. According to Edwards (1989), 
the more visual details a person observes, the better able they are to create images from 
their imaginations. On reflection it might have been insightful for the teachers to have 
seen what an art educator would have done with the same strategies.
The purpose of utilising the children’s images was to provide a catalyst for promoting 
discussion about cultural and intercultural understanding. Although the teachers utilised 
the Visual Resource for the purposes of discussion, the students often saw the 
children’s cultural images as examples of how they should respond visually. In the 
students’ previous experiences of an art lesson where they viewed other students’ 
work, this would likely have been done to show examples of how to do the project. It 
is understandable, therefore, that the students in this study sometimes chose to imitate 
the children’s cultural images..
Use of Accompanying Texts
Although most of the students were able to identify much of the information being 
visually represented, the accompanying texts could have helped to clarify certain points 
and add useful information to the analytical process. On the teachers’ response forms 
from the first Professional Development Session, three of them pointed out that in some 
cases, the texts would be have been helpful for clarification, and yet, in their lessons
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they did not choose to refer to the texts. At times I felt that the texts would have 
enriched the discussions and increased the students’ intercultural understanding.
To some extent, however, the fact that the teachers did not use the text put greater 
emphasis on the ‘looking aspect’ of the lesson. Had the teachers provided the texts, 
therefore, the students might not have paid such close attention to the images. The 
connections between image and text is a complex one and one that has been 
investigated. For this study, however, I chose not to focus on it as a main research 
area, but instead, acknowledge that the use of text might have clarified or validated the 
student’s interpretations of the images.
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSIONS & IMPLICATIONS
Introduction
This chapter is presented in two parts. In part one the problem area is restated and 
the cycles in the action research are summarised. Conclusions about the key 
concepts informing the research as a whole, which were intercultural understanding 
and visual awareness, and art education are arrived at and the practical implications 
for (a) the four teachers who participated and (b) the New Brunswick elementary 
curriculum are discussed. In the second part of the chapter conclusions are reached 
about the action research method, its appropriateness for the study and finally 
suggestions are made about future research.
Restatement of the Problem Area
At the time the research began, global education and multiculturalism, within the 
province of New Brunswick, were being promoted by the Department of Education 
in school programs, yet only social studies at the elementary level addressed these 
concepts (Sterling, 1992; Petrie, 1992). Global educators had stressed, however, 
that in order to increase concepts such as intercultural understanding, which means 
the mutual awareness and acceptance of people with diverse cultural/ethnic 
backgrounds (Hanvey, 1976), it must be infused into all school subjects.
Even though art educators (Chalmers, 1982; Congdoh, 1989; Mason, 1988) have 
suggested that art criticism offers an approach to discussing and analysing cultural
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images that could be a valuable means for increasing intercultural understanding, the 
New Brunswick elementary art curriculum does not contain instructional strategies 
that explore either (a) art criticism or (b) global education concepts. In the 
researcher's experience, teachers at the elementary level also lack the necessary 
training in art education theories and practices to enable them to implement art 
criticism strategies that emphasise cultural or global concepts such as intercultural
understanding.
Cycles in the Action Research
The research began with a review of literature about the definitions of culture, the 
development of cultural attitudes and the role of visual awareness in increasing 
students intercultural understanding through the use of visual images. Because these 
issues were not being addressed in initial teacher education in New Brunswick, 
intercultural teacher training programs in other countries were scrutinised and a 
decision was made to adopt action research with teachers as a means of addressing 
curriculum development
This action research set out to test a working hypothesis that four New Brunswick 
teachers' and their students' intercultural understanding could be increased through 
the critical analysis of children's cultural images. In order to address this 
hypothesis, a plan of action was developed which contained the following cycles.
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Cycle One
In Cycle One, elementary principals in six school districts of New Brunswick were 
contacted in order to find elementary teachers who were willing to participate in 
creating a Visual Resource. Six teachers were identified in three districts. Then the 
teachers were requested to ask their grade five students (age 10) to create images 
depicting their cultural identity and/or heritage. Altogether ninety two children’s 
cultural images were collected and sent to me.
Cycle Two
In Cycle Two, I conducted three Professional Development Sessions for the 
teachers to prepare them for the formulation and testing out of instructional 
strategies which utilised a Visual Resource, comprised of twenty-six of the 
children's cultural images. Each of the sessions is described below.
In Session One a rationale for and description of action research, the teachers’ role 
as researchers, the concepts of visual awareness and literacy were discussed, and an 
art criticism method of image analysis was selected. In addition, the teachers 
participated in visual awareness exercises which included learning basic 
observational drawing skills as a means of (a) increasing their visual awareness, (b) 
instilling confidence in their own image making ability, and (c) developing effective 
instructional strategies for utilising children’s cultural images as a Visual Resource.
In Sessions Two and Three, the children’s cultural images collected in Cycle One, 
were examined by the teachers and possible instructional strategies, for utilising
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them with their students, were identified and shared. Between Sessions Three and 
the next action cycle, each teacher developed and finalised four lessons containing 
the instructional strategies of art criticism and image making.
Cvcle Three
The children's cultural images created in Cycle One were analysed in this cycle by 
3/4,5, and 7 students according to the steps included in Feldman’s (1970) art 
criticism model of image analysis which were: description, analysis, interpretation 
and judgement/evaluation. The main objective of Cycle Three involved the ‘testing 
out’ of the instructional strategies of art criticism and image making.
In order to evaluate the lessons containing the strategies, each one was observed 
and recorded on an audio-tape. Once a lesson was completed, a student was 
interviewed and the researcher and teacher concerned discussed what had taken 
place. Both the teachers and students were asked to fill in response forms (semi­
structured questionnaires). The teachers were asked to explain in what ways and to 
what extent the instructional strategies had increased the students’ intercultural 
understanding. Their students were asked about the instructions for each lesson and 
what they had learned.
Findings and Conclusions
In this section of the chapter conclusions about the key concepts of intercultural 
understanding, visual awareness, and art education are discussed based on research 
carried out with a sample of only four teachers. Conclusions are arrived at from
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analysis of (a) the action research data including the researcher’s recorded 
observations of lessons, and (b) informal discussions with the participating 
teachers, transcripts of interviews with students, the teachers' and students' 
response forms, video-tapes of the Professional Development Sessions and the 
children’s cultural images, and (c) methods and models of instruction such as 
Noddings and Shore (1984 ) and Bandura (1977 ) introduced during the 
Professional Development Sessions and adapted by the teachers for use during their 
lessons.
Teaching and Learning about Intercultural Understanding
The potential for increasing intercultural understanding through the critical analysis 
of children' cultural images was revealed to a large extent through the testing out of 
instructional strategies that were contained in the teachers’ lessons, and by 
analysing the students’ responses. In general, the four teachers concluded that their 
students were capable of describing, analysing and interpreting the children’s 
cultural images contained in the Visual Resource. Moreover, they claimed that by 
utilising the art criticism method for analysing the cultural images in each lesson, 
their students had gained a greater understanding of their own and other children’s 
cultural identity and heritage.
The teachers' response forms revealed that all four teachers were surprised at how 
verbally responsive their students were to the children’s cultural images in the 
Visual Resource and how inquisitive they were about the children who had created 
them. From their reactions, recorded on these forms and informal conversations, it 
was possible to conclude that they had not previously realised the potential of visual
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images to evoke such interactive discussions. It appears, therefore, that their 
appreciation and understanding of the communicative capacity of images had 
increased as a result of testing out their instructional strategies.
The length of time spent on the critical analysis of the Visual Resource and the 
complexity of the students responses to children’s cultural images varied from one 
lesson to another. In some cases, the teachers took an hour and a half (more than 
one class) to discuss the images and their contents, while other teachers briefly 
showed the students a few chosen images for five minutes at the start of a class. 
Their reasons for varying the time for analysing the images depended on (a) the way 
they used the art criticism method (b) whether or not the instructional strategy of art 
criticism was being tested out for the first time or was repeated, and (c) the level of 
receptiveness of the students to the Visual Resource, which depended to a certain 
degree on the grade level. Terry, who tested her strategies with grade seven 
students, concluded that it was easily possible to have an hour long discussion with 
her students because they were older and had longer attention spans than children in 
grade five.
She also concluded that a student’s ability to participate in the discussions, to some 
extent, depended on their previous exposure to different cultures as a result of 
travelling and/or having other culturally enriching experiences such as living in an 
ethnically diverse urban environment. This conclusion verified the findings by 
Nadaner (1984) in his study that children who have close contact or interact with 
other cultures are more knowledgeable about, receptive to and tolerant of diversity.
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The cultural imagery in the Visual Resource was largely stereotypical. It included 
symbols of Canada and other nations, such as flags and of the various cultural 
groups living in New Brunswick. For instance, some children drew shamrocks to 
depict the Irish and teepees to represent the Aboriginal populations. In informal 
discussions, the teachers expressed confidence in their own ability to ‘read’ the 
images and had no hesitation in utilising them in class. It also helped that the 
teachers had participated in the selection of the images, and were therefore, already 
familiar with their cultural content The transcripts, interview data and response 
forms together showed that, through the observation, interpretation and discussion 
of the images their students made certain connections and saw relationships between 
the various symbols and stereotypes contained in them. In this way the students 
were able to draw some conclusions about the cultural backgrounds of the children 
who had created the images.
Although the students’ intercultural understanding did increase to a certain degree as 
a result of the teachers’ instructional strategies of art criticism, it was concluded that 
conducting only four classes with the same Visual Resource mainly acted as a 
‘starting point’ for exploring this concept As Terry pointed out her instructional 
strategies only addressed ‘the tip of the iceberg’ in terms of what her students 
needed to know about other cultures. In informal discussions with the four teachers 
it was concluded that they needed to learn more about the meaning and significance 
of culture and intercultural understanding in order to improve upon or extend their 
lessons.
This confirmed Banks’s (1988) findings about strategies for promoting cross- 
cultural understanding which were described in the review of literature. He pointed 
out that teachers and students must start by knowing themselves, then their culture
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and finally leam about other cultures. In this study the four teachers seemed to 
follow a similar sequence to Banks in developing the emphasis of their lessons. In 
most cases their lessons focused first on analysing the children’s cultural images, 
and discussing their own cultural identity and heritage, and finally examining those 
of other cultures. Because of the limitations imposed by the teacher’s lack of 
knowledge of other cultures and time restrictions, the last level of understanding 
was the least explored in this study.
Another finding of this research was that students require not only primary source 
materials such as the Visual Resource but also secondary source materials in the 
form of additional cultural information, in order to be able to have more in-depth 
discussions about other cultures. In general, teachers likely need to utilise a similar 
Visual Resource as well as identify additional visual materials in order to introduce 
cultural concepts and enrich their students’ cultural learning experiences.
From the teachers’ expressed lack of cultural knowledge, revealed during informal 
discussions and the students’ written and visual responses collected at the end of 
Cycle Three, it was apparent that cultural or global concepts had not been 
previously emphasised in the teachers’ or students’ education. The teachers and I 
concluded that, in order to ensure that concepts such as culture and intercultural 
understanding are being adequately addressed, teachers first need to be informed 
about their meaning, and then there must be more of an effort made to infuse these 
concepts into every subject area.
Banks (1995) emphasised, however, that it is not enough to simply teach about 
intercultural understanding in every subject area but that a int^disciplinaiy approach 
should be taken. This view has been supported by art educators (Chalmers, 1982;
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Blandy & Congdon, 1987; McFee, 1966) who suggest that socially relevant 
concepts such as intercultural understanding should be explored by relating the 
content of subject areas such as social studies and art.
Had the teachers and their students been better informed and more knowledgeable 
about culture and intercultural understanding prior to the testing out of strategies, it 
is likely that the verbal, written and visual responses would have been less 
superficial or stereotypical. It was clear from the response forms that the teachers 
were a key factor in ensuring that their students gained some understanding of these 
concepts. Therefore, unless these teachers are exposed to more in-depth information 
about culture, and intercultural understanding, it is unlikely that their students’ 
understanding will increase significantly. As previously mentioned, a limitation or 
weakness of this research was the teachers’ lack of knowledge about cultural 
concepts.
Even though a finding of this research was that the students’ intercultural 
understanding did not increase significantly as a result of the teachers’ four lessons, 
the Visual Resource did act as valuable catalyst for discussion about and inquiry 
into culture and intercultural understanding. The teachers also pointed out that one 
of the greatest benefits of participating in this research was being able to utilise the 
Visual Resource because almost no ethnic or cultural images are presently available 
as resources in New Brunswick schools. Having access to children’s images of 
different cultural groups was seen by the teachers to be very beneficial, not only for 
stimulating discussions in art but any subject in which cultural issues are being 
explored. It was concluded that the utilisation of the Visual Resource (a) provided 
important insights into what elementary teachers might need to leam about culture 
and intercultural understanding, and (a) helped to identify ways in which teachers
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The teachers agreed with this flexible approach to using the art criticism steps 
because they said it gave them more freedom to decide what aspect, in the analysis 
of an image, was most relevant to their lesson and it allowed them to focus their 
students’ attention on a particular step in the analysis process at any one time.
A finding of this research was that the description and interpretation steps of the art 
criticism model helped to increase intercultural understanding more than the othCTS. 
The teachers pointed out that these steps encouraged extensive classroom 
discussions which was considered one of the most important aims of the research. 
The sharing of the students’ personal and cultural identities during class discussions 
provided evidence on which conclusions were reached about their understanding of 
the concept of culture and cultural heritage as well as the knowledge and 
information they had gained about other children.
It is possible, however, that other models of image analysis such as the Semiotic 
model used in media studies could have also been effective in dealing with social or 
global concepts. Duncum (1997) who supported the use of the semiotic concepts of 
codes and conventions in art education has stated that in order for students to 
appreciate the complexities of images in today’s world, teachers must offer “a 
socially levelled, semiotic conception of culture” (p.77).
Conclusions about Instructional Models
Although the art criticism model encouraged discussion about images, it did not 
address how to discuss personally sensitive subject matter with children such as 
issues about personal identity and cultural heritage. To address this weakness of the 
art criticism model, I decided, before the Professional Development Sessions, tcT^
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follow the Noddings and Shore (1984) instructional model during the sessions 
which emphasises the need to create a comfortable and receptive atmosphe-e in 
which teachers and their students could feel comfortable about expressing their 
personal views. I utilised this model of instruction in the Professional Development 
Sessions so that the teachers would have an appropriate approach to follow with 
their students during the testing out of their instructional strategies.
In conclusion, the choice of the Noddings and Shore instructional model proved to 
be appropriate for the Professional Development Sessions in that it provided a 
framework on which the teachers could model their own strategies. Their model, 
which included instruction for: setting the atmosphere, engaging students and 
questing for information, was successful in encouraging discussion and sharing 
amongst the teachers. The teachers utilised these steps with their students, either in 
the order suggested, or individually depending on what seemed to be the most 
appropriate in a given situation. For instance, Anne started her first lesson by 
following the steps sequentially, but after a comfortable atmosphere was established 
and discussion had begun, she did not need to ‘set the tone’ again in the same way 
for the next lessons.
From my observations during the lessons it was possible to determine that the 
students responded well to their teachers’ attempts to make them ‘comfortable’ 
about sharing personal stories and perceptions about culture. In most cases the 
students readily offered answers to questions and contributed information about 
their own cultural experiences and family backgrounds, which in most cases was 
Anglo-Canadian.
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According to Gardner (1991) and Williams (1983), teachers need to have the 
flexibility and freedom to incorporate a variety of multi-faceted instructional 
strategies in their lessons such as requesting their students to: provide written 
descriptions, examine cultural artifacts, and read or teU stories. In this study the 
teachers were encouraged to utilise any teaching approach or instructional strategies 
that they felt would best suit their objectives and situation. In conclusion, a positive 
attitude, on the part of the four teachers toward the planning of their lessons and 
ultimately their participation in the research, resulted partly from having the freedom 
to adopt a multi-faceted approach in planning their lessons.
Teaching and Learning about Visual Understanding
The four teachers in this study did not have previous training in art theories and 
practises. Since visual understanding and literacy were central considerations 
throughout this study, I decided that Professional Development Sessions must be 
offered before they utilised the Visual Resource in order to familiarise the teachers 
with (a) the concepts of visual understanding and literacy, and (b) an art criticism 
method of image analysis.
Exposing the teachers to approaches for increasing visual awareness and literacy 
became a key aspect of the Professional Development Sessions. The approaches 
they were shown, shaped to a considerable degree, how they chose to introduce 
their students to the images in the Visual Resource. As a result of the teachers’ 
experiences in the Professional Development Sessions, they were able to focus their 
students’ attention through in-depth looking, and then on the description, analysis 
and interpretation aspects of the art criticism model.
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The observation of details contained in the children’s cultural images was 
emphasised by the teachers in each strategy because, during the seven awareness 
exercises in Session One, which emphasised in-depth observation and drawing 
skills, the teachers claimed they had learned to see the visual environment in “a new 
and complex way.” The teachers concluded that their new level of awareness, 
gained in the Professional Development Sessions, had changed their approach to 
teaching about images in general. The potential for images to convey or 
communicate personal or cultural information had been realised by the teachers, and 
therefore, played an important role in the development of their instructional 
strategies.
Although the teachers were positive about their ‘new level of awareness,’ they 
pointed out that it would be necessary for them to learn more about visual literacy 
and image making skills in order to be truly effective in promoting the use of the 
visual mode of communication as part of any learning experience. They concluded 
that assisting their students with responses to images and examining globally 
significant issues such as intercultural understanding would require a greater 
understanding of both visual literacy and image making. With a greater 
understanding they ntight be able to help their students move beyond symbolic or 
stereotypical cultural imagery. Even though they had received some instruction 
during the Professional Development Sessions, the teachers’ general lack of training 
and experience in visual literacy and image making were limitations of the research 
which affected the quality of the response images.
The implications for teacher training are that in order to effectively utilise children’s 
cultural images as a means of stimulating or encouraging visual responses, 
opportunities should be created for the four teachers to learn more about the
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concepts of visual awareness and literacy, image making and methods of image 
analysis. Without exposure to these concepts and practices, these elementary 
teachers cannot realistically be expected to utilise a Visual Resource to its greatest 
potential.
Both the students and the teachers concluded that it was necessary to develop image 
making skills in order to more effectively portray cultural concepts through visual 
means. The teachers pointed out that having had the opportunity to explore 
observational drawing techniques in Session One of the Professional Development 
Sessions not only increased their visual awareness level but also sensitised them to 
the difficulties their students might have in creating more detailed or less 
stereotypic^ response images.
During the Professional Development Sessions the teachers were also exposed to 
the elements and principles of art and design as a means of learning art terminology 
and understanding the formal composition of images. Even though the teachers had 
been exposed to art terminology, they felt that more training was required in order 
to be able to thoroughly explore and participate in the various steps of the art 
criticism model. I concluded from their comments that elementary teachers might 
need to learn more about art terminology before participating in an art criticism 
model of image analysis.
Another finding of this research was that, even though the art criticism model 
emphasised the discussion of images, models of instruction such as the one 
proposed by Noddings and Shore needed to be employed along with it during the 
Professional Development Sessions to p'ovide a model of how to introduce 
sensitive subject matter in classroom settings. A limitation of the art criticism model.
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therefore, was that it did not address how teachers should discuss concepts such as 
cultural heritage with their students.
At present there are few if any art specialists working at the elementary level in New 
Brunswick to assist teachers in their classrooms or provide inservice training in 
basic art skills such as visual literacy and methods of image analysis. Without 
specialised training, therefore, there will likely be little opportunity for the four 
teachers who participated in the research to gain additional training in visual 
awareness, visual literacy, art criticism and image making skills.
The importance of art as a form of communication needs to be realised by 
Department of Education administrators who determine the emphasis placed on 
subject areas within the school system. As Curtiss (1987) and Amheim (1986) have 
said, the neglect in education of images, given that they are as one of the most 
valuable sources of information and vehicles of personal expression, is inexcusable, 
especially in a world that is becoming increasingly visual. Images of all kinds are 
seen by the thousands on a daily basis and yet there is little or no opportunity for 
children within the New Brunswick elementary school system to analyse and/or 
understand their meaning or to learn to respond visually.
Art education at the University level could also make inservice training and courses 
in art theory and practices, for both student and practicing elementary teachers, a 
priority. With the involvement and commitment of both the Department of 
Education and the University, elementary teachers might receive the appropriate 
training and guidance needed to teach art and participate in art curriculum reform.
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The misconception that elementary art in New Brunswick is a subject lacking depth 
and purpose can only be addressed by creating opportunities, similar to those 
developed in this research, for elementary teachers and their students to learn about 
the value of visual expression and communication. This perspective is supported by 
the research of Laura Chapman (1978) who examined art education teacher training 
and classroom practices at the elementary level in the United States. Once 
opportunities were made available for teachers to learn about the educational value 
of visual art then exploring culturally relevant concepts such as intercultural 
understanding through visual means at the elementary level were seen as appropriate 
and vital to their students’ education as a whole.
Conclusions about Art Education in New Brunswick
As previously mentioned, if New Brunswick elementary teachers are to be fully 
prepared in both intercultural understanding and visual awareness, they likely need 
to participate in specialised training programs or attend additional Professional 
Development Sessions that address these concepts. At present the Professional 
Development Sessions that I offered represented the only training in these concepts 
that the four teachers who participated had ever received.
According to Banks (1988), Brislin & Yoshida (1994), training programs that focus 
on intercultural understanding should include a wide range of ‘culture specific 
knowledge’ such as work, time, space, language, gender roles, importance of the 
group, importance of the individual, rituals, superstitions, hierarchies, status and 
values. They suggested that aU educators should become more knowledgeable about 
this culture specific information so they are able to develop effective and sensitive 
strategies that encourage their students to discuss and analyse their individual and
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cultural identities. In this way students might ultimately learn to be more accepting 
and tolerant of cultural diversity on a local, regional and global level.
According to Dondis (1973), visual awareness and literacy training for teachers 
should (a) emphasise the potential of images to communicate a person’s thoughts 
and attitudes, (b) stress visual literacy so that teachers become receptive to various 
forms of visual information encountered on a daily basis, and (c) teach them how to 
observe and critically consider and analyse visual content. He stated that, for 
teachers to become visually literate, they should gain a sufficient level of visual 
skills and knowledge to provide assistance and instruction in image making. Given 
that elementary teachers in New Brunswick in general receive little or no art 
education training, it is not surprising that the four teachers in this study often 
expressed their inadequacies in their ability to offer art instruction.
With no professional development and a limited understanding of what comprises 
elementary art, untrained teachers might assume that art education is about teaching 
‘techniques’ and not about exploring socially relevant concepts such as intercultural 
understanding. If teachers were trained in ways to explore global issues through 
image analysis and image making, perhaps their perception of elementary art as 
simply a ‘technique oriented’ subject would change.
Perhaps if elementary teachers, in general, were taught how to increase their 
student’s intercultural understanding and were also shown how to assist their 
students in image making, visual art as a subject at the elementary level might gain 
more importance as a form of communication. If art were perceived by teachers as a 
valuable means of expression and communication, they might encourage their
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students to create images to be discussed and exchanged as they were in Nadaner’s 
( 1984) study, or analysed as a means of learning about other student’s cultural 
heritage.
For teachers to address global education concepts through visual means in schools, 
teacher training programs might need to emphasise the concepts of intercultural 
understanding, visual awareness, image analysis, and visual literacy, in order to 
prepare teachers to be‘cuniculum developers’ capable of formulating instructional 
strategies that address these concepts through visual means. The degree to which 
their students would then become culturally knowledgeable, as well as visually 
expressive, would likely depend on the professional development that their teachers 
received. The cultural biases and attitudes of their teachers would probably 
influence the quality of the students’ learning experiences, so therefore, the learning 
process for teachers might first start with an examination of their own personal and 
cultural attitudes.
Art Education and Intercultural Understanding
Within art education the exchange of children’s cultural images has become an 
acceptable way of learning about the personal and cultural experiences of others. 
Several art educators (Delacruz, 1996 ; DePillars, 1990; Nadaner, 1984), however, 
have identified the need for more research to take place in order to develop visual 
resources and curriculum materials for the teaching of such concepts as intercultural 
understanding. To infuse these global concepts across the curriculum visual
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resources, utilised in art should, could also be made available to other subject areas. 
Understanding the cultural content of images, as an aspect of art education, can 
increase students’ awareness of self and others and enrich their visual experiences 
in general.
In this action research a method of art criticism was applied which proved effective 
in involving four New Brunswick elementary teachers and their students in 
discussions about the children’s cultural images. As previously mentioned, art 
educators often explore sensitive issues through visual means but elementary 
teachers who have no training in art might also need to be exposed to ways of 
encouraging open discussions about sensitive topics such as the Noddings and 
Shore instruction model.
The art criticism model utilised in this research required that the four teachers had a 
certain knowledge and understanding of art terminology and visual literacy. In 
conclusion, when art educators develop a Visual Resource and other materials for 
use by elementary teachers, exposure to approaches such as the Noddings and 
Shore instructional model and art terminology might be needed to ensure that the 
teachers will be able to effectively utilise art criticism methods of image analysis for 
increasing intercultural understanding.
Practical Implications for the Participating Teachers and Curriculum 
Reform in New Brunswick
If the participating teachers had a greater understanding of intercultural issues and 
visual awareness they might have been better able to elevate the role and place of 
visual art as a means of exploring socially and cultural significant concepts in the
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classroom. Given the level of learning which did take place in their lessons, partly 
as a result of the training they had received in the Professional Development 
Sessions, they were able to see a certain increase in their students’ intercultural 
understanding. As previously mentioned, cultural and intercultural understanding 
are perceived to be educationally important by global educators and school officials 
in New Brunswick yet they represent one of the least developed areas of the 
curriculum. For this reason alone, it might be crucial that elementary teachers in 
general receive more comprehensive professional development and/ or opportunities 
to carry out research before introducing these concepts.
The present elementary art curriculum in New Brunswick does not address global 
education concepts, and if intercultural understanding is to be infused in all subject 
areas across the curriculum it might be necessary for cultural information and 
instructional strategies to be included in art. This study identified several possible 
instructional strategies involving an art criticism method of image analysis and 
image making which could be considered by provincial curriculum advisors as 
supplementary curriculum resources.
The existing elementary art curriculum is largely comprised of image making 
strategies. If art criticism strategies were to be included they would provide teachers 
with another means of exploring images, and enable them to involve their students 
in image analysis as a way to learn about social or cultural concepts. In this study 
images were used instrumentally to ‘communicate’ information and concepts. 
Learning about the role art as a form of communication might also be a viable 
reason for including image analysis strategies in the elementary art curriculum.
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Conclusions about Action Research
Action research was undertaken as a means of identifying ways in which the 
elementary art curriculum could be expanded to include instructional strategies for 
teaching intercultural understanding.The four teachers, therefore were participating 
in the formulation of a Visual Resource and accompanying instructional strategies 
that might contribute to the modification of the New Brunswick art curriculum.
Action research proved to be well suited to this form of classroom inquiry because it 
allowed flexibility and reformulation of the action plan as the research continued. 
Because the classroom teachers who participated in the development and testing out 
of instructional strategies were accustomed to adjusting and modifying lessons and 
programs in order to meet the needs of their students, this form of research did not 
seem unfamiliar or unusual to them. The four teachers in this research, therefore, 
suggested that more teachers should participate in classroom research since they are 
ultimately central to any curriculum change and implementation process that takes 
place. As Shor and Freire (1987) had indicated, teachers must ‘research’ their 
students and then make the necessary changes in the curriculum to enable their 
students to learn more effectively.
The version of action research used in this study was adapted from the model 
developed by Elliott in 1991. The theoretical basis of this action research was also 
influenced by Carr and Kemmis (1986) who strongly recommend the involvement 
of teachers in curriculum development and reform. In this study’s action plan which 
was similar to the one in Elliott’s model, as one cycle came to an end the actions that 
had taken place were reflected on and evaluated in order to determine the actions of 
the next cycle. Unlike the cycles in his model, however, the ones in this study did
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not necessarily end with a reformulation of the action plan. In most cases the cycles 
concluded with our reflections.
According to Elliott, Carr and Kemmis reflection is central to action research. In this 
study the teachers and I considered it to be an essential means of deciding what had 
worked in a particular strategy and what actions needed to be modified or enriched 
in some way. By constantly sharing our reflections and insights into the lessons and 
the students’ responses, it was possible to determine whether or not certain 
strategies were effective in increasing intercultural understanding.
Elliott, Carr and Kemmis, suggested that a facilitator could take part in action 
research in order to help to determine the direction or plan of the research. In this 
action research, in addition to facilitating, I also played a ‘leadership’ role in 
developing the original action plan and designing the Professional Development 
Sessions for the participating teachers.
My decision to act as a facilitator and not adopt an insider’s role in the development 
of and testing out of the instructional strategies likely influenced the quality of the 
students’ visual responses. For instance, there were situations during the teachers’ 
lessons in which I wanted to help clarify a point or assist the students with their 
image making, but as a non-participant observer, this was not possible. By not 
directly influencing the instructional strategies the problems faced by the teachers 
were more apparent to me, and therefore, were easier to isolate for future reference 
and research.
The teachers and I considered the testing out of new instructional strategies in a 
classroom setting to be highly effective and practical. It allowed for modifications to
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the action plan as the study continued and for the formative evaluation of findings of 
the research on an on going basis. In that way it mirrored the natural process of 
making changes in educational settings in which teachers are constantly aware of 
and responding to changes in their students’ levels of interest, knowledge and 
participation.
An unexpected aspect of this action research project was the gradual shift in the 
responsibility for decision making. At first I presented the concept of action 
research to the four teachers who had agreed to participate, and explained the 
possible cycles that could take place. The teachers were in agreement with the 
format and expressed their confidence in my ability to facilitate the study. In Cycle 
Two, however, the teachers gradually became more active and involved in making 
decisions about such crucial matters as the selection of the twenty six images to be 
utilised as the Visual Resource and the instructional strategies they decided would 
work the best with their students. Although the teachers made decisions about the 
choice of images and instructional strategies in the last two cycles, I continued to 
facilitate the coordination of the action steps within each cycle.
A critical aspect to the success or failure of this action research was the development 
of a rapport with the teachers. This was possible primarily because I was also a 
teacher, and therefore, understood and respected their work. A conclusion was 
reached that it would not have been possible to carry out this form of research if the 
teachers and I had not had a vay comfortable working relationship, especially 
considering that the four teachers did not previously know me and were not under 
any professional obligation to participate in this study.
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One of the limitations of the action research method was that it generated data in 
several forms from different sources. As a result, the data required a great deal of 
organisation and time to determine the findings. My observations during the 
lessons, and the teachers’ and students’ verbal and written responses did provide 
data from three different perspectives which was important for triangulation 
purposes. Although other methods of research such as case studies or surveys 
could have been used for determining the effectiveness of art criticism for increasing 
intercultural understanding, action research allowed for the examination of 
instructional strategies ‘in use’ from the perspectives of the teachers, students and 
the researcher.
Another limitation or weakness of this action research was the small number of 
teachers who participated. Without a larger number of teachers to test out strategies 
it was not possible to validate findings that might apply to elementary teachers in 
general. The four teachers’ reflections and conclusions about this research could 
only act as a beginning point for additional research into the use of art criticism as a 
means of increasing intercultural understanding.
Suggestions for Future Research
The four teachers and I concluded that global education concepts such as 
intercultural understanding can be infused, to a certain extent, into art programs 
through art criticism. A finding of this research, however, was that the four teachers 
and their students lacked knowledge about the concept of culture, and the different 
cultural groups living in the province. Considering that Anglo-Canadians, 
Francophones and Aboriginals live in close proximity to one another in many areas 
of the province and often attend the same schools, opportunities could to be created
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for teachers and students to learn about each other’s cultural experiences. Images 
represent one mode of communication that could be utilised by teachers in 
order to motivate and stimulate discussions and analysis, but as the four teachers in 
this study concluded, other forms of information are also needed to enrich such 
learning experiences.
As previously mentioned, resources might be required by teachers to effectively 
teach about other cultures. This research revealed that the untutored cultural images 
of children from different ethnic backgrounds could serve as viable and ^ propriate 
resources for stimulating classroom discussions about cultural diversity. Any 
teacher, therefore, who sees the communicative and expressive potential of images, 
could develop a similar Visual Resource for teaching global education concepts. The 
children’s images could be utilised not only in art but in any subject area in which 
global education concepts such as intercultural understanding were being 
emphasised. In this way teachers could partly resolve the need for cultural resources 
and instill in their students the understanding that visual images are a vital and 
necessary form of communication. Stressing the role that images play in 
communication and education by involving students in image analysis could add a 
new dimension to the existing elementary art curriculum as well as demonstrate how 
images relate to other subject areas such as social studies.
The art criticism method of image analysis utilised in this study proved to be an 
effective and appropriate means of initiating discussion about cultural content 
Research involving other methods of images analysis might also reveal approaches 
that would work as well or better in addressing socially relevant subject matter in 
different contexts.
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The conclusions and implications of this research are based on the findings 
generated by my work with four teachers. Further research with a larger number of 
teachers in different school settings and with different cultural groups needs to be 
done to validate the effectiveness of the Visual Resource and the instructional 
strategies developed in this study. Extending and enriching the Visual Resource and 
finding other approaches for utilising it in art, as well as other subject areas, could 
also provide a basis for future research. Ultimately, for New Brunswick elementary 
teachers to infuse global education concepts such as intercultural understanding 
across the curriculum, more research is required to develop additional visual and 
cultural resources and to identify instructional strategies that not only explore art 
criticism but other methods of image analysis as well.
This action research has provided four teachers with a tangible and appropriate 
Visual Resource and instructional strategies for introducing intercultural 
understanding into their art programs at the elementary level. It has allowed me as 
an educator and researcher to examine how four elementary teachers utilised the 
knowledge and skills gained from the Professional Development Sessions in 
developing and testing out instructional strategies. This research has also helped to 
identify possible weaknesses in the training teachers receive in global education. It 
was concluded that the intercultural understanding of the four teachers and their 
students could be increased to a certain degree by the critical analysis of children’s 
cultural images. Through the teachers’ participation in this action research they have 
reinforced the vital role that teachers can play in the process of curriculum 
development and reform.
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Appendix One
Outine for Collecting Children’s Cultural Images
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CHILDREN’S CULTURAL IMAGES
Introduction:
Within New Brunswick there is a unique possibility for learning about 
different cultures. The population of New Brunswick is made up of several 
cultures of which the largest and most obvious groups are the Anglo- Canadians, 
the Acadians and the Aboriginals. There are also recent immigrants and refugees 
whose cultural or ethnic roots include Asian, Central and Eastern European and 
Central and South American.
In education there is a growing interest in teaching New Brunswick 
children about other cultures of the world and in this way increasing their 
intercultural understanding so that they will be able to participate more 
successfully in the Global Community.
The Purpose of the Proiect:
Much has been written, however, about the need for children to first 
understand the cultural diversity of their own community or society in order to 
more easily comprehend and appreciate the cultures of the world. In an effort to 
increase the awareness and appreciation of cultural diversity in New Brunswick a 
study is being conducted of visual images and accompanying texts created by 
grade five students from diverse cultural backgrounds across the province. The 
study is part of a P.h.D. program in art education being carried out in New 
Brunswick and in England. It emphasizes that visual images can act as vehicles 
for understanding the individual and cultural differences of the various cultures.
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Notes to Teachers:
Your participation in the collection of visual images and personal stories 
from your students is a very important aspect of this study. I am available to 
assist you with this project in terms of clarifying any aspect of it or offering 
suggestions about art making. I would prefer, however, to not be involved in the 
classroom as I do not wish to directly influence the results. The following 
suggestions for motivating your students about the topic are provided in order to 
assist in obtaining expressive images and personal stories.
Before the actual art session please discuss with your students a) the idea 
of being an individual in a culturally diverse society, and b) how their cultural 
heritage helps to shape who they are and makes them unique within a society. To 
encourage discussion students might be asked to bring in objects and photographs 
from home to display and talk about in class.
THE PROJECT
Once the students understand these terms and have thought about their own 
special cultural qualities, please ask them to choose one of the following themes 
and then respond in two ways. 1) first by creating a written description or story, 
and 2) then by creating an image to visually express what they have said in 
writing.fThis could also be done in reverse if the vou or the student chooses.) 
The total project should be possible to complete in a total of  1-2 hours.
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The Suggested Themes:
1) your favourite personal or family past-time.
2) your response to the title: ‘who am V.
3) how you see yourself as culturally or ethnically unique in the society in 
which you live.
Explanation of The Two Parts:
Part 1: Writing a story or description:
Please ask your students to describe or tell a storv to express their thoughts 
about one of the above themes. The written part should be approximately 1/2 to 1 
page long and written in their mother tongue.( Please provide an English and 
French translation if at all possible.)
Part 2: Create a descriptive Imase:
Please ask your students to create a visual image to accompany the description or 
story. The image the child produces could be either a single image or a collective 
image of different aspect of one of the above themes. The size of the images 
should be at least 8 1 /2x11 , and if possible, done on white paper using some 
form of color (colored pencils, pastels, markers and/or paint). If you have other 
materials such as colored paper, photographs, fabrics etc. please feel free to 
encourage their use.
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When your students have completed both parts and displayed them for your 
class and/or school to appreciate, please choose at least ten that vou and vour class 
feel more clearly express cultural heritage and/or charactertistcs, and/or seem to 
interest the students the most. Please note that all your students might be from the 
same cultural group but some might still represent that culture better than others. 
The study will include work from all cultural groups regardless of their size.
Please label their work as follows:
1) title of work if student has given one
2) student’s name, address and phone number
3) age/grade
4) teacher’s name and phone number
5) principal and school’s name, address and phone number
6) district#
7) any other important information that you or your student feel should be 
included
The work will be picked up by me or I  will tnake arrangements to have it 
transported to Fredericton. I f  it is at all possible I  would like to receive the 
project results by October 30th.
How the Work will be Utilized bv other Teachers
The student work will be instrumental in the next stage of the study in 
which teachers will consider how these images can best be used to stimulate
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discussion about cultural differences and visual awareness. The ultimate goal of 
this study is to use images to assist in breaking down cultural barriers and 
stereotypes.
Once this section is completed the work will be return to the students. 
Culturally expressive images like these could also be part of an exhibition on 
Cultural Diversity in New Brunswick.
At the conclusion of the project it would be most helpful if you would 
complete the attached response form in order to record: 1) your ideas about and 
experiences with the ability of children to express their heritage through visual 
and written means, and 2) the possible uses you see in using these images and 
stories in teaching children about intercultural understanding. I will make 
arrangements to collect these forms from you.
Your participation in this art/cultural project would be greatly appreciated. 
As mentioned previously, It would be most helpful if you are able to conduct the 
collection of images and stories with your class without direct classroom 
assistance from me, so that I don’t affect the results. I would, however, be 
available to discuss how the session can be conducted or any other aspect of the 
project with which you would like assistance. When you have received this letter 
please contact me by phone: 506- 455-5212 or fax: 506- 454-2778 so that we can 
set the project up and/or discuss any details that need clarification. Thankyou for 
taking part in this study.
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Appendix Two
Example of Teacher Response Form
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Teacher's Response Form
I. What role do you feel visual images play in the éducation of children
a) in general?
b) in educating them about cultural stereotypes?
2. In your opinion did your students effectively express their feelings about their 
cultural/ ethnic heritage through:
a) visual images? Please explain.
b) and /or accompanying texts? Please explain.
3. Did you feel that the students can learn about cultural/ethnic heritage from 
other students’ visual and/ or written responses? Please explain.
4. Please comment on any aspect of the collection process that you found 
revealing and/or problematic?
5. Would you find student generated resources useful in the teaching of 
intercultural understanding?
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Appendix Three
Excerpts From Discussions in Professional Development Session One,
Two and Three
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S e s s i o n  O n e :  I n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  V i s u a l  A w a r e n e s s  a n d
i n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  c u l t u r a l  c o n c e p t s  ( p . 2 7 - 3 0 )
Y e a h ,  t h a t  w o u l d  b e  a n  i n t e r e s t i n g  s o r t  o f  t h i n g  t o  
l o o k  a t  w o u l d n ' t  i t ?
Y e a h ,  o r  e v e n  j u s t  a s k  t h e m .  L i k e  s o m e  k i d s  m i g h t  d e a l  w i t h
i t  m o r e  -  b e t t e r  a n d  o t h e r s  w o n ' t ,  l i k e  b u t  m a y b e  l i k e  k i d s  i n  
g e n e r a l  a r e  a b l e  t o  h a n d l e  -  i t ' s  l i k e  s o m e  k i d s  h a v e  r e a l l y  
c l e a n  d e s k s  a n d  e v e r y t h i n g  i s  a l l  i n  o r d e r  a n d  o t h e r s  t h i n g s  
a r e  a l l  o v e r  t h e i r  h a n d s  a n d  i t  d o e s n ' t  b o t h e r  t h e m  a t  a l l .  
I t  d o e s n ' t  b o t h e r  t h e m .
I t ' s  t h e  w a y  t h e y  f u n c t i o n .  I  l o v e  i t .
L i k e  w h a t  I  d i d  w i t h  m y  c l a s s  l a s t  y e a r  i n  G r a d e  5  t h e y  s a i d ,
 w e  s t a r t e d  l o o k i n g  a t  t h e m  a s  i n d i v i d u a l s ,  t h e n  a s  t h e m
a s  i n  t h e i r  f a m i l y ,  t h e n  t h e m  i n  t h e i r  c o m m u n i t y  a n d  t h e n  
l o o k i n g  a t  t h e i r  f a m i l i e s  b e f o r e  a n d  t h e i r  c o m m u n i t y  a n d  o t h e r  
f a m i l i e s ,  t h e n  t h e y  h a d  t o  g o  a n d  t h e y  h a d  t o  d o  s u r v e y s  a n d
r e s e a r c h  a n d  a s k ,  t a l k  t o  g r a n d p a r e n t s ,  e x t e n d e d  f a m i l y
h i s t o r y ,  t h e i r  i n h e r i t a n c e  o f  g o i n g  b a c k  t h e n  t o  t h e  o r i g i n a l  
c o u n t r y  t h a t  t h a t  f a m i l y  c a m e  f r o m ,  b a c k  a s  f a r  a s  t h e y  c o u l d .  
S o m e  o f  t h e m  b r o u g h t  i n  f a m i l y  t r e e s  t h a t  w e n t  b a c k  t o  -  o n e  
k i d  w a s  i t  1 2 0 0  w a y  b a c k ,  y o u  k n o w .  A n d  t h e y  c o u l d  -  w h e n  t h e y  
d i d  t h a t  t h e y  c o u l d  s e e  l i t t l e  t h i n g s  t r a d i t i o n s  t h e y  d o  
w i t h i n  t h e i r  h o m e  a n d  t h i n g s  t h e y  k n o w  t h e y ' r e  g o i n g  t o  w a n t
t o  c a r r y  o n  i n t o  t h e i r  o w n  p e r s o n a l  l i v e l i h o o d  ...............................................................
c o m i n g  f r o m  w a y  b a c k  t h e r e  t h a t  h a s  p a s s e d  d o w n  -  t o  m e  t h a t ' s  
w h a t  m a k e s  t h a t  t h a t ,  i t  i s  a n  i n d i v i d u a l  c u l t u r e  f o r  t h e m  b u t
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i t  c a m e  f r o m  g l o b a l l y  w a y  b a c k  d e e p  i n  t h e  f a m i l y  s o m e w h e r e  
w h i c h  r e l a t e s  t o  h o w  h u n d r e d s  o f  y e a r s  a g o  t h e  c o m m u n i t y  w a s  
m o r e  c l o s e  k n i t  a n d  s o  t h e y  t h o u g h t  t h e  w a y  I  t h o u g h t  b e c a u s e  
w e  a l l  l i v e d  i n  t h e  s a m e  c o m m u n i t y  h u n d r e d s  o f  y e a r s  a g o  i t  
w a s  l i k e  t h a t .  I t ' s  n o t  l i k e  t h a t  n o w  b u t  t r a c e s  o f  t h a t  c a n  
s t i l l  b e  f o u n d  i n  i n d i v i d u a l s ,  m a i n t a i n e d  w i t h i n  a n  
i n d i v i d u a l .
T h a t ' s  w h a t  c o n t r i b u t e s  t o  w h o  w e  a r e .  I  t h i n k  w e  n e e d  t o  b e  
l o o k i n g  a t  c u l t u r e s  t h a t  a r e  c u l t u r e s  a n d  I  d o n ' t  w e  t h i n k  
g l o b a l l y  -  a n d  s a y i n g ,  w e l l  t h i s  i s  w h e r e  t h i s  t r a d i t i o n  c a m e  
f r o m  a n d  t h i s  t r a d i t i o n  c a m e  f r o m  a n d  w e ' r e  a l l  j u s t  a  m e l t i n g  
p o t .  W e l l  w e ' r e  n o t  r e a l l y ,  w e ' r e  n o t  r e a l l y  a  m e l t i n g  p o t .  
T h e r e ' s  v e r y  d i f f e r e n t  t h i n g s  f r o m  v e r y  d i f f e r e n t  p e o p l e ,  e v e n  
i f  t h e y  l i v e  i n  t h e  s a m e  p r o v i n c e  o r  t o w n .
Y e s ,  b e c a u s e  i f  t h e y  i n t e r p r e t  w h a t  t h e y  b r o u g h t ,  w h a t  c a m e  t o  
t h e m  d i f f e r e n t l y  a n d  t h a t ' s  w h a t  I  m e a n  b y  t h e r e ' s  a l s o
i n d i v i d u a l i s e d  c u l t u r e .  T h e i r  i d e a s  o r  s o m e  o f  t h e  t r a d i t i o n s  
c a m e  f r o m  s o m e w h e r e .
S o  t h e n  i t  g o e s  b a c k  t o  w h a t  c u l t u r e  i s  a g a i n .
Is it the embodiment of belief. Is that what makes it.
if it is that then it has many meanings. Here's the
male culture, here's the female culture and so on.
T h e r e ' s  a  w h o l e  p i l e  o f  c u l t u r e s ,  I  m e a n  I  b e l i e v e ,  t h e r e  a r e
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l o t s  o f  v e r y  d i f f e r e n t  p e o p l e .  -  I  w o u l d n ’ t  s a y  u n n e c e s s a r i l y  
. b a s e d  o n  t h e  c o u n t r i e s  t h a t  p e o p l e  f r o m .
W h e r e  d o e s  i t  c o m e  f r o m  t h e n ?  W h e r e  d o e s  t h e  c u l t u r e  t h a t ' s  
h e r e  c o m e  f r o m ?
O h ,  s o m e  o f  i t  i s  c r e a t e d  h e r e .
I mean you have a culture here that's made up of many 
peoples' beliefs.
B u t  w e  h a v e  c u l t u r e  t h a t  i s  c r e a t e d ,  y o u  k n o w ,  b e c a u s e  i t  i s  
c r e a t e d  b y  a  h u m a n  b e i n g  i t  h a d  i n f l u e n c e s  f r o m  s o m e  o t h e r  
t i m e ,  p l a c e  w h a t e v e r .  I n f l u e n c e  t h a t  m a y b e  n o t  e x a c t l y  t h e  
s a m e ,  b u t  i t  w a s  i n f l u e n c e d  a n d  g r a d u a l l y  c h a n g e d  a n d  b e c a m e  
m o r e  p e r s o n a l i s e d  w i t h i n  t h e  p e r s o n  w h o  i s  p a r t  o f  a  c e r t a i n  
p l a c e .
One of the things that I think - going back to 
Sherri's comment in this particular study we are 
looking primarily at ethnic cultures because it has to 
do with that aspect of culture. We do tend to use 
culture very broadly and there are a tremendous number 
of connotations in a whole bunch of different forms, 
dominant culture, subordinate culture, minority 
culture.
C h i l d r e n ' s  c u l t u r a l  i m a g e s .  C h i l d r e n ' s  c u l t u r e  i s  v e r y
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d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  a n  a d u l t ' s .
A d u l t ' s  c u l t u r e ,  y e a h ,  y e a h .
S o  m a y b e  w h e n  y o u  n a m e  t h i s  m a y b e  y o u  s h o u l d  d e s c r i b e  h o w  
c u l t u r e  i s  b e i n g  u s e d .  M a y b e  y o u  n e e d  t o  b e  m o r e  s p e c i f i c  a n d  
s a y ,  e t h n i c  c u l t u r e .
Cultural images - that's a good the point.They do have 
their own culture.
I  d i d n ' t  t h i n k  e t h n i c  u n t i l  y o u  s a i d  e t h n i c  -  I  w a s  t h i n k i n g  
c h i l d r e n ' s  c u l t u r e ,  l i k e  t h e  c u l t u r e  o f  c h i l d r e n  i n  t h e  
c l a s s r o o m .
I n  t h e  c l a s s r o o m  w e  t a l k  a b o u t  t e a c h e r  c u l t u r e  a n d  c h i l d
c u l t u r e .
That's amazing. Well, I'm going to record those
comments. Can I take these? Is there a photocopy
machine ? Can I photocopy just your drawings - I would
like to document them.
I'd like to thank you tremendously for taking part 
this afternoon.
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S essio n  T w o ; Selection of the images for the Visual Resource.(p.27- 32)
What I have here are the images from each school and what I would like you 
to do is to have a chance to kind of look through them and decide which 
ones you feel are for you the most expressive or ones that you think, you 
could imagine starting a discussion with. Ones that you feel are expressive 
and contain the most content that would be useful in terms of your 
situation.
It varies greatly. This is from Sarah's school, there are 3 from her school 
because I wanted specifically to see work by Aboriginal population as well 
as by the rest of these people. They were asked to select 10, like as a 
group, as a class to have the children as well looking at the images and 
deciding which ones they found were most expressive, which ones did they 
think were effective in communicating. But most people were quite 
reluctant to do that which was fine. So they sent in everything like 
Montgomery School, there are 32 there and this one, they were selective, 
these people were selection, these people weren't selective, these people 
were selective and got one here from your school. So there are 6 packages 
and again when you go through you'll find that some of them you can work 
with and ones that you don't think are so elective. Each one of the children 
has written something with them and you are going to be in a wonderful 
advantage when you get to work with them because they are all written 
English in many cases another language as well.
What age children?
These are all Grade 5, they are all from different areas and some of them 
have their stories with them but if you can select out - I think I was sort of
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thinking, to decide ones that you find most expressive, to determine which 
ones need the accompanying text and why. For instance you might find, 
you might select say 10 that you say, these are the ones I think are the best. 
In terms of the text that goes with them well .Do they need the written part? 
I will ask at some point. Do you think that the text was important? Do we 
need to have written words with the images in order for the images to be 
powerful or could they stand on their own, that type of thing and again 
maybe because of the images themselves, I don't find them terribly - in 
some cases they are not as expressive as they could be because of what we 
hoped. For the first part just to kind select work .After the images are 
sorted, each person will choose 3 or more images that they feel could be 
used in their classroom as catalyst for the discussion or activity. So what I 
think would be - and again if I can sort these, if you can Just kind of keep 
them. You just know where you got it from. Like did it come from this one 
and you may even want to make a note of it - like I took 1 from there and 2 
or 3 or whatever, just so that when I go back to kind of doing them, to kind 
of do it in an organised way.
You may just want to open them and just lay them out and look at them 
together and decide it doesn't matter but if you can in the end sort of have - 
whatever number it may be that you've got 10 at the end - I can't decide, 
these 10 are the greatest, or I only have 3, I think these are the best ones, it 
doesn't matter about numbers really as long as you have at least 3.
Well, if we pull one out we could just put a number in the comer of the article we can then 
make sure it went back in the proper one.
No problem. Help yourself.
Do you want me to turn this off.
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Yes.
I think that's one of the things that came out in some other questionnaires 
was the confusion about how to talk about ethnic cultures with the students. 
Like what was that, what does it mean to be from a different culture but you 
would think that with a diverse population - very distinct things would 
come forward and be known.
Well, the Acadian flag, for them that’s very important but, some of them only talk about the 
different types of festivals.
You want us first to look at this and just visually pick out what we think is expressive and 
thoi firom those read the ones we have selected?
I think you might want to match them up or you might find you come across 
something Diane that you're reading and it really hits you as very moving 
and you can tell that some students spent a lot more time on it than others.
Yes, this one they've really spent a lot of time on it  The article is quite lengthy.
They turned that into quite a picture. The school that did the work on that one, 3 teachers 
worked together on those images and write-ups.
This one talks about their ancestors. The picture represents their cultural background.
Oh, okay, thafs neat.
And this one talks about that same place too - very recognised amongst the others it and 
represents the customs that they would do. I mean decorating a Christmas tree and turkey 
and stuff. It doesn't necessarily mean that they're Francophone but they do have the flag 
again.
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This one is written in French and English. I can't get over these. This one at first glance 
you think well what do they want to do thCTe but I guess when we celd)rate TintamarreDay, 
15th August they sometimes have a festival in which you get to make as much noise as you 
can do because you're celebrating, you're happy for your own culture and stuff and so 
usually they have a parade and the parade has each car decorated and being really loud and 
they'll have a lot of noise makers and things to make noise as they go through the town.
Okay, so that's what's going on there.
That's what's going on here, at first glance if you don't know that, you would not 
understand the image as easily.
In that case for sure you would have to have a text with that - a regular group looking at that 
they would not necessarily understand that
Make as much noise as you can to show who you are.
A good idea, fm here!
Going bowling, going fishing - he keeps her company.
Do you actually know some of these kids? Sherri.
I know every kid right here - 1 taught them all in Grade !
Oh really.
Yeah, it's very amazing. I worked at this school for 8 years and some of them I had for 3 
years. But it's interesting to me you see because unlike these other ones that have flags and
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other symbols, these don't
This one is very much, who am I. What I would like to do - depicts a family and favourite 
activities but it doesn't go beyond that
And they were given time. The basic thing was they could initially talk about ethnic or 
culture difference in their images and try to express their feelings and thoughts. Discuss it 
and then talk about them.
I would like to use this one because this is the stuff that she loves and the piece is quite well 
done in a sense. Now the male native ones are typically about outdoors and hunters. 
Differoit from,the girls. I am really struck by how the female native ones are about other 
aspects of life like family. I don't know if this one would fit more of a stereotype.
At least in the native culture, even in their own community the males are seen as the doCTs 
and the females are seen as the caretakers for the insignificant things.
I think thafs an adoption of white male ways though really. Thafs a shift from the native 
culture. Do you think so? Yeah, I think so. Historically the women had a lot more to do.Oh 
yes they have, they have responsibilities but ifs not, it's not, yes they play a very very 
specific and very important role but their role is not seen as important as going out and 
being the provider by bringing in the food and the protection. Food and protection are more 
important than even the prq)aration of the food or the maintaining of the home for 
cleanliness and caring of the children because if you don't have the protection and food 
brought in by the male then the rest cannot exisL So those are first priorities and these are 
important I would see that through Indian culture.
It would be interesting to examine that.
The white males, still the doer. And when the attitude thafs developed is that the man is
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right, he has a right to that and therefore he is also superior.
As you say, it is hard to know what discussion took place at the time of 
making these images.
What question or what the discussion was.
And that was a decision of mine not to go into class and start the project off 
so that I would get some differences and you know leave it to the teacher to 
discuss the issues and how she would do this or do that. As you can see 
the range is amazing.
Did you read all of these?
Yes, I've read a lot of them. Some of them are amazing.
From Saudia Arabia. My father is firom Egypt, my mother is from Canada. Went to a strict 
school and talking about something wrong and the teacher which was a man hit me 10 times 
with a metal ruler. That's really like - very cultural different firom certain countries. Their 
acceptance of punishment.
This I would see as a cultural influence and I don't know whether she interpreted that to 
represent her heritage but this is a nursery, okay. Of course our interpretation of the Dutch 
is that they are vay very good at agriculture. I mean tiiey can take a piece of land that 
everybody - and turn it into something that could be productive, that's our stereotype image. 
That they can take flood lands and marshes and make them into wonderful producing areas. 
Although what’s the marshes outside o f Toronto and Ontario, what are they called? They 
call them the Holland marshes.
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Session Number Three: (discussion of the children’s cultural images)(p./)
Let’s go back through. There should be some we might want to add.
I didn't have a chance to respond to them yet, so even though they don't have stick^s on them 
yet can I add stickers on them.
We could use Kings Landing as well as a topic.
Even if you didn't know the legend there are so many things you could interpret this as. They 
may interpret, you know,these images many ways.
This one I thoroughly enjoyed (laughter)
My problem was with some of our ideas.
She drew this turkey because at the first of the year we have turkey dinner. Here’s a Christmas 
tree and the Acadian flag.
This I found very interesting and I chose this as one because of the camel. Oh yeah, because 
the camel would not be at all in our Canadian culture. Is thisinfluenced by a film or a clip or 
what is it? What is he saying? It could be a pyramid it could be a dessert scene possibly 
Egypt?
He says “ I'm originally finom (Canada but for two years I spenttime in Egypt I went to a very 
strict school. Once I did something wrong and the teacher which was a man hit me tMi times 
with a metal mler, wow!
..and you think we’re mean. Maybe we should read that to some of our students at times when 
they think we are strict
So this one wants to wear something completely unique. So let’s put that into the possibly 
pile.
Here is another one like that too maybe we could use it  Here's another one about families. 
This one is a family and there was one other one like that dq)icted a big femily.
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Appendix Four 
section A 
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Teacher’s Response form A (Cycle 2)
1) To what extent do you feel that teachers need to become visually literate?
^  -LuJi .^ AyXaAj»_*X
.^ Ou/y/VLjL Orv. >^CS>vx_. AjLajI v^>uy>Ct~ A o ^ C C i ' r ^  - j t
Oum’r-tL -AJ?_podLvrH ^.A vZjjuuJuo -* T y i O^ZFiXho^H,.!^ ^y\J^S\rfyjÀ i^JS^
T ^..<w r€sJw £txiry\o fKL-n v i-^  g < ^ ^
2) How has your visual awareness been anectea by the session? v
_ û S u :> i> v j« s - Y N ^  r r w s L -
pA.^ s->A.^ -TvCA.s> -v^v^ -^ CV/Y>'^ jAAJ»-.go éà" <x LJUs A^jv ^  OvcUL, \>c^ J^lrfv
(XSLa^^uv^  L^kc^ v»X ^  C^.x.,v .Si AjJ^ 'Xvv
^>-».yv>Axjx2^ôkrr<X • 7E3c OTYVo-Xj .  3 ^  Àjct'.j^v v  <Xrv\
3) In what ways could it affect your teaching about visual content in general?
4) How do you presently discuss the content o f children’s images with your class?
^  c^sAooo  ^ Qkc "jdL^ vxrufcc. A a J t
'ZtL&jLx- pW<ctjjk>Jk
—  CVILOnA. ,
5) How can you envisage utilzing children’s images in discussions and activities 
about cultural heritage?
CfcSoi- NjsrO »x.'>s!Ï5_k.^ ^^ Z^  -o.rf-|^-3r UU^ AJUL, i«a
VooaxA J  x/SVXAr A/^pLNJOO^ j^l  ^ <SV w-CXv.
v3^ V-x.. v.ÇlXNo.^ syN.a-^ O^u^ 'A.6) Funher comments y %
_  *^ jontvrir>f>jouv-»3c^
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Teacher’s Response form A (Cycle 2)
1) To what extent do you feel that teachers need to become visually literate?
~ ,At>CCc/ jùi <tc.x A_J^
„^Ai'ù^ >-cle,*<Zd ^
2) How has your visual awareness been affected by the session?
- /7 a X ^  . t .—
/2Lp^._.jLuarn _v6a* . 1 . ^ %
3) In what waysîroould it affect your teaching about visual content in general?
4) How do you presently discuss the content of children’s images with your class?
\-X^  ^ x < x « x g .^ _  _,x<- - - -A* .3ft" ..xZ^ y^ "Zt
5) How can you envisage utilzing children’s images in discussions and activities 
about cultural heritage? Æ  ^
6) Further comments and suggestions: J%T
u iU :.Â jr-^ . y u n r ^ y
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Teacher’s Response form A (Cycle 2)
1) To what extent do you feel that teachers need to become visually literate?
2) How has your visual awareness been affected by the session?
3) In what ways could it affect your teaching about visual content in general?
o . 'J a ^ c .-
-=r^ Kjv'-ik-OxJ^ V<-^
4) How do you presently discuss the content of children’s images with your class?
Q/'VUxj
5) How can you envisage utilzing children’s images in discussions and activities 
about cultural heritage?
(UÙàaJLcI  yjAC /y ^U rM
6) Further comments and suggestions: . j J
A f\ •  ^ ^  ^  ^ ^  i
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'CV-
Teachers* Response Form B (Cycle 2)
1) Do you think that these children’s images are expressive enough on their own 
to be valuable resources or do they need to be accompanied by text?
rL -JxrrrxSiLe^  vCxCXAVOr-»^
«JoJtjJ&ocvjir *-» » >> . 3~<sx. «y - ' I jAY’ j k j r voAr J L^ ^
Z b >  j L .y ÿ ,ç j ü 5 - J L > ^  « a ^ p A A o c »  - X n m M x ^ ^  O v o  W w & o  .r r T V a u ^  - f s J k x r R .,
2) How do you feel text and image differ in communicating meaning?
,9<vvfc> CXnrk uvnrrUBL j^U» UU^rt.. AuuL, j j t  - l / t v a J  cm  CT'^V-v.
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3) What factors do you feel affect the quality of the children’s images in terms of 
their artistic and ethnic expressiveness? , . . /^  ,
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4) What differences do you see in children viewing each other’s cultural images
rather than images depicting cultures in magazines and/or books? .
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5) What type of teaching strategies do you feel need to be adopted in order to
effectively deal with sensitive topics such as ethnic differences in a classroom hi h_  ^
setting? TV*. 3ifljdo^ jYNAsJk."t» «^ Ajb^  «xas*
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6) Please comment further on any aspect of this session or the last Your imput is 
very important,
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Teachers Response Form B (Cycle 2)
1) Do you think that these children’s images are expressive enough on their own 
to be valuable resources or do they need to be accompanied by text?
2) How do you feel text and image differ in communicating meaning?
A. 1^ -LZu
3) What factors do you feel affect the quality of the children’s images in terms of 
their artistic and ethnic expressiveness? ,^ tc r c j^
- f T / ;
4) What differences do you see in children viewing each other’s cultural images 
rather than images depicting cultures in magazines and/or books?
5) What type of teaching strategies do you feel need to be adopted in order to 
effectively deal with sensitive topics such as ethnic differences in a classroom 
setting? 6>
5, —f- •' ^ ' i '
6) Please comment further on any aspect of this session or the last Your imput is 
very important
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Teachers* Response Form B (Cycle 2)
1) Do you think that these children’s images are expressive enough on their own 
to be valuable resources or do they need to be accompanied by text?
A çyyr-t /  - r  J
2) How do you feel text and image differ in communicating meaning? ^
J/IT 'A-AV' to
3) What factors do you feel affect the quality of the children’s images in terms of 
their artistic and ethnic expressiveness? ___
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4) What differences do you see in children viewing each other’s cultural images 
rather than images depicting cultures in magazines and/or books?
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5) What type of teaching strategies do you feel need to be adopted in order to 
effectively deal with sensitive topics such as ethnic differences in a classroom «
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6) Please comment further on any aspect of mis session or the last Your imput is
very important . /
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Teachers* Response Form B (Cycle 2)
1) Do you think that these children’s images are expressive enough on their own. 
to be valuable resources or do they need to be accompanied by text? J . JmjLuaj^
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3) What factors do you feel affect the quality of the children’s images in terms of
their artistic and ethnic expressiveness? y . ^ , _y
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4) What differences do you see in children viewing each other’s cultural images . 
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Appendix Five
Outline of Professional Development Session One (April 24), Session 
Two (May 15), and Session Three (Sept. 25)
and
Description of Action Research
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VISUAL AND CULTURAL AWARENESS 
Teacher Training sessions for Action Research Study
OUTLINE:
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 24 (1-3:30^
- Introduction to the children’s cultural image project
- Discussion of methods for increasing visual awareness
- Exercises to develop visual awareness
- Discussion about the next phase which involves determining 
methods of utilizing children’s cultural images in classroom 
discussions and activities, in an effort to increase both their visual 
and cultural awareness.
WEDNESDAY MAY15 (1-3:30)
- Examination of children’s cultural images and issues of cultural
awareness
- Discussion of how cultural issues should be addressed in the
classroom 1) implications for teaching practice
2) implication of utilizing children’s images
- Exploration and development of methods for utilizing them in a
classroom setting
- Discussion about implementing the method(s) in a classroom setting
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Session Number Three September 25th
Introductions and Review of Study:
- Session number one: focus was on visual awareness and criticism
techniques
- Sesssion number two: focus was on analyzing the children’s ethnic images
collected from across the province and selecting 
the images that appear to be the most visually 
expressive
Purpose of Session Number Three:
To re-examine the images that were selected during the last session
To select the specific images that the teachers will be utilizing for purposes 
of increasing the intercultural understanding of their students
To discuss different strategies for utilizing these images
To organize a schedule for the testing out of the strategies and for 
collecting data (interviews, response forms, and classroom 
observations)
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Action Research
In action research teachers in a given situation work together to address 
and solve a certain issue or educational concern. Along with the researcher, the 
teachers decide how the study evolves and provide feedback which determines the 
direction and content of the study. It is important that each teacher contributes 
her ideas and reflections. Keeping a personal diary throughout the study can 
provide valuable insights and responses. Interviews, questionnaires, and 
observations also provide data that gives a wholistic picture of the specific 
problem area.
Team work is emphasized. Open discussion is encouraged. Each member of 
the group contributes their knowledge and expertise in an effort to collectively 
improve a given situation.
The value of action research is that it validates the classroom teachers 
experience and ability as problem-solvers. The classroom is a natural place in 
which to conduct educational research and who is better qualified to participate in 
the process than teachers? The recommendations that teachers make as a result of 
action research studies also have credibility with other educators because they 
know that the knowledge and expertise gained in the classroom is invaluable.
In this particular study I am acting as the facilitator because of my 
expertise in working with visual images. My role is to determine the general steps 
or cycles of action. Along with the teachers involved, we collectively evaluate 
each cycle and express our insights and reflections. Each teachers’ opinions and 
concerns are considered part of the data, and therefore, play an important part in 
determining the final recommendations.
This study was proposed because there is little or no training for teachers 
in visual understanding which means that much of what is expressed through 
visual means might not be apparent to teachers and their students.
Children’s images express thoughts and feelings about who they are and 
how they experience the world. Ethnic differences can appear in their work, 
which if analyzed, might reveal important information about them. Children need 
to learn to appreciate differences so that they can become tolerant and caring 
individuals. Images, as powerful means of communication, could be utilized as 
catalysts for discussion and activities. The recommendations from this study 
might contribute to the content and strategies found in the New Brunswick 
Elementary Art Curriculum guide, and influence how practising teachers and 
. student teachers are trained in visual art/communication.
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Appendix Six 
Inuit Stone Cut Print Reproduction
2 6 5
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Appendix Seven 
Four Impressionist Prints
2 6 7
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1. Monet - The bridge at Argenteuil, 1874
2. Monet - Impression sunrise, 1872
3. Monet - St. Lazare Station, 1877
4. Pissarro - The Louve on a snowy morning, 1902
In Jennings, G. (1986). Impressionist Painters. London: Octopus Books Ltd.
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Appendix Eight
Teachers’ Contour Drawings of their Hands
2 6 9
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Appendix Nine
Outline of the Testing Out Processs
271
Testing Out Strategies:
1) The first step in utilizing images is to observe them. By this I mean describing, 
analyzing, and inteipreting.
2) The second step is to respond in some way to the ethnic image. This is where 
strategies come into play. You might want your students to write about their 
feelings in response or draw their own image based on the same theme found in 
another child’s image. There are many ways the images can be explored and as a 
consequence deepen student’s understanding and appreciation of ethnic 
differences.
3) Working with the same group of images, teachers will develop strategies for 
step one and. two that they feel work the best or that they feel will increase their 
students understanding. These strategies will be tested out and recorded to 
become part of the data and final recommendations.
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Appendix Ten
Children’s Cultural Images in the Visual Resource
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Appendix Eleven
inclass Observations 
section A 
Anne 
section B 
Tara 
section C 
Terry 
section D 
Michelle / Linda
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Section A
Anne -Inclass Observation and Student Interview
288
Anne - Observation 
November 12,1996
We’re going to have to really listen carefully and we want to get only the voices o f people speaking on the 
tape okay? And when you have something that you want to say, put your hand up and I’ll let you speak.
First of all, I’d like to look at the set right here, okay, look at the pictures and what could be pictured in 
that particular set, and just want you to think about, what does it remind you of, what does it bring to your 
mind. When you see that what kind of thoughts come into your mind. Let’s do the first four.
Old fashioned?
Dennis, old fashioned, what makes you think it’s old fashioned?
Because that’s a barbarian.
That’s not really a barbarian, what is it a picture of.
It’s a costume. Darcy?
It looks like Indian fashion or something, like Indian quilts and stuff...
Okay, so you sort of see this as part of the Indian, or Native culture because of the dress here and because 
Natives often related to the environment, to the birds. Andrew.
That looks like that girls doing an Indian dance.
Okay, so you think she’s dancing and because she has a Native costume on it could be a Native dance she’s 
doing. Heidi?
Looks like they’re doing that was back in time, so maybe they have a stoiy.
Okay so their painting might be illustrating a story from the past, someone’s told them. Kristen?
I think her ancestors were Native.
Okay, you think maybe the little girl who’s blond, and maybe that’s not how we think o f our Natives, not 
blond, but dark. But maybe her ancestors were Native and she’s trying to remind herself of that ancestry. 
Andrea.
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Maybe they’re worshipping eagles.
Okay, so maybe because you see these birds as being eagles and maybe it’s something they worshipped. 
Kassandra?
Sometimes in Indian groups they have a bird that is their bird, like we have different school colours, 
the bird represented their tribe.
Okay, so maybe this is a bird that represents a particular tribe, and you see that as a Native cultural thing. 
Joel?
I think that she likes birds and to dress up.
Okay, she likes to dress up and you think that maybe all of these pictures are all by the same artist, that 
maybe likes birds? One picture is of her and the rest are of the birds she enjoys watching? Dominique?
Maybe they’re just trying to get around that there are birds that are endangered species and some 
Indians hunt them.
Okay, that’s a good thought Dominique that there are certain animals and maybe in this particular case, this 
particular bird is endangered and there are people who hunt them which would make it even more risky 
wouldn’t it. James?
The girl in the Indian picture might be an Indian.
So you think that she might be an Indian back in her past, in her ancestry. Maria.
The picture shows symbols: the first one life, the second one air, the third one the land and the 
fourth one water.
So each of the four pictures represents some phase of life, some aspect of life, that are necessary for life. 
Very good. The first one represents life itself very interesting. Dave.
The Indians could be like her great grandmother or something.
So you think that this is about her finding a wounded animal and made it into a pet. Okay. Tyson.
Maybe she found a really neat coin that had a bird on it and maybe it was given to her for a 
souvenir, like it’s going all through her family and she drew pictures of it.
Okay, so maybe it’s an heirloom, so to speak, something that’s been passed on from generation to 
generation in the family. Okay, lets just take our attention away from that set for a moment and look at 
this set over here. A couple of these we looked at before and we were trying to decide what they were.
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Well I’m going to tell you a little bit about these two. These two are actually pictures done by two 
different artists, but pictures of the same place. And if I can remember correctly, and maybe Mary can 
correct me if I’m not right. This is, actually, as most of you said, an island. Most of you figured that this 
was an island, and the bridge seems to be quite important in both, the bridge joins the main land to the 
island sort o f like our bridge to PEI’s going to do right. And, over on the island, here you can see more of 
the island here than you can here, the island is actually a replica of a historical town in the French/Acadian 
heritage. So this would sort of be maybe like King’s Landing. It’s a village that’s been created to 
represent the Acadian’s past. So it’s sort of like a King’s Landing. King’s Landing is a historical 
community that was designed and relics are there from the English, the Loyalists who came to Canada and 
this island is the same idea only for the French people who moved to the North Shore of NB. So, it’s like a 
historical place to visit and to visit it, you must cross a bridge on the island. So, knowing that about this, 
and then looking at all four of these as a group, could you give me some comments on what you see, or 
how you can compare them, or how they’re different or how they’re alike. Things you might see similar in 
them. Andrea?
That one looks like it has a totem pole or something.
Yes it does, it does have a totem pole.
I think they live on the island.
Okay, this is a French community living on the island.
I think they’re trying to show it over there. I think they’re trying to show that it’s Canada and that 
they are the first or second settlers that came to Canada.
Okay, this is a Canadian scene then?
Yeah, because of the Union Jack.
Okay what makes you think that it’s talking about maybe some of the first settlers in Canada?
Because they have a teepees.
And our first settlers were who?
The Natives.
Right, they were here long before sort of what we classify as “white men” came right? Okay, what else. 
What else can you see, similarities or differences?
Maybe its a season that they’re on the island.
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Okay. You see a lot of wintery scene. You think that’s winter? Take a close look at what that is. 
Dominique?
I think the bottom one, it’s like something like from the 1800s. How the Natives, what they use
Okay, so their lifestyle. Kevin?
I think they’re all representing land.
Okay, they’re all representing being on the land. People living. Okay.
You said that it was French/Acadian. It looks like it’s in the desert.
Good, I’m glad somebody picked this one out, everyone seemed to be avoiding this one. This is a camel. 
This isn’t a winter scene. The camel’s lying down. So this is a desert scene. Darcy.
It looks like a boy standing up on the camel.
Okay, this one has people in it, this one has a person in it. These ones don’t. Can you tell me some ways 
that they’re all different? How do you see them as being different? Tyler.
Well one’s a desert.
One’s a desert, so do you think that’s Canada. Do we have camels here.
No.
So that one is quite different from the others.
Los Vegas, cause there’s a lot of deserts there.
Do they have camels there or are they brought there from another countiy?
Usually brought there.
Usually yes. Where do camels come from.
Asia.
Asian countries. Egypt maybe.
My cousin’s been there.
How else are they different? A desert which we don’t have in Canada and camels which we don’t normally
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ride around on in Canada either. Amy?
My mother and father went to Aphrodite and rode around on camels a lot.
And what country is that. You find out about that. Maria?
It might be.
Okay, so he’s constructed these to make himself more at home? Jacob.
Maybe its their background.
Maybe they’re drawing pictures of their background. Maybe whoever drew this one has a parent that 
maybe came fi’om this county.
Or maybe the farthest you’ve been.
Okay, the farthest you’ve been or your favourite place you’ve been. And maybe this represents someone’s 
background. Native Indians.
It’s like a park and maybe you get to visit it.
Okay, so maybe this is a historical idea and maybe this is too? Jessie?
The desert one, maybe a great great uncle or something discovered a desert or something?
Okay. Now, we’re going to look at them one more way. I want you to compare them with respect to the 
colours and intensity of the colours between this group and this group. I want you to look at all the ways 
you can look at colour, according to what colour it actually is, the name of the colour, according to how 
heavy or intense the colour is, and maybe the variety of colours. How could you compare them if you 
were asked to explain the differences and similarities in those things.
The difference, if you look at the 4th one on the right in the right set and the first second on the left 
set the eagle.
Okay really heavy dark colours and really light light colours. Okay. What else. Maria?
Okay, so you feel the medium they work in made it more intense colours, pastels certainly are a lot more 
intense. Pastels can be used quite lightly too can’t they, so it’s the choice of the artist. Jacob?
Maybe so. They use more hot colours than, and the other uses more cool colours.
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So you see the dark colours as kind of hot, temperature like, and the other paintings look more cool?
Okay. Sometimes artists get their image across and can actually share temperature through colours. Amy? 
One part is all like the day and the others are like the sunset.
Okay, so different times of the day. Amber?
The desert one and the other one have more colours.
They filled it in you mean. They’ve actually filled the whole picture with colour rather than leaving some 
blank empty spots. Kevin.
Okay, you can certainly see the differences in the textures and tones and shapes and the intensity of the 
colours. Okay, here is what your art project is today. You’re going to pretend that you’re going to be 
having a family reunion. And you can choose whichever side of the family, it’s only going to be one side of 
the family, so (gives family name examples) you choose who you want it to be, it’s got to be one side or 
the other, and you’re going to create a pin that you’ll hand out when everybody comes to your reunion. 
You’ll hand out a pin so that you will all recognize, because sometimes you go to a reunion and there are 
people there that you don’t even recognize right, they’ve come from a long ways away, so you’re going to 
create a pin. Now, do all pins have to be the same shape? No, so, you’re going to, it is going to have a 
shape though. So when you get your piece of paper, the square shape or rectangular shape of your paper 
will not be the shape of your pin. So you have two options, first you can decide what the shape of your 
pin’s going to be, alright, and then build you symbols inside of it, that will represent your family that you’re 
going to have a reunion with, or you can actually design the symbols that you want to put to represent 
your family, reunion group, and then build the shape out around it. It’s whichever way you want to do it, 
but whatever way, when you’re through it will actually have a border around it that will show the shape of 
your pin and we may cut them out, we’ll decide later. So it will have a definite border and it won’t be just 
a rectangular border, if you want it to be a rectangular pin it can still have the border around it, just like 
these ones still have the border around them. Alright, and what kinds of things, lets just brainstorm for 
moment, what kinds of things would you put on a family reunion pin. Remember this is a big event. You 
can’t have these every year. You have to use your imagination. What kinds of things might you put on it, 
just in general. Darcy?
What if you had a lot of people, could you put every father on one pin? This is going to be one pin that 
represents everyone, so it has to represent the family. Like this family, if this was a picture from one side 
of the family and they come from India or someplace where they frequently use camels, we might have a 
camel on it as a symbol. Some of our Native people might want to use the teepees or the totem pole 
because that represents that side of the family, okay. Sometimes colour might represent some side of your 
family. Maybe this bird represents, someone said sometimes a group of people will have sort of adopted an 
animal that is unique or represents their family; a symbol of their family. Those are the kinds of things that
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you have to think about. Its got to be something that can go on a pin that will represent everybody in the 
family grouping.
A crown.
Why a crown?
Like the family crest as a crown.
Okay.
Shields.
Yes you could use one of your shields and that would represent everybody in the family.
You could draw the Canadian flag.
And would that represent just your family?
That would represent everybody’s family.
So maybe the Canadian flag could be part of it. Something just special for your family.
You could put your last name.
Yes you could put your last name.
You could draw a sheriff s badge.
Why would you draw a sheriff s badge?
In case one of your ancestors was a sheriff.
Okay.
If there’s something in the middle of their shield.
The main feature, take that from the historical family shield that you already have and then build around it.
Okay, I think everybody’s got a few ideas so I’ll hand out the paper. I want everybody to sketch it first 
with a pencil and then when you’re happy with what you’ve got for a design, then you can start colouring 
it and filling it in.
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Interview - Greg
So, is it Greg?
Yeah.
Greg, what were the instructions for today’s lesson? What did you understand that you were going 
to do today?
That we, the instructions were that we have a pin and draw what people are going to do at the family 
reunion. So you can give out the pins to the people that came to the family reunion.
And how did that whole lesson start? What did you do to sort of get organized?
She showed us some pictures and asked us some questions, what they looked like.
Okay, do you think that pictures can tell us stories and give us information?
Yeah, they could if they showed like the Indian drawing, it looked like they’re doing the rain dance because 
their arms were swinging and she had an Indian gown on.
And that told you something about her background didn’t it? The person who did that, because 
the pictures are all done by students your age and they’re doing the same thing you’re doing.
Okay, do you think that these images helped you to understand other children’s ideas and 
experiences better?
Yeah they did by like, yeah they did. What was the question again?
(Repeats question)
They did by showing the drawings of seagulls, birds in the drawing or islands that showed where they lived 
in.
Where they live maybe? Okay, so you could see that, that’s good. And other things that they 
might experience, like what kinds of things that they care about, like the person who drew the 
came! because he actually...
It looked like he was holding something, like that stick at the sun.
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Like a sword or something. Yeah. It was kind of an interesting image. Maybe something he had 
actually experienced or maybe something just about his family maybe, background. And that’s 
what’s kind of nice about pictures because you have to kind of figure out what’s going on. What do 
you know about the Francophone culture in NB, do you know very much about Francophone 
people?
No, not too much.
What about aboriginal people, the Native people.
The Natives.
Do you know much about their lifestyle or...
I know about how they first came here, like that.
Good for you, what do you know, what could you tell me that I might not know?
They almost died when they first got here?
Where did they come from to go to Fredericton?
Someplace in Europe.
Do you mean the Settlers or the Natives?
I forget the names of them, they have their own reserve and they don’t have to pay for fishing licenses to 
the city.
So that’s what you know about the Natives. What about the Anglophones, those were some of the 
people that you were mentioning, people who are mainly Scottish and English and from Europe.
Do you think they’re the largest population in NB?
Yeah.
And you probably know a fair amount about the Anglophones because you look like one. That 
would be your background. Do you know what your background is?
Scotland, my grandmother’s from there.
Do you ever go there and visit?
She’s in Saint John now.
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Okay, I’m not going to ask number 5 because it’s really quite the same as another earlier one about 
the culture, but what would you like to know about other people’s backgrounds. Do you think it 
would be neat to know about other peoples?
Yeah, I’d like to know what do they do for sports and if they like to jog and if they like stuff like 
computer, what they want to be when they grow up.
And do you think its important to learn about other people’s cultures in NB, do you think it’s a 
good thing when you’re living here to know about other people who live in NB who don’t have the 
same background as you?
Yeah, so you can get along better and not fight as much and maybe more peace.
So how do you get along better do you think?
You can get along better by not yelling at each other and knowing what they do so you can help them and 
they can help you.
Knowing what they do, okay. So the more information you would have the better it would make it 
wouldn’t it, because you would know more. Now, Greg, do you have any questions for me.
Have you been where the people were drawing.
Well these drawings were all sent to me, I had teachers do this all across NB and they sent us the 
pictures, so I’ve been to some of the schools and know where some of the pictures came from, but 
the students sent all the pictures in so that you people could use them and learn from them and then 
you would get different ideas from their drawings and so on, so it’s kind of to see if pictures actually 
can help us learn about other cultures, if we can actually learn something by looking at pictures as 
well. And it’s also the pictures have been don by people in our province and students your age, so 
it’s like having a conversation with someone who’s down in Moncton or in Campbellton or 
wherever. Hopefully you’ll leam something from their pictures as wefl, but I do know some of the 
schools where the pictures came from but I don’t know the students specifically.
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Section B
Tara - Inclass Observation and Student Interview
2 9 9
Observation 
Tara - November 15.1996
Lets look at the pictures. Which one is your favourite?
This one.
That one is your favourite? Okay what would be your favourite? Bradley?
Maybe that one.
Some o f you didn’t have a chance to look through the pictures. See which one you like.
Okay, two people like this picture. Okay. Everybody’s going to have to listen and you’re going to 
have to listen good. I’m going to tell you a story, actually it’s not a story, it’s a legend. And it’s still 
a legend in Kingsclear. Parts of it you’re going to know already because you would’ve heard some 
of them I think. Alright. The part I’m going to tell you about is when Gloosecap was young, 
Gloosecap came and lived among the people and he was Gloosecap onto the rivers and he liked to 
fish. And he and his fiiends went out on the waters one day, but the wind was blowing so very hard 
that they had to turn their canoe around and go back to shore. When he got back to shore he went 
up to where his grandmother lived, he went into her tent and he asked her where the wind was 
coming fi*om, why it was blowing so hard. And she said, if we go off onto the mountain we will see 
that there is a big, big bird and that bird is flapping his wings. He is a very large bird and he controls 
the wind. He flaps his wings so hard that he makes the wind blow hard. Now, Gloosecap took his 
friends with him and they left their camp and they travelled for days through the mountain. They 
climbed up on the mountain and there saw facing in their direction, was a great big bird. And this 
great big bird was having a great time, he was flapping his wings, so he didn’t hear the Indian men 
coming, the Maliseet men coming. They took a large rock and they threw it, and they threw it very 
hard and they knocked the eagle off this big rock. And Gloosecap very quickly decided that he had 
to tie the eagles wings down. They didn’t have any rope, they used roots. Then they took and 
dropped him down into the ravine. So if he ever freed his wings he couldn’t make the wind again.
So Gloosecap and his friends went back to their camp and they went back out onto the water and 
they fished for days and got lots and lots of fish. But then the water started to stink and the fish 
were starting to rise up to the top. Lots and lots of animals were dying around near the water and so 
Gloosecap had to go back to his grandmother and say grandmother what has happened to the water? 
And she said you have hurt the wind. You have injured the windmaker. You have stopped the 
windmaker, and by stopping the windmaker, the wind Gloosecap. He is the one who changes the 
water and makes it fresh. So Gloosecap and his friends all decided they had better go back. Now 
they knew that if they untied both wings, the wind would be too heavy again, so what do you think 
Gloosecap could do?
Untie one wing.
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Yes, and they had to put him back up on the rock too didn’t they. They had to dig him out of the 
ravine, take him up and set him back up onto the mountain and untie one wing. Okay. If you would 
draw a picture of Gloosecap and his men going through this, would you be able to do that. You 
couldn’t? Yes you could. Let’s get started. Something that you thought about while I was telling 
you that story.
[children drawing their pictures]
Okay, I would like you once again to look at the pictures. What can you tell me about these 
pictures? Now, who do you think drew these pictures, first of all?
Children.
That one’s Courtney.
Okay, Courtney who. What I want to know in general, who do you think drew the pictures? What 
do you think made them draw a picture like this?
It came to mind.
Somebody told them a stoiy. What do you think their story was?
The same one.
What else?
Okay, it’s true, the story that was told to them was the windmaker. Bradley, would you stand please 
and show your picture? Okay, he made an eagle. Who’s magic?
The windmaker.
Bradley? Gloosecap.
Robbie?
This is Gloosecap tying the eagle up.
Thank you. Would you explain your picture, what is the first one of.
He’s catching fish.
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And the second one?
The eagle is watching.
Jessie?
The fish are dying.
Misty?
I don’t know.
Clara?
Here’s my Gloosecap, and down here is the water and fish, there’s the village. 
Andrew
Gloosecap tying the eagle.
Gloosecap tying the eagle, can everybody see it?
Shane?
This is Gloosecap throwing the rock.
Gloosecap throwing the rock. Show us the rock please. Okay. What’s that.
That’s the eagle.
Okay, thank you very much. Okay, can I have everybody go back to their seats.
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Interview 
Tara - November 15, 1996
Thanks Bradley, okay, the first question I want to ask is what were you asked to do today. 
What were the instructions for today’s lesson? Can you remember?
Make the eagle.
Okay, and how did the lesson start? What did you do first, what did Ms. Sacobie do first? 
Talked.
She talked, okay, what else did she do? Did she show you anything?
She showed us pictures.
What kind of pictures were they?
Of the eagle.
Did you know what those images were about?
No.
Okay, you didn’t know anything about them when you looked at them. Could you tell who 
drew them?
No.
Did you know that they were children who are your age, the same age as you are. Okay, do 
you think that pictures tell us stories and give us information?
No.
No, why don’t you think they tell us things? When you look at a picture can you tell some of 
the ideas that a person has?
Different colours.
What about the content of the picture, what’s going on in the picture. Can you tell, like when 
you see a picture with an eagle in it, does that tell you something about what the person was 
thinking about?
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Yeah.
So when you draw a picture I can look at your picture and tell something about what you’re 
thinking, does that happen.
Do you know very much about the French people who live in NB 
No.
What about the English people who live in the province? Do you know very much about the 
English speaking people?
No.
Not a thing? What about the Native people, do you know about your background.
My friends.
You know your friends. So what do you know about your heritage here?
My teacher. She teaches math.
Is your teacher Maliseet?
Yes.
Okay, so do you know anything else about people living in the province who are Natives or 
Aboriginal?
No.
Okay Bradley, do you think it’s important to know about other cultures, do you think it’s 
important to know about other people and their backgrounds?
No.
No, why not?
I don’t know.
You don’t know. Do you think if you know more about people it would be easier to get along 
with them?
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Yes.
So if you knew somebody in your community or another community and maybe they didn’t 
come from the same background but you knew more about them do you think you would get 
to know them better or, how do you think you’d feel about them if you got to know them? Do 
you feel better about people that you know or people that you don’t know?
Don’t know.
You feel better about people that you don’t know, okay. Do you have any questions for me 
Bradley?
No.
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Section C
Terry - Inclass Observation and Student Interview
306
Observation 
Terrv - October IL  1996
This morning I want you to write about culture.
What’s culture?
[break in the tape]
Any questions or comments? Maria?
Tm not sure what to write down.
Okay so put down what you thought, so right away in your head you had a question, what is it, so you 
just put down what you thought. Do you want to share it with all of us.
The first thing that I wrote was about Canada and having your own culture. They all change.
I didn’t know what culture is so I wrote down some questions.
I put that it I thought it was history or something.
So you related it to history? History of?
Of the Canadians and the war and stuff.
So history of people? Nicole.
I related it to the Natives and then I related it to ourselves.
So you started with the Natives and then moved to a study of yourself?
So did you try to find culture?
I just said that different people have different cultures.
What does that mean. That’s a good line, different people have different cultures, but what does that 
mean?
Different points of view?
Okay, so it’s about difference. For you it’s about difference. Tara?
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I didn’t really know, so I just wrote down what I thought it was.
And what did you think it was Tara?
I don’t know really.
Pick one word off of your page.
Different cultures.
Okay, so the word that stands out for me is different. Trevor?
I didn’t know what it was so I just said animals, trees.
So, what you’re talking about is surroundings, which may tie into it.
I have culture clashes.
Culture clashes. Can you speak to that for a minute?
They’re everywhere, they happen everyday, culture clashes as a result. 
That was your poem? Interesting. Joan.
So you guessed through a story? Pick one phrase out of your story that you really think comes close to 
it.
I think its our culture.
So you picked an example of an event? And your event was Christmas, and that’s part of our culture. 
Okay. Bert?
I just used the word culture and made a poem saying different things and places and rhymed the 
next line.
So you’re playing with a writing style there and trying to build a rhyming scheme with the words.
Okay. Anyone else that wants to share?
I wrote about different cultures and influences.
Oh, the influences. Like music and what else did you say?
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Dress and the way they act. And how they can change.
Daniel?
I just wrote I think it is customs and races and art that makes your culture.
Okay, Kerri?
Mine was like a letter to somebody, like I was talking to somebody.
So yours took the form of a letter. Okay. Don’t be troubled if you struggled in defining culture 
because when I first started thinking about it, I also struggled with defining culture. It is quite a 
complex term, but this morning one of the things we’re going to do is I’m going to hand you out some 
art work and you remember we’ve been responding to poetry each week and you’ve been writing a 
piece on poetry. The art work I’m giving you this morning is from grade 5 students, NB students who 
were asked to do, to illustrate a picture of their culture, okay, of who they are, of who they consider 
themselves to be. What their background is. So, instead of responding to a poem this morning, what 
I’m asking you to do is respond to the artwork. Now when you respond to a poem, what are some of 
the things you do? You quote text. So how will you do that with a picture?
Quote what it is in the picture.
So you will name the object. Could you name something else in the picture? Colour, you could name 
the colour used in the picture and what it makes you think of. Susan?
I don’t know.
The location they might be depicting or what it makes you think of. Why does it make you think of this 
place. Anyone else.
Use observation.
Use your observations, okay. How do you look carefully, how do you read a picture?
Colours.
What the picture’s about.
Okay, what the picture is of.
Shapes.
The shapes the person has chosen to use. Could you in your response write questions? Yeah, because
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that may be, like when I asked you to write about culture you wrote questions that were brought up. 
Okay. I’m going to give them to you and I’ve put on the back of each one, a piece of tape. I’m just 
going to pull them randomly out of the pile and give one to each of you. I want you to take some time 
to look at it carefully and then I want you to write a response. You probably have about 20-25 minutes 
to do that and then I’ll be collecting your responses. As I give them out to you I’m also going to give 
you a number to stick on the picture, I think that will help keep them organized. Print the number on the 
piece of tape.
[break in the tape]
A couple of people have asked if they could share what they’ve done, or even some comments about 
their pictures. I think that’s a great idea. I’ll hold the picture while you share. Okay, Mark. Give me 
your picture and I’ll hold it and people can look at the picture while he shares what he’s said.
This person is telling about where he lives. Maybe from Acadia, maybe descendants from 
France. This person probably has brown hair like in the picture. Could be also of Native 
background because of the use of brown marker on the skin. And I’d need a French/ English 
dictionary because there’s a French word on the page.
Okay, so what made you conclude that this person was from Acadia possibly.
The flag.
Okay, so when you write make sure to include what in the picture gives you the clue. Thanks. Alex?
The picture clearly shows a bald eagle on a blue background and multi-coloured border. The 
bald eagle is a popular American symbol with is on their flag and a symbol for their president. 
The eagle says to me that this artist has an American background in some way. Was probably 
bom and raised in America but lives in Canada. The background makes it seem that the eagle is 
resting on a gray rock with a blue sky background. The border is multicoloured and adds 
decoration but the colour has nothing to do with the country. The way it’s arranged makes it 
look like a picture frame. Maybe the multi-coloured border is just to add colour and make it 
look good.
Does anyone have another interpretation that comes to mind.
The bald eagle is a big Native symbol.
Maybe he was an American 
Okay, anyone else. Sherri.
The person who drew the picture maybe enjoys the sunset, the mountains, the birds. But maybe
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that’s not at all what the artist is putting into their work, maybe this picture is a memory of the 
past. A picture in their head that they wanted to draw. Their feelings are happy because of the 
sunset, but maybe this picture is the artist’s life, maybe they are the roaming bird.
Remember Jonathon you were the one who talked about surroundings when you were struggling with a 
definition for culture, it’s interesting that Sherri’s also picked up that theme. Okay here’s Daniel’s 
picture.
Canadians, United States, Great Britain, and Italy. Indicating that their ancestors are fi’om 
Europe and maybe at one point she or he lived in America. She has something in the 
background, which I don’t know if they mean anything or not. She or he has a large picture of 
her or himself in the middle, she or he is wearing a necklace so I think it’s a girl. Her name’s at 
the bottom, her name’s Sarah. She has a river in the picture maybe indicating some time she 
spent there. In the comer there’s a building. I can’t tell. I notice a person on the building, I 
think some of her family were there and she’s white.
She’s white? Okay, the thing that, the question that comes to my mind, she is really dead centre in this 
picture.
Yes.
So this is her life. Me and where I’m from. So when you look at how she depicted herself, what do 
you think? What does it tell you about this person?
Maybe so. She might have moved from those places.
Okay, so she might have lived in each of these places as well.
I think so.
Okay, so like Daniel said, relatives.
Okay, Joel. I find this very interesting.
Here she’s from Acadia, much like France. That’s the Acadia flag. They’re celebrating 
something cause there’s all this stuff.
So when somebody said there are events that distinguish cultures, like Christmas, this is clearly 
depicting an event.
I think he or she likes celebrating cause it’s a happy time.
So, people are united with special events. Interesting. Maria.
Okay, the girl’s name is Sue She could be an Indian.
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INTERVIEW 
Terrv - November 26, 1996
So, it’s Carrie?
Yeah.
Carrie, what were the instructions, can you remember back to yesterday, do you remember what 
you were asked to do, what was the lesson about?
Just write about all of the cultures that you see in the picture that she handed us.
And how did she go about doing that? Did you talk about anything before you started, can you 
remember?
We wrote down what everybody thinks about culture on a piece of paper and then we shared it and she 
wrote on the board.
So she gave you quite a few instruction before you actually started. What did you notice about 
the list of things that you made up about culture.
Some of them were right and some of them weren’t.
But you got a lot of variety didn’t you in terms of the response. Do you think working with 
images can give you information.
Yeah, it’s better than reading a book from cover to cover, you get hands on experiences.
That’s interesting. So you think it’s a different way of getting information. Do you think you 
learned more about these students looking at their artwork?
Yeah. They’re from different places or, they draw good and stuff.
About different places, okay. Do you think you leam about the differences they might have had 
in terms of their heritage.
Like maybe they moved a lot or a lot of relatives were from different places.
How could you see that in the actual artwork?
Flags.
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Okay, so that helped a lot to see different places. Do you think it’s important for people to learn 
about other cultures?
Yeah, if you’re in high school or other grades you know more about culture. You know about your 
culture too, so you know what to do with it, you know what it’s about.
And how do you think that affects people in the long run if they know more about other 
cultures? Does it help us understand people better if we know.
Yeah, if you have kids you can tell them about culture.
What about in this province, do you know that we have very large populations of Francophone 
and we also have aboriginal people living in the province. Do you know very much about the 
Francophone population?
No.
Can you tell me anything at all about what you know?
Well there’s an Indian reserve.
Yeah, that’s aboriginal. What about the Francophone?
I’ve never heard of them.
Those are the French speaking people.
Oh. There’s a lot of them, there’s French immersion now that you can go in.
Yeah, so you don’t know anything about their culture or some of their festivals or the things they 
do that are different than us.
No.
And the aboriginal people, do you know anything about their backgrounds.
Well, they don’t have to pay taxes.
Okay. How did your notion of culture change after doing your project yesterday?
Well, I know more about what it’s about. I thought that it was about history, but it’s more about the 
family’s history. I thought that culture was just for the natives and stuff that came here first.
Okay, that’s an interesting thought Good. Was there anything that you would like to ask me.
No.
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S e c t i o n  D
Michelle / Linda - Inclass Observation and Student Interview
314
Liza !>esson Two : November. 19
Today we are going to look at the images again that depict other people’s 
cultures.
Look at this one here. What do you see in the picture?
There’s a girl dressed like an Indian.
What else do you notice?
Blonde hair, happy smile.
Maybe she is dancing or jumping.
Do you think she is indian?
Maybe she has different parents or her ancestors were Indian.
Yes, that is what I think too.
What else can you tell from the picture? What about her hair colour and braids? 
Don’t lots of people wear their hair like this? Do you think this tells us 
something?
She’s Indian. She likes to wear her hair like that to look like an Indian.
1 think she’s part Indian and that is why she has blonde hair but has an Indian dress on.
Look at this image as well. Can you tell something about the student who made 
it? Listen carefully.
Do you think you could make a picture that tells us about who you are and 
where your ancestors came from? Today I want you to draw a self portrait that 
will reveal your cultural background. Do you remember what culture means?
It means where we came ftom.
languages and what our religion is.
Okay, I’m going to pass out paper so you can start your pictures. Please try to 
work quietly.
Are there any questions?
I’ll be around to help you in a few minutes. Get your coloured pencils if you 
like .
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Student Interview;(lesson no.two) Alison
Can you tell me what the instructions for this lesson were? What were you 
asked to do?
She told us to drawing something about ourselves...our cultural backgrounds.
Do you think images can tell us about other people’s cultures? in what ways do 
they do this?
They tell us about where people come from and what they are interested in. We could learn 
about other people’s families.
Do you think images help us to understand the ideas and experiences of others?
No.
Can you explain your answer? Can you think about why you feel that way?
I don’t really know why. Maybe because they are different I don’t know.
Ok, do you know about the other cultural groups living in New Brunswick? 
There are Aboriginals and Francophones. V’^ a t  do you know about these 
people?
They have different languages.... not much else, I guess.
WTiat else would you like to know about the children who created these 
images?
How others celebrate their religions and holidays.
Do you think it is important to know about other cultures?
Yes, so can undersatnd them better.
Is there anything else you would like to say?
No, I can’t think of more I’d say.
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Appendix Twelve
Teacher and Student Response Forms
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Response Form:_________ Teacher_______________________Date
1 ) What instructions did you give the students?
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strategy?
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of 
images in general?
5) Do you feel that involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about these image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage? 
(Please explain in detail)
7) Further observations and comments-
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Student Response Form_____ N a m e ____________________ Date
1) What were the instructions that you were given in this lesson?
2) In what ways do images tell us stories and give us information?(please explain)
3) Do you feel this image or images helped you to understand the ideas or 
experiences of other students?
4) What do you know about the Francophone, Aborigonal and Anglophone 
students living in New Brunswick?
5) What did you learn about other students’ cultural heritage from these images?
6) What more would you like to know about other sudents’ lives and cultural 
background?
7) Is it important to know about other people’s cultures heritage? Why? 
(please explain)
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Appendix Thirteen
Anne’s Lesson Plan for Lesson One
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Topic - Art 
Individuality and Productivity
Obiective - to have students decode as much information about the artist as they can 
by viewing their art work.
- to have students work in small groups to design a piece of art work that they feel 
would demonstrate who they are as a mini community
Introduction - students will be reminded of the individual shield they have produced and 
the quantity and quality of work put into these shields
- Art Criticism Technique: they will view the art work of other individuals and exchange 
ideas about the message these artists are trying to put across about themselves
- students will review the concept of what constitutes a co-operative, healthy community 
such as the one we try to create in our room - i.e. class code
- within our class we have discovered we all have quite different backgrounds, likes 
and dislikes, etc.
Response Activity - group of 4 students
- each group will decide how they would show in a piece of art work how different the 
members of their group are
- on a second piece of art work show how this same group can co-operatively work 
together
Conclusion - bring groups together to display their art as far as they have completed it 
and to explain what the completed product will portray
- 1 do not expect these art products will be complete in one session so they will be 
completed during the following week.
- we have spent much time in Health and Social Studies discussing our family pasts, 
Canada’s past and the intermixing of cultural groups. This general theme continues to 
be revived throughout these two subject areas all year. Social Studies dwells on the 
whole birth of Canada and it's tremendous multi-cultural development since the 
beginning of its’ history. Health emphasizing the effects our individual family histories 
have on us personally and how we gradually grow and develop to become mature 
individuals, different from all other individuals in our family, but not losing our 
connection, and loyalty to our family.
- Hopefully students will recognize that individuality is what helps a community grow in 
a productive way, as long as the members of the community work together co­
operatively, and share their talents and skills rather than argue about their differences.
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Appendix Fourteen
Anne’s Response to Lesson One and Example of Student Response
322
Response Form: I_____ Teacher______ _^_=____________ Date_______
1) What instructions did you give the students? <J) otSosJoLvvsiCo
Tî-jk-^ X-<- Uyo cr( ^  cvvA. pocfej<M<j
Orruu wo-rtsCiiL v-î^xr^- S fc J lv v fc
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strategy? «
v_ç>vj=3<xxj'.fco rcocï• ^  ) 6^ >T . j  ^Oj'ZjI
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general?
«^ -O^vxsxn-c^ -*— -jAjUWa j
_L_ \ JL_ d . U ' .1 „ .^1 T W  i 3,/*vX L V Ajt .^ «AOXXAo v_VrfVO-pA>»Q_ Oi.# -^ KjCf^ *-jp^ vX "‘4'^ X'^
Oorvjo^d'.^^— .c&ZûukJ^ jufii^
5) Do you feel that involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about Üiese image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
J)
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage?
(Please explain in detail) TC v±JL>- S^su^^uy^siX fvwttv-û^
. oA/Ovà” >><STVA, - ? \ c ^  O— jtv/Yr-fij
'A jOQo j^ k^ YVA cs>rvj -*oJ(L & 5r sA xsvjA A  f^ciÇk OUkJXTxic
:fe> 0-. . .ÆbuXi/^i^ U J^LAArruiX
7) Further observations and comments- XcsJk<jvjcArA cxaA  pu^icrAoü
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Student Response Form ' I Name DateQr f.cP/^
1) What were the instructions that you were given in this lesson?
—   iimJU ^ ---- ' ■ > ^ ----
M  / C /  V T T ^  • ^  '  I .  . A  y  </ /
2) Do youtmnk im aged us stories and give us useful information?(pIease 
explain) ^  ^  ^i'V. A m .-. ^
3) Do you feel this image was successful in helping you to understand
another students ideas or experiences? vJ K^ ? 1 ^ ,  a/^ jt
fiU . ^ l . L  k l f ^ -  Æ o  ch^a^mSi^. ^  ^
v t  j ' . h A t '  < r r t /  - k j U f v
4) What did you know about the students culture before this lesson?
v)v  ^yWug
5) What did you learn about the student’s cultural heritage from the image?
ilo ^t ^  z^HfL lU
&vü*n/ dU *U j y  .
^  ^(./TL tTA/ /pAk^u(j^ ;\S/.
6) What more would you like to know about the other sudent’s culture?
^ 1 /  k / ( y ^  À jJ\ak
7) Is it important to know about other people’s cultures heritage? Why?
I .  ( p l e a s e  e x p l a i n )
J  ^  - lU  / t y n /  i /N K ( / /
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Appendix Fifteen
Anne’s Lesson Plan for Lesson Two
325
Suggested Outline 
Strategy Topic: Cultural Celebrations
ObiectivefsV. to encourage students to present the special celebrations that they as
individuals, families or Canadians enjoy. These may be traditional (family 
or Canadian events)or unique ideas of their own, perhaps an activity they 
would like to develop into a tradition.
Introduction: Students will view art done by other students of about their own age and 
discuss their interpretation of what is happening, what is being 
celebrated, and whether they feel it is individual, family or Canadian.
Resources: visual art by unidentified students of about the grade 5 level.
-art paper
- pencils, crayons, markers, pastels 
Vocabulary: unique, traditional, celebration
Steps: 1. Art Criticism Techniques: Bring class together in a close group to discuss 
visual art presentations.
2. The response activity: Allow students to work as individuals presenting 
their ideas.
Conclusion: have students present their art to the class and describe what they are
presenting visually. These descriptions will then be written on back of art 
piece.
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Appendix Sixteen
Anne’s Response to Lesson Two and Example of Student Response
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Response Form: c 2 , Teacher__________________  D ateO drO ^^ ^ L
1) What instructions did you give the students?
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strategy? .
.Uu‘Ytxp-5^ >0k/y'^  0-C»  ^CT\_ <Xo___
v^XS\:%vXY~*wKA~dC«-. (S\ f-OuV'—fc—  ^ «
3) Do you feel your students und&stood your introduction to the lesson?
Suû^ s... Cfcjca
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general? .
3lO — cl b «L_) ( fcC.Ü_feAo "*-3
0-*.oci/>»js>rx ^  lVS--^ -^ X~k3<X-i —. ^OkÂ-^
5) Do you feel that involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about Üiese image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
•\-x-K_r\AX. vXjYY\j2-j1-«-' .
j vjoTyvA  ^ -LLav\-\ 3'-*ow’'~*vs w5lxy>-o-ca
.-OTC\O^ J»e3
pOLa-oi <xx3 'SV (Xx3<Xkzü^ kÀ<a
TTAo^ KjA^ *^  «*A -ALkxu-^  Ujrx»&j<ÂixÂux~4 frfsXSXJL—,
6) In your opmiqn did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural her%^ge?
(Please explain in detail)
k ^ J L O  '*  ^
ZjdL*- Cl. iCjoiCfckjL/.Jl^
Oo<.ro^ G\TkL>- &J.rrrvCk^S.&<)'arx.s&.^  çy^ ^  Aos^'Aftkv^Al^
JhjY^ A^ uu- Cc >XlA-JlivjoOw^  C5\ CLô
^ )  Further observations and comments-
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Student Response Form ^ —  Name 7~^V 5 <9 K? /-/f////d0ate 0 0 ' t  A ?
1) What were the instructions that you wçre given in this lesson? y
f k / n c j  i / K c  5 ( / n  n c K  h / ï - h ^ d q ^ /
(xHvyf ^ 1 0 0 /
2) In what ways do images tell us stories and give us information?(please explain)
■ ^ P M c 3  I /  u b  S f o / / ?  5  
p i ^ f o f ^ a t \ d ç ( o n  d -g /f!x /i c  > n + h T ^ p / A - / ^ / Z
iu /iâ /
3)''Do you feel this image or images helped you to understand the ideas or 
experiences of other students? .
ycs toh^i'e.i
4) What do you know about the Francophone, Aborigonal and Anglophone 
students living in New Brunswick? [ , 'T” n o  \ /û
r n  kok
o f  - r k & n  /
5) What did you learn about other students’ cultural heritage from these images?
o n l y  fi5jSpun-^K j e
6) What more would you like to know about other sudents’ cultural background?
X'(j ) I Kcy-K) kf\o\/^oy(]
t ( k \ 0 \ j /  - F K f y / ù  k O l  I f U / c k c
7) Is it important to know about other people’s culture^eritage? Why?
(please explain)
no -L
\y/l tAO (/i'kAtfuZ/i
C L / f + v /  € 6 ,
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Appendix Seventeen
Anne’s Lesson Plan for Lesson Three
330
ouggcsieu uuinne:
Sm t:5 LTppic; ^  /c u ry U L  c > k % S x  .
O L - ,  JbxUXjfSy 
\i3ouC]LLCx*JL&v^  <^ pjcr'-A^
Introduction:
vxf\3A. (VnxxxJ* . ook/A* j^ip*J<]^ vjsj'^ —»
^ d < X x n A M s > r x .  _ » o s /> _ lJ t .  3 s r ^  nA s jI / vsl-C ^ O - u .  wL x s '«>v.o .-n.X v^  "H "»SL
4 ^ ^ v * - jp f r> * /tA ^  i S v o 3 r  (x _  . .p o - A ô s / ^ _ K j J a i . .K _  ^ « w T Y v - A - k
V.ocabulaty: H . i o . n .
Steps:
1) Alt Criticism techniques:^describing, analyzing and interpreting^ . . _L
P j L o > ç j k _  p X i l t x x r A o  « Y \  3 < r c % Z 3  U li jo  J Z ^ x r ( \  J h > ^ c J L ^  © .X IA lÆ v A x n rv ^
< ^ n j s w c > C y ' ^  I )  ; 0 4 , ) L ^  L   ^ C . « - Y v x ^ [ > S k ^
x J w  J c J k a C L ^  4 -  J j t X x A T ^ i A k j i  - «Ci*=»vv><. - c^ ^ vtJ U tU  _ . ^ « > 2 t v x . . A . A A i A
jfe» r r C^ 'JCSVX-^  % VojVvsI^  A /tsxiX  jCx^'-<jvo Qr\ A .
2) Thejcsppi^ e_ac_tivity: —  i v i rv (\ J
oLt'-* ciXxJvj5va.rvO^ ookTvJüt- Jkrt_ Cb- pjA-c_v_^ 'Tl
^ x > s _  O k /A l^ N w  ^-C -A . 8_ iv ÇVw k ^ Z V x ^ ^ Â S 'Y y
— j^ O j v v J^  " Y L i ^ x / v -  ^ T l L - ^ b 'x x c x J L 'x k tx A jo s j^ ^
crV  <kyy\ C^ '»V^ Ci<_ÀsJu ^ s . W j3îûrfve^
s^Jk^oAw . AA*^ CcxK_>- sWi[)Ü^ pL.'wcAs.
* > o l^ S V D  < w 4  ^ Æ x A o  t S Y A O .  ../p IL x rY X y ru k /Y ^  ^  O s ' f V v j i t f t A .  
.Conclusion/evaluation: o 1
Extension/enrichment:fHow would von extend this strategy or enrich it?)
"T^ Vaui5$na>An. 1— *. A . *-'0^ >~cny\_$Xwv\ ®*'\.CkUky>VtoPL>
Cx, Ayjt>kA-*^  R»w— vx/f^ -*.xs'*^  . i"C . -\rfwvrA^lAxrT^ ) cJkuAv 3si.cà^ <À
krrrVJWTvAAA-o . ^JStvSL ; <rvjcV
 o-£3c^>kJ^ , -
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Appendix Eighteen
Anne’s Response Form for Lesson Three and Example of Student
Response
332
K e s p o ü s e  r o n i i .  . i c a c ü e t  w a ï c
1) What instructions did you give the students?
Ok- _>Lv *L ^5*)x —> —A-X/0'X/yx.y
CfcLxj^ v,Ax/trVA_^ _A
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strategy?
\]jUi>x>-v^  O-*—^>-a x^-C5>v\ C|P<.*AjL *b ..okZLx-X^ Av^ bo
rp jb .
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
\ r -
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general?
^Ooo (Ljuvû-CiAas'xx
5) Do you feel that involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about these image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural backa%)und?( Please explain in detail)
^AjLo j  a  JsAa. CfcL_*_ <XX/C>OLx<:^ .cxAuc5>rx VuXJxiti^
Oxrv^  vÛjct:^ !wy^  "tV-O V>/XYVIX^ J^  p!^ N£x.p*^ tA>Osj-L_, J
6) In your opinion did the response  ^activity that followed the discussion lead to
O-o
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural herhâ^? 
(Please explain in detail) w cX o X u Jt>  JQuuLL.
x_pÀju<JL=, fA cufdr A  JL<3v  ^ JtjLwvrx. Ojl-xMjA
Tfco X^/Cv/nn~»
k^A_xj%uuuk CVU_ CU» \ VjiX -  " Î W : -7) Further observations and comments- O
J S r > à : èo o  _r(vjo-\ cA 5-C W  v M -k . -k ijU L ^  ^ fco
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Student Response Form 3 Name Am ^ Go. Date Moo.iM
1) What were the instructions that you were given in this lesson? 
k) e bad 4o dcûi^ £i ^  ^-d cox>M
Cl ASiO^ ^  ^  AaHal O o i^ Jr
J k û / ^  -OTva!
2) What kind of a message is your button giving out?
sKXx^  indcfebn J M  ;1W ju^  4 ^
CJ£- -UA*S' XnlanJ t^fvcdt
- m u iM '3
3) When you see the work other classmates have done, do you feel the images and 
shapes of their buttons help you understand more about that person’s extended family. 
Can you give an example.
^  A  4 ^
4 ^ ^ -  »
frorw
4) What more would you like to know about other students’ cultural background?
^  l i K * .  4 o  k n o w  t o t r e  f ^ € f e  a m  'H n C . o H k C r  S i c l f i . ,
5) How could we go about finding the answers to some of these questions?
ÿo\ir obouF tokat- -H^ ere.
M a c .  abock h  Wip onswcr the Ctuéjticnè.'
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Appendix Nineteen
Anne’s Lesson Plan for Lesson Four
335
Art Lesson No. 4
Strategy Identifying Detail
Objectives To study images carefully so as to identily the details portrayed in those 
images and attempt to relate to their purpose or meaning.
Introduction using one image as a sample, have the students use one word 
descriptions of what they see. From this collection of words they design a descriptive 
paragraph about the image.
Resources entire collection of images plus four extra from grade 5 immersion class, 
no. n  used as introductory image.
Steps Art Criticism 1. a) list one word descriptions of image on board.
b) as a class create a descriptive paragraph
c) students are each given an image of their own to repeat the 
above process with.
2. Design images of your own as a respnse to the image of the 
person who you have just been observing. Remember you want them to learn as much 
about you and your culture as possible.
Conclusion Student volunteers to show their work to the rest of the class.
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Appendix Twenty
Anne’s Response Form for Lesson Four and Example of Student
Response
337
Response Form: 4~. Teacher Date Nov.
1) What instructions did you give the students? 2lo cx/ry. Axwviu JsrM
tXrvA O-XTCTiAo 'AZo AxaXjL»Aj-»_* OS-nJx
o j-x à X x -  t x  v>^ cx>^_xxjyv^X,p^ <kx^-CA>-Lx>rje\ wA-«0'^~-%3^ " t ik -x .  O iyX ijIx /O L  V p  
oX/xrvA" . yxA-cx. xXA/O-»» jCj53'Cr«.^ p^ ifilSZx4j Vxj^ -k-A__
k_xjr>kiJCkjjL/cX!ÎLA, riA (^^X rrL &  v tL ja c L J k C ru  oOkj-Hjs>~H.*A- Olax^  J s^  -A rrrvoL^^
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strate^?
TCvYxo^ jL 1V30. r?
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
<\sJBT«X_; vi t^ou Ok/W.
vjt5Lo-ûo VxrddL ZkjuCL -^yvxAjL^YviLay^À'
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general?
-H—1_> oLL-a/  ^ oAtoXa^T cJ^ O /■yT"-*'/tO>-a>^ J^-o
I
5) Do you feel that involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about these image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural herh%e? 
(Please explain in detail)
7) Further observations and comments-
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Student Response Form 4 Name Date Nov.26
1. Did you feel that writing a paragraph about the piece of art you were looking 
at helped you look harder at the picture and therefore see more detail? Vk 5  |
2 .What kind of details did you put into your picture ,so another person could 
learn as much about you as posible.?
m a\. 5
$
mo u
3. Did you enjoy doing this art work? ^ ^ 5  \ \ o \ / ^
a r  V,
H. Did you learn more about yourself and what your culture is from this 
project? n ^  e t A
S'. What did you learn about other cultures from this project?
\\ovV ^ ^ € € .1  Ail i^^[\
0-^ ^  \A o vu uj€. f'c ^  ^ C r Ci)t
U. Do you think you should learn more about other peoples culture? Why?
y ^ i  Q ^ c - a u s e  4 k e ^ o , .  p é o ^ / t  
We w \h c  /^ore p ea ce
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Appendix Twenty-One
Tara’s Lesson Plan for Lesson One and Example of Flags Used
340
An Lesson I
S trak S i ' . lÜ î .p k -  Flags, 1 he use of sym bols  on  a Ibg .
Hoj:aliU)a.r}'-l L m blcm . sy m bo l.  C oat ol A rm s, tradit ion, represent, naliiic. dislingoisli 
M n l f l i f l l s i  l.argc sheets  o f  paper ,  pencils ,  pastels.
!L)ll>j£.C.tj.V.C(sj: I o have s tuden ts  d iscuss  w here  they think these student's parents  arc  IVom
by ex am in in g  and  a  d iscuss ion  on  the pictures provided jf-'s ^  ! 2 j  9 ^ /4 ,  ^  ^ «2 /. 
I o discuss  oirr Prov incia l  flags m ean ing  by exam in ing  the sym bols  
I o  tirrn the d iscuss io n  aroirnd a bit to be about our comrmrnity.
To have strrdents d iscuss  w hat w ould  m ake  a good co m m un ity  Hag
In t r o d u c t i o n ;  I w ould  like ev e ryo ne  to exarnirte the pictures What arc the students 
tryirrg to say by their p ictures
(Question: C an  you tell w here  these students, or their parerrts are  Horn''
A c t W t y ;  I land out sliecis ol p aper  to the class ( allow the students to w otk in
groirfw to aid disctrssions on what they (eel shoirld be orr their Hag with 
(Mirers as thcv draw  ) A llow  10 m inutes  Ibi the students to draw their Hag 
rrsing pencil then  en co u rag e  them  to start using the pastels C overing  the 
errtire surface of the Hag
IU*.S(.Mixccs; P ictures  Horn various studerrts.
Provincial Hag 
Coal ok Arms.
I nib lb an Internet ori syrrtbols and  there usage.
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Provincial Flag
the Wyandotte Nation
» .
Tl"r« WyaiiclnH A Nal ir»n
he flag o f tlie Wyandotte Tribe o f Oklahoma is white. 1 he tiibe’s name arcs across (he lop o f  
le flag in black letters. Beneatli the name is a representation of a turtle, a symbol foi the earth 
nd recalls tlie stoiy o f creation. 1 he turtle's shell is black while its flippei s, (ail and head all are 
lown in brown. Centered on the carapice or shell is a white jagged edged oval o f twelve 
oints recalling the twelve clans o f  Wyandottes, bearing a "sacred meeting lire". 1 his 
.“presents tlie traditional method o f governing tlie tribe by sitting around the meeting lire and 
iscussing tribal matters; tliese fires were known as tlie Council Fires. The Wyandotte call 
lemselves the "Keepem o f the ('Council Fire". Fires burned constantly in the old tillages o f  the 
uron. One o f the old dances o f the Huron was tlie Dance o f Fire.
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Appendix Twenty-Two 
Tara’s Response Form for Lesson One and Example of Student
Response
343
Response F o r m : / / Teacher Date Qr4-. z^ 9c.
1) What instructions did you give the students? c.-h f /, ^ p  .
d.rc, 4-Lt^  ^ r  /
^  f  JO'*- C~ ^'laej -Poe- I S c ujI* '^4~- tO^ti A<
OA yo u^ r~ -Pl<x^ ^
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strategy?
r- c f wV it > cicAs^’-i jb*^  P 'TLo- 5 4 *< -
 ^ ‘Co "Ç r o ^  r' ~^< ^  r\ e.
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
y e s . fi/Âêtn H I-c ^  ^  ) S'iA/'f'ct/ ctJ*y y 2^ ^  i f '—^/c ^  s
UP ot fc < J T^/'c A /  ciJ<!4tc/ -/-fi $4-0^,
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general?
^Cu-5S le-vx b r / '^ jS  '  L d l ^  ' A A xA -/A cr
5/'fccd(r^  A pu4- cm p^, c-^urt^ . /f ^/oy-'Aî
''fil//*, tr/
5) Do you feel that involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about these image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
S~ 4 < e l  ^^uJ^r-rhs J»SCuS9*cyi hd-^ p'-t'.ci -i~Lc
LJac( e.r S Tn. rvcl ( rv  ^ c4~ Low  4-c 4'a.U e, 5  c>tnr^  <. ~\-L .
Gf - e A^ Q  C -c *  I d n - t r - e .  ^  a~r\A 4 . p p  ^  . 4 "  f  a  ptc'^utj-y:_ 4^
5/.--0 " r t / s  , s  ' Ck,t,r, % / .v .j
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage?
(Please explain in detail)  x--t -
"Tk-^ 5 A-o <o,b/xi
*' c l  o ~4~ii c •' A' ■/"/  5"c? C 6 IX /^y tx S O n r\ ^  ^ ^  -f P /c.^ *
7) Further observations and comments-
R>/) o«-o •'<-*p S ~ ( ' A C ~ L ~  e x  e  4 o
AaA (^  -£. C  ^  ^  ^^  -P  ^ "Tr e> ^  Xé^ Ls-Ziüîtr^  À «» u x <.
dc. ^ X $ «->-» ^ j  ^  0_ r Ca .
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A
Student Response Form /  Name Date/7?^/gA
1) What were the instructions that you were given in this lesson?
+0 ShoUJ abou-t d l^e  ViHO^C,
2) In what ways do images tell us stories and give us information?(please explain)
‘4 4 a U )  / i f  o i ' ^  - C o u i ^ c i
Uj V]&j t ^  4 i n ^ y
3) Do you feel this image or images helped youto understand the ideas or 
experiences o f other students? r , Ç  (O
1 ^ 0 1 )  P / d  f '
4) What do you know about the Francophone, Aborigonal and Anglophone 
students living in New Brunswick?■ihey -!cy_ io /éarn û^ her 
lai i^Uase.
5) What did you learn about other students’ cultural heritage from these images?
U l h t f E  - f h C T E  Ç { o i ^
6) What more would you like to know about other sudents’ lives and cultural 
background?
7) Is it important to know about other people’s cultures heritage? Why? 
(please explain)
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Appendix Twenty-Three
Tara’s Lesson Plan for Lesson Two
3 4 6
Art Lesson 2
Strategy.Tflpic: My Family
Vocabulary: Family units. Comparison, similarity.
Material: Large sheets of paper, paints, pastels, pencils.
Objectives: To have students talk about families in the pictures.
To have the students talk about their family.
To have the students compare their family to the pictures. Which family 
closely resembles their family.
Introduction: I would like everyone to examine the pictures. What are the pictures 
about? Can anyone point out differences in the pictures?
Do you feel closer to one of these pictures than any of the rest
Activity: Hand out large sheets of paper and ask the students if they could show
their family.
Resources; Pictures from various students which depict family units.
Number of Print: 3, 10, 11, 21, 23, and 24.
3 4 7
Appendix Twenty-Four
Tara’s Response Form for Lesson Two and Example of Student
Response
348
Response Form: A r f  2 Teacher  ___________ Date A/o.i n^/99  C
1) What instructions did you give the students? Ic a ^  ^
u)Jl;<rA p . c f u c *  f s  -f*. T"-P j o u .  covx.(
^  L o Ha -A< ^9 hx'o 4A ^  ‘ f ”  ^ f Î •
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strategy?
,p*'cfurc5 o fh e r
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
\je*i. ~fUt S'^ule.^^‘5 â^riJo^fÀ -fLf At£Ct^^Tf'cn - // ^  c. ^  y
p , /  m i  l U
k a  f  4  A  F  ~t^  ^€lr~ « r" A ,
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general?
"2). ; a d  5 K . U ^ . { s  ^ o r k ^ < l
a ' b  p . t - f u r - e .  a . ^ c l  " 5 s , n j/y  e . / /  7% « y ? f y ? /r
/X ^CIC L 3ÛC*^y. ^Oct-r\ ip,ç4uf<. * f^Ziaol
-f-jgu( I .
5) Do you feel that involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about these image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
6. 1 (V t f f 4 e. ^ "ir*^ A C-ylF5 /1 A ^  ■f I rv>C-^
[Ji Si/.C,h d / e? c , ff-rj (  /"/* f^*) La t 44. / O A. A O ^
a 5 I j ,
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage?
(Please explain in detail)
7) Further observations and comments-
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y
Student Response Form ^  Name .____________________Date_________
1) What were the instructions that you were given in this lesson?
v V e  \ / ) i^  ^ o \ d  f o  d
2) In what ways do images tell us stories and give ik information?(please explain)
We, laoh a+ Hne p/c/ufe-! /-o ? e c
vi<5W ÏV| a  my p e o p l e  o l f e
3) Do you feel this image or images helped you to understand the ideas or /
experiences of other students? - f  fO h i f) Q
b c v ^ e  b o , V  9 a t r v i e 5 .  ^
4) What do you know about the Francophone, Aborigonal and Anglophone 
students living in New Brunswick? ^  H ^  j /"S M
^TeACÊo ' ^
5) What did you learn about other students’ cultural heritage from these images?
6) What more would you like to know about other sudents’ lives and cultural 
background? W  £  H T  O U T  4 ù  h Q \ j çc\ good Sc.y
O W , e ! 9 0 f \ i  '
7) Is it important to know about other people’s cultures heritage? Why?
p a r  l ,S i U “ £d
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Appendix Twenty-Five
Tara’s Lesson Plan for Lesson Three
351
Art Lesson 3
Strategic Topic. Visit to a historic settlement, (Kings Landing)
Vocabulary: thrashing, bean pods, churning butter, mending fences, grinding
com, milling com, com cakes.
Material; Paints, mural paper, paintings by other students.
Objective: To have students discuss other students visit to a historic settlement.
To have the students talk about whether or not they think these other 
students enjoyed there trip to a historic settlement or not.
Tum discussion around to the students visit to a historic settlement.
To have students discuss what would they include in a picture if they had 
to draw one.
Introduction: Have the students sit around one table looking at the photo’s of other
students visit to a historic settlement. Question ??? Do you think these 
students enjoyed their visit? What would you include in a picture of a 
historical settlement?
Activity: Have all students work on mural paper to re-create their visit to Kings
Landing. ( Keep in mind the girls only saw the kitchen.)
Resources: Pictures from various students (numbered)_____________
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Appendix Twenty-Six
Tara’s Response Form for Lesson Three
353
s  /q./->ob
Response Form: 3  Teacher Date ^
1) What instructions did you give the students? Loc  ^k  A-L e p ^ c 4 s
6VjLaT toc.r< -ArL^ 4 - r y / . ^  -4-0 5 ^ ^ -  ^  g
fQ ^ ^ ^  f C.  ^ ^  e>'4~ a. "i" r  . £T f rrt flu. <- ~ko ~~hL.
((^c*/.^Ocrt  y^çu/A^ iJ^’rAs u'^eJfirt ,
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strategy?
i- ^ 4  K.A ■CO’TJit^  ^py cA •* y'•£ z 4/'c»  ^ AC’ 7*~
b?.
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
i^ -ir u  tyL e  ,
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general?
5C.v-.ii .‘c 'iZc^  "44-C ^0,<..e  ^ JL-kJ ^  ~(iJ^
y<-ar7Ux- .-Æ vc- ^
5) Do you feel that involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about these image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
?
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage? 
(Please explain in detail)
'p-"X.<^'*k4Zs,
7) Further observations and comments- U
j J
O 0 •
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Appendix Twenty-Seven
Tara’s Lesson Plan for Lesson Four
3 5 5
Art Lesson 4
Strategic Topic: Legends
V o c a b u la r y :  Legends, G luskap  (Glooscap)
M a t e r i a l :  Pencils, Pastels, books, pictures by o ther students.
O b je c t iv e :  T o  have the s tudents  look at other students pictures and talk over what
they think the  pictures are  about.
T o  have the s tudents  listen to a legend and d raw  a picture o f  the picture 
fo rm ed in the ir  mind.
I n t r o d u c t io n :  W ha t  do you th ink the children's pictures are  trying to tell others?
A c tiv i ty :  T ell  the students the legend o f  "The Wind Eagle."
Ask the students to d raw  a picture o f  the Legend they jus t  heard.
C o m pare  the ir  pictures with the pictures the o ther  students drew.
R e so u rces .  Pictures from other  students N u m b e re d ___________________ / 7 , / y  1 0 .  Zé ,
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Appendix Twenty-Eight
Tara’s Response Form for Lesson Four
3 5 7
Response Form: V Teacher_____________________ Date_______
I ) What instructions did you give the students? ,
A s h à  -fLe. 4-0 l oo ' P ‘‘-
b .  gfX  .  /- U  - 1 - 0 ^
A r c  « J .  (L p ,  c k w . /  P 0 ^  c o L a V *  - t b y  p / d 4 u f € Â  Tn "
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strategy?
i-<'^«r\cls o/*-\ Qf\G<9^c.&.p =
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
vje5 -fLf y a// Ljork A/A no4~
5>4o p  t c f ' / ' f  /  ~/“L-gY u ^ r c ,  S / r » , ‘5L^<4-
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general?
~ T L - < L  j  I SCu:.& .of\ pl«Avj5 a  i m p < f r 4 a t C 4  p d r ' 4
b c c a x x s t  XL«> n   ^ ecJ u n J ^ r S ^ r ^ d  -^ o . ç ij}^
LJ L t-F 4 4,â. -t ecLcker  uIo.a '4'S. / V a r  t> 4- * m^S
5) Do you feel that involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about these image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
^  L <  S4-LtJé~^f  k  t i e to I r r i e  J A ' 4  e  s A u A e  f i d s  
U)lvO d r f  I*) p / c 4 u r < € ' S  We.c6_ jrns.4-iue. .
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage? 
(Please explain in detail)
, n  4  U s  a/rt,
j  L4s 4 /C<»ow/ ^  -iLtCh -H.< arAr^si' wJlko 
L ^ l p  6 ^ 4  4Le, pySLce..
7) Further observations and comments-
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Appendix Twenty-Nine
Example of Student Response for Lesson One
3 5 9
Student Response Form I Name vSocsH" Date ^ / n  r ' • 14
1) What were the instructions that you were given in this lesson? jyrrU^jbiLudticii
KUrOin j t lu U *  / t T ' ^  (X c r ij
Ctcfetur?^ .A y n ^  i y M n x ^
2) In what ways do images tell us stories and give us infonnation?(please explain)
d U  ArrdL oJj/trvJ^ ^ r U ia  - p e T p L l  ,
3) Do you feel this image or images helped you to understand the ideas or
experiences of other students? qjWUt JijaMÀ
O ^ W
4) What do you know about the Francophone, Aborigonal and Anglophone
students living in New Brunswick? c t  ( i m ’i  "Q w xt' yn \C U m ji
^  M  4 y
5) What did you learn about other students’ cultural heritage from these images?
6) What more would you like to know about other sudents’ lives and cWtural 
background? i j l  HaJrJL to  .krrvOTx/ ^ W t
<Wl
7) Is it important to know about other people’s cultures heritage? Why?
(please explain) C c P tn l ia k  JuXa
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Appendix Thirty
Linda’s Lesson Plan for Lesson Two
361
Suggested Outline;
StrateRVL-TopJç: COaa you ^ ix C L  U 3 lw i"S  b u .  W -  p l d W
Objective(s): yÿvju jW JL<.clu>Jt u j  xfiJL J b e -  OJtXi- JC o  J-rJjL A .piC k' 
LVvx. wLrorvOlC^ vd^ Vvjt- “^ ^JLOXKm
Introduction:
Resources: )cLvv><^ o^ ^
Vocabulary: '•Mx^pp ^ o w \  CjQLv\rdrvU ,^ Oy\ 'VVol C m o c ^
d lcL  ovujb  Lnoua J u ^  v ^ r u ;h
Steps:
1) Art Criticism techniques:(describing. analyzing and interpreting)
' i^\JL<3sllYv3c vJL/Yv\^0^ UJ vMrx VjJCjTciSc
• % 4audL 2L h4 ' 3 0 . 1 6 6  4 o  v r ^ l C e
2) The response activity:  ^ .
.  vJKOA/C 4LO.(3r\ CLdl^^g/l&x±, ourvV^ Cjje Ofv'OL
LOAjJ ul> cofîfvAS ckxjûTN
• vj^ stjütiiWYJt' Jhffjck ko uJaXJjl cx- >»>çGvM3«cj^ xa.plvt Qy\- LWkA.
'-XjVnTL'n ^ ^^JlAtOÎXjoC)
.Conclusion/eyaluation:
C^UflS^vn or% w\r\0<Ac JU.âJrVAdL
Extension/enrichment:(How would you extend this strategy or enrich it?) 
<QiY\AXcMi LkJr.
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Appendix Thirty-One
Linda’s Response Form for Lesson Two and Examples of Student
Responses
3 6 3
Response Form:  Teacher /-Y/Ytf.    Date_
1) What instructions did you give the students?
" OPSCrib^  'Ivi-Ê (joorcPS Cnot Sartov^cos)
'  coho-t. (3 qouLT io k rp r-e tc c tio n  'Uojl person
• D ro to  v |oar o c o o  \Y Y \ou ^  ®
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strategy?
Cmag^S
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
\\Q5  ^ parUcxpaict
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general?
1+ 5  utrw ivxrofk.-T(; in  -Cnnrturâiôo.Cv/CCafcala^'^)
1  eueoM W L cl d v û / ^  t o
ÆTlOLpj"-
5) Do you feel that involvmg your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about these image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage? 
(Please explain in detail)
LOOB «AjLOJLÜjlX <Jy^r\j\j-û(AjC ^VVX
7) Further observations and comments-
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Student Response Form N am e_K ^ Date wJ
1) What were the instmctions that.you were given in this lesson?
é h ié A M
2) In T;^t ymys do images tell us stories brmation?Cplease explain)
3) Do you feel this image or images helped you to understand the ideas or 
experiences of other students?
4) What do you know about the Fran^op^^ne, Aborigonal^and Anglqjîhone 
students living in New Brunswick?
5) What did you learn ÿ)out other students’ culüiral herit%e finom these images?
6) What more \^uld^ 
background? u
like to know about other sudents’ lives and cultural
y  0 V U . A ifif/iir
7) Is it important to know about other people’s cultures heritage? Why?
. Su4Mi' ' d w f j
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JjMj -û^ jl/iA^
.(i&lv 'M^voLvWy'-L, JuHUuiAj 
JÀ ^ \MY^\Jiy A. -4/0^/r\y 
/LotkJ /(. J^yt/ULiy^
JU JTK  .' id / t^ L J ^ ^ .c œ - '  ^
Aj2>^ <rc i^i^ouxx  ^ /CL
J^ Ou, - /^u, OCfCW^
HjhiUj <vW X^/^ jLATiOuof
Jlri'ùyy\y<:^  juACjJL
JwtcgXZy yijLcL
^^ ruAo^ L./' y^ yti-taxd
/rxxstA  ^ uX^xaUsl^
yui^: xyPLCy/
J<SLy-/JâUU' -WTt/UAy
j2û<\jvkA<^ uASL/
Jbi/ivUj
yu2^x%/Lo(<_, yi/A<r^^o-
<^^x)u^X:^t/cxx* u(%^ s j h  
^^JV<^^7\^ lP^ r^^ iJi0rKiLy> <^&6JLyTU%/\y .^ x&Qr<6/ w/30/«^  " CjCx
CjyUjLy -tc/^ ^JhCKS^il/S-iJ^ -Afl^ ,./JLn>o{jO -Ccnrrurrxj}^ JU^ .C^ l^OuÇiSi^ CLAJ^
UAynr\^
J j^ jb i"  n d l ê u  € t  cÇx r^vAiL  ^ jyuuu /<L6Z%L, .j^tjBJxjAxfy\yr\SL/ 
XxinryxiL, ^4(L/ /U<Æo X / -fi^L.CrtiJ\J^
/^XUL/ 'Gou/ -CTCXciyx^*
^  a j~  ^A-ccil, j^kcc/tWi<_,
./(3L^ jbkJyrrsjA^ <j_ ^  "/LO-/YAXO'^ J^ <fTu2^  yJCtsi, ^
:'&%catLkv .< y  6- ^ ^ L /g /
■.oW 0 ^ Ù /y\Mj  Àkià)
J j \ i l / L y  A j^ J Ü ù ^^  A T ^  p U x ! ^ ' ^ ^
O C fd/A V
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Appendix Thirty-Two
Linda’s Lesson Plan for Lesson Three
3 6 7
Suggested Outline;
StrategyJTppjç: 5 ^ /^  - p f o d o L  h
Obiective(s): X \\t  ûU jU tûllt (jOllL 0lJ)l-C4o (J jfO ^
lijN) j)\4)LL t:k\(Prn
Introduction:
êtJLQCüJf OurJL t o - U d  A o W^jL I ^ U i iS in i s  oJoOCii:^
OHjon QLdLLuJT'C^^roLO U lO -
Resources: SoxQoi^, XmP^^^5>
Vocabulary:
CUjLÜJL^-' eo € rt^ u D o ril CXjLd- ^Au:fc \V r\O uC < ^  ^ n C l a -
Steps:
1) Art Criticism techniques:(describing. analyzing and interpretmg)
% .  û Ç 'te iT ,S u â ia t^ » -n (i u4«-re. (Jon i. fhX
' t a x  U v jl\vw % i CLY\dL tW L  J a À w W s ,  JK&.& t o  r^ S C T fb ey
d e s tr ib ih ^ ^  d o m  U tu  o k ir f f in t  ü u ü L  b o /
(IblbL \ o  \n k rp r-& k % 4 _  _ i m ] u y s
2) The response activity:
"TVi JibidiivirjMxd -Vo drauJ cl loM  chlcI
ô t» |ç c V  ^ i r  e u L U u i .
.Conclusion/evaluation:
ùtôU jL55 ( X b o x t  ^ K iiv .x 'o u jn  (3r()-to\AiV
Extension/enrichment:(How would vou extend this strategy or enrich it?) 
exVivxf^OYv, MvLf j^W jU xJr CCUSlCL Jàüvné- -bWxj^CLyic/
^  ' - W  (ikîS 'yvcoA .
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Appendix Thirty-Three
Linda’s Response Form for Lesson Three and Example of Student
Response
369
Response Form: Teacher________________________ Date
1) What instructions did you give the students? .
Drauj a }>dÇ-pàr-hc6an/!^ hmelhinâ -Morn
YY uat iwoUUmwS QIQ YOU USv tO IQuOQUCw LUw StTatwEy • y ^
Tujo jiWdâiute /rorn m  Qlo^ram •^
Oftvrf iJtd (xrif sjAjom O i - i i - a m .
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general?
y ^ i r a  im jpodctni:, j i o U v i ^  a o n  X d s d s  o j \ d  c p i n i ^  
vK crn  W  f l i k t r  L ù W i v & . . X n l d t  M \ i i ^  i o d i  
X 0-b?ju 4o e^ajYY\ Olon op/i-fU.iJT>
5) Do you feel that involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about these image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
Ojy\C^  c/%) tVYLpOh^ dnX'
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage?
(Please explain in detail) t —
U fb , <UvL iiUxfiflw /  L C a r ^ J ^  W v x J r p U ij^
Oax. Q_ JUJdmurndJiAJcAo/Yx^  ^ -b 'tW.vxfC ^
7) Further observations and comments- \5b 'Su\t'ÇAût6
370
Student R esponse form 
Date:
Name: Xxxwibv “^aaaoaj
1. What were the instructions that you were given in this 
lesson? Yo A^m dkirr^
2. What did you learn from Suiaye and Ly show and tell?
W /  d{hirrLÔ3ü~d M y 4 -
3. Why the person on the image is different from you?
LiAYlixjxj^iy, yJeXn^
O a n X  v3 < V o Q iX 3 J - x A 3  •
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Appendix Thirty-Four
Linda’s Lesson Plan for Lesson Four
3 7 2
Suggested Outline:
Strategy Topic: UhgpTvd
Obiectivefs): ^tVjL B tüdJLhjT  COÀJÜ bJL QLhiL UJAJCljL O- 
Lntrodu_ctipn: l ^ j g C t i ô n  o \  UulU30YC(^ Jj^an-t^nO O tS
Steps:
1) Art Criticism tecbniques:fdescribing, analyzing and interpreting)
ÆÇbif ^Yuimb&r a Çompâiie., Uvl kocWUXÎJ 4ati CKjl 
I ( YT\a(^ o f  T V iitaG -JW ÿ n d  cxm cl v W lL  o -  'ûx-tK x 
\ d b o u j = r
Q -°L  okxdA aj- t a  cLûScrib o o V v o Jr 'U u i^ JV u .?
2) The response activity:
0 -^ a A -  f ^ r ^ o i b  isdS ln (^  JUo
VtwL v x x ^ d sw d tru o iJ J  vK olos. t a  u a îü J i  U ^ o u t t i  d s . c ^ c (  
( W l  (b rW  Ol uùLdtUJUL
.Conclusion/evaluation:
^  b A u £ W '\ o v 3 J  v J U s t m A o a  v v v T ukuC 4jL (|p \d .-
Extension/enrichment:(How would vou extend this strategy or enrich it?)
GxlîKi^Acn ;  ( k t  OL n d - k o x  4 o  to Y a e  in  W  (dloj^^iuscn^ 
46 W L C d J k y W -
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Appendix Thirty-Five
Linda’s Response Form for Lesson Four and Example of Student 
Response Form and Written Response
3 7 4
Response Form:_________Teacher_________,_____ =_____ Date
1) What instructions did you give the students? , . ^
To luuk  OL ound cm jut oJ^fUùam-
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strategy?
-  iim c ip
-  (3^û/i^-^iûK»cc)(b'iLU.(Yi<^ A y ^ n d
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general?
To Jktlp vjQUiSiLnfe t o  Jk xoc a  emâÏM iLfndSLt'S^^^’^
of Uu.û.onü2ph ^
d/) £ey^ cA!tb vyyiobrnJuiJ) C JuJp ôiAjJs.(àr OëUây-}
5) Do you feel that involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about Üiese image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
%  4ûl(ür^ dbûu± o lW m J M t d k  Jhstlp  ^ 4 u n  4o
'U v a tro L û Y ie M L U u a .
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage?
(Please explain in detail)
u jca jl  (  W i/b A /^
X w X l  cjjOi&S'kxcij^  Jb J^rn xcL  d '& o t T o .
7) Further observations and comments-
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Student response
Date: V> ^  ■
Name;
1. Can you write the instructions given by the teacher?
V o  (jO T  \  Gk W c ^ t N c V  t^ o iA  V s r v O j ^
\ V  4 0  L \  \ s ’T \ O u o  c x n s l  M < k \ s ^
O S ? a M  VO u '‘ r\n
^ f \ v ^ W i d  À ' N a u û  9 ^ C > u . s p Q _
2. <3ive m e the definition of a legend
o \ A  V v \ c C V  \
•V C 'O iU
3. Do you think that every cultureias the sam e legend?
< \ V -
^  i h i n .
' V V \ j L y A c b
376
TrvyrvX ALoJL^
X uA lL ny d d i/u i jU L /t^  ^  XX/t3L/X
Xxfcvv^Vwo, -^^ -AksiAJL C U a^ CK^  '^^suvKXjCyx 
CUfvL \^OuT4yA^ '-K/oUC  ^ ^  <-Êcl8/^
^  "%%3 Mroj\^ y XÀ^ .^ ÔUM/ujZ,y^
4>^ j[jy<XAÀys J^CL(^ *.
i)\SL i ix ijL  jjjdjijL<L ayiJ oudklls^ cL 
Jox^  KjUjjLh^^r\ dlù CltnrdL ijlKCp^*
^9v1L uTtyfctxL iSki ALa, ^ ^cru J\xÿr>^
C^ CunJL -C/tX-cJi^ t
A y\£ L . A Ù r lA y ^ l^
A y r t^  /  'h ^  >^<saX (^
A-Oua/ ^  -d d jly  J X /y ^ ^ k ^  . .O ïK æ . Â -olX ^
> c 2  y U i-  J ^ u ip u i J a J s a  ^ Qy% ^> m ^dA jty^.
_
T
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Appendix Thirty-Six
Terry’s Response Forms and Example of Student Written Response
378
Response Form:_______  Teacher  Date t \ ln v .Z ^
1) What instructions did you give the students? r^e<e wfÿC 3  m jnul6a on CtiIfure
•fbmiliQx Wifb Mis 5^rac^«rç. 'l ‘WOnicd them  1o <xiiemfkioUjriic
Jmin. h o  W  ptoCC-nrO/'iVT
2) What resources did you use to introduce the strategy?
These have b^cn in our
siudici dûASéS. USecf m y conversah>ni luifk Mafy*^cmd (tù-fessionaJ^
opoks I ‘ve read in pasi Kov^ fuenoegf my h u tta i'n e io f h&wx
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson?
T  think 50. j  n/as s h u c k  bo iF»e_ children’s hesiiahon , u
■ h u j n h e .  -fhivS T o p ic . T ^6nS6 fh^ 'V d ic/n 't Knocu uJhcf to soy. "of ^
dur I no curi tes  T senSe' j^Bby  ^ in the roorw u/erc 
nonre, # m  th e ir response M'on X Uiould hfltve t^evp/orc
4) What role does discussion play in increasing the students understanding of
images in general? r  • j*
The m a ip f  advnrvTaqg. d.scu^/^m expand,no cor
(XVM !<rx)vuT^ QG. by Kcd/ * nQ houudiH ^^'^^  dnotnc/ p s t ^ o s  
(nferprefatidn^ 15 from ou^ (pu/A. P»*cl anyone  s e e  j k d j  hear 
^n»erking différént’ k)oMi"0 af /hi s  i m a q e ^  'Tf places a(( 
pod itiDflds  ^ feather 4 cKi Id m a  d o s ^ tr  pu^A  rc lafrpn  a S  t ^ a c r i e r - .  
'l4arrv5 tron^ sTvdcnt« examine the. ^nKoSr of  o u f  oo jn  ^{-cpteialf^ns
5) Do you feel that involvmg your students in discussion and critical inquiry ‘ 
about these image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( Please explain in detail)
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater understanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage? 
(Please explain in detail)
7) Further observations and comments-
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C u \ V j j r e  a V
> n :x V \x /i? ^  D © ? » \« .  (A S fâJx W u  m \ ' ^ _  
<XV2>>--V. X . V  Y  'üGCvx \ T V  \  
A o  V K « r - \ .  o e c a t X i - e  f f v ç r e  
t o K o V ,  \v Q re -  \ S  W - S - e c k  o r v c s  
c* -v V \u ^ re .
C u V V v A f  ' S  5 p  r r \ e k  Vxx rNCI 
a r c K  L-V o p ^ S  C y r J  <k '■Ovxa
T\Vve. T  J
C ^ v . ' A r  k y v O v jO , tv v v jic V v  
o ^ W o A r  'C Y 'A  C . v j t V W < ^  t > u V
r r \ o ^ ^  ç  T o \ ) ( X ^  N \ 0  W  5rry v ,’
a
C u lV  V L v n e   ^ u . 'â a W s ^  S ü m  nQ 
T K a  t s , O a ^ e d  ovq,vX>\tv ‘^ c o r ^  
0^rve<oX\èïvS Ao> <^ €-SA eTùcAct\S.
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Appendix Thirty-Seven
Terry’s Response Form for Lessons Two, Three, and Four; Example of
Student Written Response
381
Response Form: Teacher Date
w
-  (yrt) 
c a ^ i / ia J  UAfKÙ\^
^ la J f s  to ihij^ ^MûiCOL/ô-- ^
2) What resources md you useto introduce the strategy?
Q r o M d iM L ^ -
P c ^ n J h /fin fm -
3) Do you feel your students understood your introduction to the lesson? , r y
m A Ju^u kjlt- (  iU ~ o 4 ^P ^^A X /0 w  /YKx y p iu P u d id A J A ^  w / m
,jUd?T*Jbtathûly'fy^âXLy
h  hOAMy ^fA A JU
4) What role does discus&I6nyi^lnrirKM%Miû^%ié sthdebtS understanding of 
images in general? Ca  cdU byuX i y/k(M iV rdl^ '< ^ A) Ccnr\HhU>
vU/VMk chAt.îidLtŸpyiydh''<yr^ , s h x c tw n ts  u jo kP  h  o y
o W t  iv5> t ^ y r m k c d a ^ } IM /y n tP o
Cu o a J ^ ^ c c m lŸ  ( ^ iM A iA a <} \
5) Do you feel dial involving your students in discussion and critical inquiry 
about these image(s) increases their understanding of what the artist was trying to 
convey about his/her cultural background?( P l^ e  explain in detail) .
u  ik io  to /n  kiL  (/yu yru pf i>\ iÂ jt/Â  ctn d vyA U yn /r a M o u d ^
■ ih y ( / J 0 V ir  i h o J - U K y
IK . -t /.a>a
6) In your opinion did the response activity that followed the discussion lead to 
even greater undastanding and appreciation of the student’s cultural heritage?
W hM d  CûA/idJdidi aMJÙéhoTUi
7) Further observations and comments-
(Jc^ P kIa  lo  ( ^ i .
v r Y m f ^ P ( U à
( c ^ x s y J ) \ j j A k d i _ ^
382
ÜtltuîL
|) ,cV vfc,«  i s  4c> O uf fl[6ûu'  ^ a ll  ^ i i  ^
Jn^ u) fivSL/jllA Cù/Ktjt^  2d-
us />i t/ttrtu o(" Ou rW ft^ Vo A ie
UUM Wd_ tO(^ C£P^ C 'ffQ/n
W fiJ ouf- LoIaxd our
A  Y Ass Wc
■0 : 1/ h e -  i e s ^  i ^ M n n h  i a  M e  A  c c ilh ^ e s
<QW ^  4^05 KiO t  Wk/cir CJe.
/4dnT hAPc*;/ gv&fwLy k^necv e(ra^vAcd:« 
fixWy Vo uW fe /<^ss
r4P 4501 Wd, oooolà  b ô f
C|5 l y i t / c i l  O T~  ( j \ ”((-sf<n2/-i6t5
i?u«h if U/2- h o /r h  i f  U à o h
L  S O ^ C y .
The. 'f^üre. U6U A&'UT (^ü(ju%
4H^ yjtJ y^ v cvfi
be wl-M W1 4^  W W/f
û([ h"D^'y ÔMc COUnify,We uwfiw *V «)S Qoe.l>‘^ c'i
l^ o re  Û5*'C^  fk .'/.l [ ) 0 ^ S  Oë& A k c y  tYh<^h-fCO
rt)<- 6efA /A lt
383
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